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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the research was to explore the experiences of a group of 3 ELA teachers as they participated in online professional development using a social learning network. Utilizing case study methodology, the researcher examined how an online social learning network could be used to impact instructional practices amongst ELA teachers participating in hybrid professional development during implementation of a writing curriculum. Employing social constructivism as the dominant framework for analysis, the researcher explored the extent to which professional development delivered online combined with face-to-face supports impacted teacher instructional practices in the classroom.

The researcher examined teachers’ actual online behaviors by using data captured by the online social network and compared this to teachers’ self reports of impact and use, concluding that online professional development, delivered through a social learning network was effective in impacting teachers’ classroom instruction.

Findings indicate that in order to be effective, professional learning should emphasize the learning of content and pedagogy and how technology can enhance instructional practices. Features of the online social learning network utilized more frequently were those that enhanced teachers’ goals around writing instruction. The online social learning network was also found to include several aspects of Community of Practice, resulting in the sustained use and integration of the online social learning network for instructional purposes. Factors such as convenience, flexibility and ubiquitous access to resources and peers were cited as benefits to participating in hybrid professional development models.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction to the Problem

The National Education Technology Plan (NETP) drafted in 2010 aggressively addresses the need for continued teacher development by placing education directly at the center of America’s global economic growth and survival. In addition to increasing college graduation rates from 41% to 60% by the year 2020 (Department of Education, 2010) the plan speaks to the significance of creating a highly educated citizenry adept at problem-solving, collaborating and creatively utilizing technological tools and harnessing information. In an effort to prepare students, the plan highlights the importance of providing access, resources, peers, and data through technology and touts connected teaching as a powerful means of improving instructional practices and building expertise.

Moreover, the current educational landscape in the United States further highlights the need for quality professional development as districts across the country grapple with challenges around how to best support teachers in implementing the National Common Core Standards (2010). Teachers are now tasked with teaching and understanding increasingly complex concepts such as analyzing text complexity, integrating evidence in written responses, and building knowledge by incorporating informational and non-fiction texts (Common Core Standards Initiative, 2010). Professional needs around teachers tasked with implementing Common Core standards require an increased and intentional focus on developing teacher skills nationwide that include a focus on technology, pedagogy, curriculum and assessment while simultaneously providing sustained support systems that allow for ongoing collaboration, modeling, experimentation, and problem solving.
The extensive history of reform movements in the United States has yielded less than stellar results, with 25% of American students failing to earn a basic high school diploma and 40% of minority students also failing to reach this benchmark (Alliance for Education, 2010). Amongst students that do manage to finish high school, 1/3 of them are unprepared to meet the demands of higher education, resulting in an increase in costs for remedial education courses at the post secondary level (U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). These, along with other staggering statistics around student achievement, have led to increased pressure from policymakers in the last 10 years for states to closely examine teacher training and development efforts in hopes of positively impacting students nationwide.

Accountability efforts as outlined by federal and state initiatives such as NCLB and Common Core Standards Initiative have resulted in renewed demand in creating quality professional development experiences for teachers. No Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2002) is the largest federal education reform effort in United States history, and calls for all students to be proficient in state designed assessments by the year 2014. The focus on creating higher standards for students, nation-wide has had direct implications for the continued development and retention of “highly qualified” teachers as defined by NCLB. Moreover, the recent adaptation of the Common Core Standards by 46 of the 50 states (Common Core Standards Initiative, 2010) places preparation of American students for both post-secondary education and an increasingly technological global workforce at the forefront of reform goals. Furthermore, school districts across the world are placing increased demands on teachers to also integrate technology into their instruction, while keeping abreast of issues around pedagogy, practice and content knowledge (Collins, 2008; Hooper & Rieber, 1995).
Teacher development requires rethinking ways in which teachers learn, communicate, and utilize instructional strategies that not only incorporate traditional issues such as strategy and subject-area expertise, but also intentionally attends to the increasingly technological world in which both they and their students live, work and communicate. In order to continue to meet the professional demands of their roles,

Educators must be more than information experts; they must be collaborators in learning, seeking new knowledge and constantly acquiring new skills alongside their students. Students must be fully engaged in school—intellectually, socially, and emotionally. This level of engagement requires the chance to work on interesting and relevant projects, the use of technology environments and resources, and access to an extended social network of adults and peers who support their intellectual growth. (U.S. Department of Education, 2010, p. 1)

Ultimately, teacher professional development requires creating extended, teacher support systems through “meaningful pedagogical intervention” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 18), that consider issues of work and collaboration in the 21st century while expanding traditional pedagogical skills such as reading, writing and research.

It is widely agreed upon that teacher professional development is a major factor in improving the quality of education (Borko & Putnam, 1995; Darling-Hammond, 1997, 2006a; Guskey, 2009) yet providing meaningful, professional development programs remain problematic. Due to the persistence of traditional models of professional development, many school districts are seeking innovative alternatives to meet the needs of teachers. Beginning in the 1950s, with renewed interest in 1980s and 1990s with the publication of *A Nation At Risk* and *Goals 2000* (Grant, Young, & Montbriand, 2001), these top-down approaches delivered in brief, workshop style formats disconnected from teacher practice have been heavily criticized as being ineffective (Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond, 2006b; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2009). The limitations posed by utilizing traditional professional development models can be addressed by
providing experiences where teachers are continuously connected with a community of peers, engaging in practices stemming from authentic contexts make alternative models of professional development such as online social learning networks a viable alternative to addressing teacher needs.

Advancements in web based technologies such as Learning Management Systems, combined with the rapidly increasing popularity of social networking sites aimed at educators such as Classroom 2.0 and Edmodo, present increased possibilities to address the rapidly changing needs of the 21st century teacher. Urgency around implementation of Common Core Standards has further fueled an explosion of online professional development opportunities dedicated to providing resources and support as states grapple with ways in which to support teachers (Ash, 2011). Nationwide interest amongst teachers continues to grow exponentially, as the push to become a connected learner has resulted in thousands of thriving online communities for educators (MMS Education, 2012). These, anytime, anywhere access to models of professional development opportunities online, potentially serve to address the needs of teachers seeking to deepen their professional knowledge, connect with peers ubiquitously and strengthen their technological savvy; all potentially transformative in impacting students expected to be college ready and entering an increasingly competitive global workforce.

**Description of Research Problem**

Research on American schools, as well as school in other countries, indicate teacher professional development as critical factor in impacting student achievement (Campbell, McNamara & Gilroy, 2004; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). Yet teachers in the United States have significantly less time for professional learning than their counterparts in other countries where student achievement surpasses that of American students (Darling-Hammond,
Teacher professional development has largely consisted of traditional techniques such as sporadic workshops, emphasizing a top-down approach and failing to take into account teacher beliefs and knowledge around what they are practicing as part of their everyday context. These models regarded as widely ineffective often leave teachers isolated as they attempt to wrangle with challenges such as increasingly diverse populations of students, limited planning time and lack of access to other experts in the field (Darling-Hammond, 2006a; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2009; Lieberman & Miller, 2001). These challenges are prompting school districts seeking to provide quality experiences to examine more innovative methods of delivery including online models.

Teachers are often faced with insufficient time within the school day to plan, practice and engage with other teachers around issues ranging from content to best practices (Borko, 2004; Diaz-Maggioli, 2004; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1996). Connected teaching, as made possible by participation in online learning communities such as social networks, allows educators to actively shape their development, interact continuously with other experts and share exemplary practices. This level of sustained, social engagement around practice, as posited by Community of Practice theorists (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wegner, 1988) is largely absent utilizing traditional, episodic models of professional development, often resulting in a lack of engagement, participation and even complete resistance to participating in traditional professional development initiatives. Moreover traditional methods of delivery are often the result of state or administrative mandates and fail to take into account teacher expertise, beliefs and experience in the process. Teachers are often positioned as passive learners, receiving information as opposed to active, constructers of their own learning experiences.
Traditional teacher professional development models often occur outside the context of actual classroom experiences, resulting in a disconnection from everyday teaching tasks, situated in authentic problems of practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Borko & Putnam, 1995; Darling-Hammond, 2006a; Guskey, 2009; Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2008). In order for professional development to be effective, teachers must be afforded time to apply new ideas in their own contexts and interact with others continuously around issues of classroom practice (Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, & Birman, 2002). This type of prolonged engagement with peers is made possible by participation in online communities such as social learning networks.

Changes in teachers’ beliefs are more likely to occur in settings in which teachers consider learning a communal activity. When teachers take time to interact, study together, discuss teaching, and help one another put into practice new skills and strategies, they grow and their students’ behaviors improve accordingly. (Harwell, 2003, p. 4)

Ongoing research efforts have revealed several indicators of quality professional development programs including sustained, inquiry based practice based in actual teaching experiences, focused on content and place value on teacher interaction, collaboration and ownership of the learning process (Darling-Hammond, 2006a, 2006b; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey & Huberman, 1995). Garet et al. (2001), after conducting a study detailing the experiences of over 1,000 math teachers concluded “there is a clear need for new, systematic research on the effectiveness of alternative professional development strategies” (p. 917).

This large scale, empirical study identified the core features of effective professional development as focus on content knowledge, opportunities to engage in active learning experiences and coherence with larger goals such as state or school wide initiatives. These findings suggest that providing meaningful, effective professional development experiences requires collaboration and active participation in a sustained manner, around common goals or
interests, such as touted by social learning theorists such as Wenger (1998) and Dewey (1938). These factors, often missing in traditional models can be addressed by utilizing online professional development models such as social networks.

The limitations in traditional methods of professional development such as fragmented, short-term, top-down methods of delivery, with limited time to engage with others around shared meanings and values, point to a need to re-examine current professional development practices and explore innovative ways to encourage participation in activities that directly impact classroom practices. “Teaching is a complex task, and substantial time will be required for teachers and other educators to test out new ideas, assess their effects, adjust their strategies and approaches…to make learning more meaningful” (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005, p. 29). The advent of technology such as social learning networks provides a unique opportunity to provide teachers with ubiquitous, ongoing access to others allowing for the capture of professional knowledge, interactions and practices in ways not previously possible.

**Purpose of Research**

The purpose of the multiple case study research was to explore the experiences of a group of 3 ELA teachers as they participated in professional development using an online social learning network during implementation of a hybrid writing curriculum, with teachers using both the online social learning network as well as face-to-face elements for curriculum delivery. Utilizing traditional case study methodology, the researcher examined how a social learning network could be used to impact instructional practices amongst ELA teachers participating in hybrid professional development during implementation of a writing curriculum. Employing social constructivism as the dominant framework for analysis, the researcher explored the extent to which professional development delivered online combined with face-to-face supports
impacted teacher instructional practices in the classroom. The researcher examined the impact of professional development delivered utilizing an online social learning network on teacher practice by conducting an in-depth examination of teachers’ usage of 3 features covered in professional development: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups.

**Rationale**

Though extensive research has been dedicated to outlining teacher professional development opportunities, “considerably less research has linked these opportunities to teacher change” (Parise & Spillane, 2010, p. 326), particularly in regards to impact on behaviors and practices in the classroom. Moreover, additional research examining the complex relationship between teacher practice, technology and content area as put forth by Mishra and Koehler (2008) in defining the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) are imperative as policymakers, researchers and educators further seek to explore ways of helping teachers hone instructional practices in the 21st century. As the conducted project involved teacher implementation of a writing curriculum utilizing an online social learning network, the impact of professional development on instructional strategies pertaining to both use of technology and writing instruction were examined.

After an extensive analysis in the field on K-12 online professional development, Dede, Ketelhut, Whitehouse, Breit, and McCloskey (2009), concluded questions that addressed “enablers of durable teacher change, such as interventions designed to increase pedagogical content knowledge” and impact of professional development on teacher change, particularly improvements that transform practice” (p. 16) were priorities for future research in the field. Additionally, a large number of studies focusing on changes in teacher practice and behavior rely
heavily on self-reports making it difficult to accurately capture actual patterns and changes in teacher practices.

Emerging research also indicates that building a true community can be problematic when attempted in purely online spaces (Barab, Kling, & Gray, 2004; Hur & Hara, 2007), and propose that blending online interactions with face-to-face contact lead to increased likelihood in building successful communities. However, empirical support for hybrid learning approaches to fostering communities is limited (Hur & Hara, 2007), particularly when discussing professional development amongst teachers in the K-12 arena. Further research on the role of hybrid learning models for the purposes of delivering sustained, content-driven professional development in K-12 settings is needed, as the majority of the studies on blended learning are tied to higher education, business models and other fields outside of the K-12 educational community (INACOL, 2008). The study seeks to add to the growing body of research on online professional development models by specifically examining implications for professional development and instruction in K-12 settings.

**Research Questions**

The study conducted sought to add to the growing body of research on online professional development by specifically examining online social learning networks for professional development in K-12 settings and addressed the following questions:

1. To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network (OSLN) impact teacher practice?
2. To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN as impacting their instructional practices?
The Project in Context

The study sought to add to the growing body of research on online professional development for teachers by specifically examining the experiences of a 3 English Language Art (ELA) teachers as they utilized an online social learning network (OSLN) for professional development during implementation of a writing curriculum. Participating teachers utilized both the online social learning network, as well as face-to-face components throughout curriculum implementation. Employing a multiple case study design, the researcher examined how participation in online professional development impacted instructional practice and also explored teacher perceptions of its influence on instructional practice.

C21, “Communicators of the 21st Century, is a 6th grade writing curriculum, developed in alignment with National Common Core Standards and contextualized using an online social learning network as a vehicle for delivery. The curriculum focuses on the core mechanics of traditional writing across genres while providing opportunities to “write” in non-traditional modes using various modes of digital media. Piloted in 2012, 6th grade students who had participated in the project demonstrated significant growth in writing performance over a 4-month period (National Writing Project, 2012). The curriculum utilizes an online social learning network (OSLN) to promote interactions between teachers, students and other curriculum experts. The C21 curriculum is hybrid in that it includes online as well as face-to-face components for professional development and instruction.

It is important to note that the C21 curriculum was a new model for writing instruction being implemented by the 3 participating, 6th grade ELA teachers. The C21 Curriculum Model included 2 distinct components of implementation: (a) professional development, and (b) classroom instruction, placing teachers in dual roles of learner and teacher. Thus, the
professional development component was integral in encouraging teachers to interact around issues related to content and pedagogy, while also grappling with issues surrounding technology use for writing instruction, as suggested by Mishra and Koehler (2008) in their explanation of the TPACK Framework, which focuses on the intersection between content, pedagogy and the role of technology as crucial in facilitating teacher development.

The dual focus on content knowledge as well as technological knowledge during professional development was an integral component of facilitating teachers’ use and understanding of the utility of the OSLN for instructional purposes in their own classrooms. The C21 curriculum involved participation in several hours of professional development delivered online with face-to-face supports. The professional development model included ongoing coaching, modeling, discussions, demonstrations of strategies around technological features of the OSLN and focus on pedagogical issues related to writing instruction. The focus on content, pedagogy and technological knowledge as part of professional development was a crucial component of facilitating teachers use and deep understanding of the utility of the OSLN for instruction in their own classrooms.

**Limitations of Study**

The researcher acknowledges one limitation of the study is the fact that teachers underwent a combination of online and face-to-face professional development sessions. Although the majority of activities such as discussions and modeling of writing instructional strategies occurred online, teachers also benefitted from individualized, coaching sessions and demonstration lessons around implementation of the writing curriculum. Due to the hybrid nature of the professional development model, it was difficult at times to discern which aspects of potential impact on teacher practice were the result of the professional development activities
delivered through the online social network, face-to-face sessions or the combination of both aspects of delivery. Another limitation is that information obtained from direct classroom observation was not included in data collection for the study. Data collection only included documented teacher activities online and interview responses around experiences and perceived impact of the professional development experiences.

**Definition of Terms Used in the Study**

In order to address the research questions posed around the impact of online professional development on teacher practice, an examination of professional development, teacher learning, and the role of technology in facilitating teacher development is needed. For the purposes of the study, professional development, is defined as activities designed to advance teachers’ understanding of content, pedagogy, and practice, and how technology can be used to support this understanding. In considering the best practice around delivering effective professional development, the terms form and reform are used throughout literature. Form refers to more traditional activities such as workshops and in-services, while reform models are generally viewed as more effective and refer to more collaborative, extended activities, emphasizing teacher collaboration and the community-oriented view of development (Garet et al., 2001).

Professional development can be delivered face-to-face, meaning all the participants are in the same geographical location, online, with participants utilizing various forms of technology to participate or hybrid, which includes a combination of both face-to-face and online components. Online professional development is defined as professional development offered via the Internet for the purposes of enhancing job related skills or knowledge. Models can include varying delivery modes, including synchronous with participants interacting in real time,
asynchronous, allowing which allows teachers to participate at any time or a combination of both.

The project for the study was a demonstration of online, job-embedded professional development, situating activities in teachers’ authentic, day-to-day contexts as they implement the C21 writing curriculum. The curriculum utilized a social network in combination with face-to-face supports for professional development and instructional purposes. Social networks are online tools that allow people to easily share ideas, knowledge and experiences, and therefore are can be critical in facilitating interactions around content and pedagogy throughout implementation. The highly collaborative nature allows for increased levels of interactions, communications between individuals, making social networks potentially valuable in facilitating learning experiences amongst teachers engaging in practice.

An Online Social Learning Network is a distinct type of social network that integrates the collaborative features of social networks and learning management systems, that allow teachers to organize and monitor assignments, with the goal of supporting an online learning community (Martin, 2012). Online Social Learning Networks have distinct properties that distinguish them from social networks which include specific learning objectives with built in supports for learning, the ability to share work, multiple ways to provide individual guidance and support and analytics allowing for the visual capture of learning activities over time.

The Online Social Learning Network housing the C21 Curriculum included various community members including teachers, students, digital media experts, curriculum coaches and researchers. The combination of teachers and other members of the online social learning network participating in the project contain various elements of a Community of Practice, a social learning system where members continuously shared, negotiated and collaboratively
contributed to knowledge as they engaged in practice around writing instruction. Participation, when speaking of teachers in a Community of Practice online, is defined in several ways including actual conversations, messages, creation and sharing of content, logging in, commenting and viewing the work of others. The use of an online social learning network throughout C21 Curriculum implementation presented a unique opportunity to capture teachers’ interactions as they created, questioned and revised professional knowledge in ways not previously possible.

**Statement of Researcher’s Position**

Prior to my current work at Digital Youth Network, I was a former classroom teacher with 14 years of experience teaching English Language Arts. I also served as literacy coach at the middle school level, where I developed curriculum and conducted teacher professional development for 4 years. The middle school, located on the south side of Chicago, was the only one of its kind at the time, utilizing a one-to-one laptop programs for all students in attendance. My traditional background as a teacher in an urban education setting made me highly resistant initially to the idea of utilizing technology, as I was concerned about various issues ranging from student distraction to simply questioning the value of the technology in my 6th grade literacy classes where I had historically experienced great success without these tools.

My role at the school where technology and innovation was “in the air”, however, shifted as I watched the students embrace and use technology in ways that displayed critical thinking, initiative and creativity in ways I had not imagined. My role, as literacy coordinator was to push classroom teachers’ thinking around ways to use the technology to enhance their existing Language Arts Curricula. I left the role after 4 years to pursue my doctoral work and professional role as curriculum developer for the C21 Project.
The C21 Project was part of a larger, ongoing research being conducted by Digital Youth Network. I co-created the curriculum, along with a digital media team at the organization, and was responsible for helping to facilitate interactions online, conducting teacher professional development both online and face-to-face and taught the curriculum during the pilot study, which showed promising results after an external assessment conducted by the National Writing Project in 2012.

The study contributed to DYN’s larger organizational research around social learning networks as vehicles for learning. Having previously taught the curriculum, I was aware of the both the challenges and benefits of learning online using a social network. My former role as a teacher and professional developer also made me aware of how difficult it can be to implement any new curriculum. As the curriculum developer and participant-observer in the study, I was open to all possibilities and outcomes as my interest is in the process; what teachers actually experienced, created, discussed, rejected, and revised were important. Social networks for learning are a relatively new phenomenon, and learning about how they can be used to potentially support teachers as they practice, as well as documenting the challenges as they arise were equally valuable to me in the research process.
Chapter 2: Review of Literature

Examining the impact of professional development delivered by utilizing an online social learning network requires attention to the interplay of 3 components: (a) professional development, (b) teacher learning, and (c) the role of technology in enhancing professional learning. The Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Framework (TPACK), as posited by Mishra and Koehler (2008) serves as a framework for examining the relationship between teacher learning, pedagogical and content expertise and the role of technology in teaching and learning.

Derived from the highly regarded work of Shulman (1987) critiquing the tendency of teacher preparation programs to focus on either pedagogy or subject matter, TPACK is a conceptual framework for implementing educational technology. Shulman (1986) argued that professional development should center on three areas: (a) content knowledge, (b) pedagogical knowledge, and (c) pedagogical-content knowledge. Content knowledge refers to deep knowledge of the subject-matter and skills being taught, while pedagogical knowledge refers to expertise in instructional practices related to the content is taught. Pedagogical-content knowledge is the expertise in instructional practices that address the challenges of teaching and learning associated with specific subject areas. Asserting that teachers interpret subject matter differently, Shulman asserted knowledge and pedagogical practice are intertwined and should not be treated as separate components.

Building on Shulman’s work, Mishra and Koehler (2006) argue that a similarly integrated view of content, pedagogy and technology is needed to enhance teacher learning and that thoughtful, arguing that thoughtful, purposeful use of technology for teaching and learning is part of a situated learning process. Echoing Shulman’s criticisms around separating content from
pedagogy, Mishra and Koehler (2006) posit that technology integration is too often considered as a separate body of knowledge. This view of technology as a discrete entity, fails to address the connections between technology, content and pedagogy. The TPACK Framework speaks to the thoughtful, pedagogical use of technology for the purposes of teaching and learning. Mishra and Koehler (2006) assert,

Technologies often come with their own imperatives that constrain the content that has to be covered and the nature of possible representations. These decisions have a ripple effect by defining, or in other ways constraining, instructional moves and other pedagogical decisions. (p. 1025)

Mishra and Koehler (2006) argue that technology tools are not neutral and focusing on the dynamic interplay between technology, content and pedagogy are essential from learning and teaching perspectives. The use of technological tools should not be separated from the content, and therefore, should be situated in what is being learned or taught.

From a professional development standpoint, the TPACK Framework speaks to the need for teachers to become adept at using technological tools that best enhance the content they are teaching, as well consider pedagogical issues such as instructional goals and learning processes. In order to effectively teach with technology, teachers must first understand the constraints of using technology tools and how these tools function to support content and instructional goals. As the researcher is interested in exploring how online social networks ultimately impact teacher instructional practices, a thorough review of the literature around professional development, teacher learning, and online communities will be conducted to inform the study.

The Critical Importance of Professional Development

Professional development is defined as “activities that are designed in some way to increase the skill and knowledge of educators” (Elmore, 2002, p. 6). The No Child Left Behind
Act (NCLB, 2002) extended this definition for teachers by adding that professional development includes activities that “improve and increase teacher’s knowledge of the academic subjects the teachers teach” (115 STAT. 1963), “give teachers…the knowledge and skills to provide students with the opportunity to meet challenging state academic content standards” (115 STAT. 1963), and “to the extent appropriate, provide training for teachers...in the use of technology so that…technology applications are effectively used in the classroom to improve teaching and learning” (115 STAT. 1963). Taken together, professional development can be defined as activities designed to advance teachers’ understanding of content, pedagogy and practice, and how technology can be used to support this understanding.

The advent of Common Core Standards Initiative (2010) has resulted in further demands to prepare teachers to meet the needs of American students, placing professional development at the core of fueling teacher changes in practice and pedagogy.

Recognizing the role of professional development in preparing students for the 21st century, The Center of American Progress asserts,

- teaching to the Common Core and preparing students to reach more rigorous standards than ever before requires teachers to change their practice and pedagogy. It is unreasonable, however, to expect teachers to accomplish this on their own. For a smooth transition, states should make considerable investments in ongoing, high-quality, job-embedded professional development that is content specific and teaches the standards, related curricula, assessments, best practices, and strategies. (Martin, Marchitello, & Lazarin, 2014, p. 21)

Professional development is ultimately used as a tool to strengthen teacher craft (Grierson & Gallagher, 2009) with the ultimate goal being to enhance student learning. Goals of teacher professional development can vary from implementation of school-wide practices, enhancing content skills and content knowledge, to assuring compliance with district policies and administrative rules. The primary goal of most large-scale professional development programs
has been to enhance teacher practice and skills in order to ultimately impact student achievement, by focusing on issues of content, pedagogy and knowledge (Darling-Hammond, 1997; Elmore, 2002; Guskey, 2009).

**Rationale for Professional Development**

The increasing demands placed on teachers due to federal and state mandates such as No Child Left Behind (2002) and the National Common Core Standards (2010) have resulted in renewed focus on improving teacher performance. Improved teacher quality had been found to be a vital component in improving student achievement (Sanders & Rivers, 1996). While conducting value-added studies, Sanders and Rivers found that students assigned to 3 effective teachers consecutively scored approximately 30 percentile points higher than their counterparts assigned to 3 ineffective teachers. Additionally, evidence is growing indicating that providing meaningful professional development may assist in teacher recruitment and retention, particularly in high poverty schools (Shapiro & Laine, 2005). Research in the field of professional development also shows that teachers have more impact on student achievement than any other factor (Kane, Rockoff, & Staiger, 2006; U.S. Department of Education, 2010).

High quality professional development can improve teacher practice positively impacting student achievement (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Cohen & Hill; 2001; Desimone et al., 2002; Kennedy, 1998; Rhoton & Stiles, 2002; Supovitz, 2001). Professional development is potentially transformative and can increase teachers’ knowledge around issues of content and pedagogy while also changing teachers’ beliefs about learning when designed with particular components (Birman, Desimone, Porter, & Garet, 2000).

Although researchers agree that providing effective professional development is warranted, many teachers are still not experiencing professional development experiences that
impact changes in instructional practice or have been proven to impact student achievement (Darling-Hammond, Wei, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009). Researchers estimate that the United States spends approximately $14 billion on professional development every year, yet providing quality professional development experiences remains a challenge (National Institute for Excellence In Teaching, 2012).

Of the 95% of teachers reporting that they had participated in some form of professional development, fewer than half felt what they learned was valuable (Choy, Chen, & Bugarin, 2006; Darling-Hammond et al., 2009) and did little to impact their instructional practice. Yoon et al. (2007) analyzed the results from over 1,300 studies and evaluation reports associated with the impact of effective professional development. Using standards created by the U.S. Department of Education, the researchers concluded that only 9 investigations met the criteria of effectiveness (Guskey, 2009). These results were corroborated by findings by the National Center for Education Evaluation around professional development programs associated with literacy (Garet et al., 2008).

Similarly, in a survey by the National Mathematics Advisory Panel (NMAP) in 2008, studies on professional development programs in math were found to lack methodological rigor (NMAP, 2008), making it difficult to determine effectiveness. These findings, particularly when considering annual costs of professional development warrant further analysis on what it truly means for these experiences to be considered effective.

Features of Effective Professional Development

Numerous research studies over the past 20 years have been conducted on teacher professional development. While many have been focused on specific cases of successful school or district programs (Richardson, 2003; WestEd, 2000) or researchers’ accounts of professional
development (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995), a growing number have looked at large-scale surveys of teachers about their professional development experiences (Garet, Birman, Porter, Desimone, & Herman, 1999; Parsad, Lewis, & Farris; 2001; Porter, Garet, Desimone, Yoon, & Birman, 2000). Many of these large-scale studies categorize professional development as effective when it results in changes in teaching practices, although a few relate effectiveness with improved student achievement (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 2000; Wenglinsky, 2000; Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley, 2007). After surveying a nationally representative sample of over 1,000 teachers who had participated in the federally funded Eisenhower professional development program, Garet et al. (2001), examined the relationship between characteristics of professional development and teacher-reported outcomes and found three structural features that heavily influenced teacher outcomes. Garet et al. recommended following components as integral in providing effective professional development:

- **Form:** Form refers to how the activity is structured such as workshop, study group or lesson study. Garet et al. (2001) defined “form” as traditional activities such as episodic workshops and in-services, while “reform” activities were considered more collaborative such as study groups, mentoring and teacher learning communities.

- **Duration:** Duration is defined as the number of hours teachers spent engaged in the activity. Extended activities where teachers participated in longer experiences with follow-up and support and continuous interaction with others were found to be optimal.

- **Participation:** Participation looks at who is involved such as how many teachers and what they doing. Participation should include groups of teachers or other school personnel working on activities relevant to everyday teaching settings.
Garet’s (2001) research team also identified other core features that should be combined with the 3 structural features discussed previously in order to craft effective professional development experiences. These features include a focus on active learning activities, content-driven experiences and coherence with school or district standards, goals or improvement initiatives. Garet et al.’s findings are consistent with other experts in the field who similarly cited components such as duration, grounding in professional practice, active participation and collaboration amongst teachers and content focus as key in promoting effective professional development for teachers (Archibald, Coggshall, Croft, & Goe, 2011; Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Desimone et al., 2002; Elmore, 2002; Guskey & Huberman, 1995; Kedzior & Fifield, 2004; Lieberman & Miller, 2001; Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2009; Marzano, 2000). Drawing upon Garet et al. (2001) and the work of other researchers in the field, the researcher will examine 4 over-arching common, critical features in providing effective professional development experiences for teachers: (a) sustained time, (b) collaborative and active participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated activity.

**Time.** Research indicates teachers are not spending enough time engaged in professional development activities (Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond, 2006a, 2006b; Garet et al., 2001). “While teachers approximately need substantial professional development in a given area…to improve their skills and student learning, most professional development opportunities are much shorter” (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009, p. 7). The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) showed that over 50% of respondents to the survey administered in 1999-2000 spent a day or less engaged in professional development activities, with a small number of teachers reporting attending 4 or more activities within the span of a year (Hill, 2009).
There is evidence that suggests that the number of hours teachers spend in professional development is related to effect on teaching practice (U.S. Department of Education, 1999; Weiss, Banilower, & Shimkus 2004). This may be because professional development activities that are sustained over time allow for more time to engage in problems of practice, experiment with new strategies and get feedback on teaching practices (Desimone et al., 2002; Garet et al., 2001). Yoon et al. (2007), in examining the impact of professional development on student achievement, also found that effective professional development usually consisted of at least 49 hours of teacher participation. The U.S. Department of Education study (1999) conducted on Eisenhower teacher participants, also found that teachers who reported more engagement in professional development over time also reported improvements in teaching practices.

In surveying over 1,000 teachers, Garet et al. (2001) examined the relationship between features previously identified in literature designation professional development activities as effective and self-reported teacher outcomes while holding all other variables constant. Utilizing a survey, Garet and team inquired about contact hours for selected activities, as well as the span of time over which activities occurred such as days, weeks or months. Garet et al. found that many teachers were still engaged in traditional models of professional development, which included workshops, institutes, and seminars, which had little impact on practice or teacher learning. However, Garet et al. found that workshops, when designed to be implemented on a long-term basis as part of a larger professional development initiative and included other types of content-driven activities such as student work analysis and discussion groups, teachers reported changes in instructional practices.

Similar results were reported in studies conducted around math and science professional development initiatives, with duration of participation in professional development activities
being linked to the teacher change (Weiss et al., 2004). A study examining approximately 1,500 math and science teachers in Ohio focused on inquiry-based instructional methods. Teachers participated in a 6-week summer institute that included 6 days of follow up and support throughout the school year, access to a network of other teachers and on-demand support. The study examined the impact of the professional development on attitudes and classroom practices, and found that teachers showed statistically significant gains during the 1st year of participation. Teachers were surveyed in order to measure perceptions of instructional practices, with self-report data showing significant gains in attitude, preparation and planning time and inquiry-based practice. These gains were also sustained throughout the 3 years of implementation (Supovitz, Mayer, & Kahle, 2000).

Killion (1999), as part of ongoing work conducted by National Staff Development Council, looked at professional development programs appearing to have a positive effect on student achievements. One such program, Project CRISS (Creating Independence through Student-Owned Strategies) relied heavily on summer institutes. However after an initial training session, follow-up sessions were provided, along with a facilitator to provide teacher support at the school level. The project, designed to improved students’ reading and writing skills, resulted in significantly greater gains in retention for students whose teachers participated in the project, when compared to those students whose teachers did not undergo professional development. Teachers who reported spending more time in professional development were more likely to also report improvement in teaching practices. A study examining the Mathematics Professional Development Institutes in California (MPDI), a large-scale professional development initiative, found that teachers who participated in a summer workshop of up to 3 weeks in duration and
subsequently participated in approximately 80 hours of follow-up activities improved their content knowledge in mathematics as measured by pre and post assessments (Hill & Ball, 2004).

“Teaching is a complex task, and substantial time will be required for teachers and other educators to test out new ideas, assess their effects, adjust their strategies and approaches…to make learning more meaningful” (Darling-Hammond, French, & Garcia Lopez, 2002, p. 29).

Extended periods of time, where teachers have time to practice new strategies in their own classrooms and develop new understandings is necessary in order to impact changes in classroom practice (Joyce & Showers, 2002; Reeves 2006), appear to be influential in promoting teachers’ enhanced skills, knowledge around classroom practices.

However, simply providing more time is insufficient in bringing about changes in teachers’ beliefs and instructional practices (Kenney, 1998). In order to be effective, time spent participating in professional development should be thoughtfully organized, focused and goal-oriented (Birman et al., 2000; Darling-Hammond et al., 2009; Guskey, 2009). Professional development designed to truly impact teacher practice must extend beyond infrequent workshops and teacher in-service days. In an effort to address the challenges around providing well-organized, extended learning experiences for teachers, many school districts are now implementing “reform-oriented” professional development strategies, combining extended time with other critical features cited in literature such as collaborative and active participation, and content-driven, context centered experiences in order to support teacher engagement in professional learning.

**Collaborative and active participation.** Researchers in the 1970s interested in school effectiveness have long documented the importance of promoting a climate of collaboration, community and collegial relationships amongst teachers (Berman & McLaughlin, 1977;
Venezky & Winfield, 1980). The past 20 years of research in the field have corroborated early findings of the importance of culture and community in impacting classroom practice (Borko, 2004; Guskey, 2009, Lieberman & Miller, 2001; Little, 1993). The National Staff Development Council (2001) supports the position that many of the most valuable forms of professional development activities occur in groups, pointing out the importance of social interaction in supporting teachers in their learning goals. The need to move teachers away from the isolation typically associated with the profession is being replaced by the concept of collaboration and shared inquiry around practice.

In a 5-year case study of approximately 900 teachers, McLaughlin and Talbert (1993) found that teachers who belonged to professional communities, such as NCTM or NCTE, were better equipped to adapt to challenges arising in everyday classrooms. Student performance has also been positively linked to collaborative school cultures where characteristics such as shared practice and reflective dialogue with colleagues were the norm (Hord, 1998; Louis & Marks, 1998). Newmann (1996), in studying 24 schools during reform periods, found that more successive schools focused on group professional development efforts as opposed to individual teachers. Hill, Stumbo, Paliokas, Hansen, and McWalters (2010) point out, “teachers develop expertise not as isolated individuals but through job-embedded professional development, as members of collaborative, interdisciplinary teams with common goals for student learning” (p. 10).

Garet at al. (2001), in studying the effects of characteristics of professional development on teacher practice, found that active learning did have a positive impact on teacher knowledge. Several researchers have further documented the impact of active engagement around content with other teachers in activities such as curriculum planning and student work analysis on
improving teacher practice (Lieberman, 1996; Loucks-Horsley, Hewson, Love, & Stiles, 1997). Membership in a teaching community means being part of a network where teachers actively engage with peers in knowledge building. Fahey and Prusak (1998) in distinguishing between information and knowledge, assert that knowledge is not static but continuously changes as individuals in a community actively create it. When teachers are part of a community they inquire, reflect, share, discuss and contribute language, tools and understanding about the practice of teaching. “Therefore, knowledge is inseparable from the individuals who build, transmit and leverage it” (Barab et al., 2001, p. 75). Barab et al. refers to this dynamic, active process “as creating a flow “ (p. 75) of information among individuals, and views it as the basis of building long-term relationships with each other. These relationships, built on shared goals and values around practice are essential in promoting a sense of community and are more likely to result in teacher change (Barab, MaKinster, Moore, & Cunningham, 2001).

**Content-driven.** Joyce and Showers (2002) assert that content-driven experiences based on issues around issues of curriculum and instructions are considerably more likely to impact student learning. This contention is supported by other research in the field, suggesting that professional development activities should include a focus on improving and enhancing teachers’ subject-area content knowledge (Birman et al., 2000; Conway, Hibbard, Albert, & Hourigan, 2005; Hirsh, 2005; Wilson & Berne, 1999).

Content knowledge is knowledge about the subject matter being taught or learned (Shulman, 1986), such as facts, concepts, and theories within a particular content area. Pedagogical knowledge is described as instructional expertise, which includes deep knowledge about the processes, practices and methods around teaching a particular subject area. Pedagogical knowledge can include knowledge around lesson planning, curriculum
development, implementation and evaluation (Kennedy, 1998; Shulman, 1986). A third category, pedagogical-content knowledge refers to instructional practice that addresses distinct problems of practice associated with teaching and learning in specific content areas.

Professional development that is content focused and inclusive of pedagogical-content knowledge was the most frequently mentioned characteristic of professional development in Guskey’s (2009) analysis on common features of effective professional development. Content and pedagogy-focused has also been found to be critical in increasing student achievement (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Desimone et al., 2002; Hill & Ball, 2004; National Reading Panel, 2000; Supovitz, 2001).

In Borko’s (2004) research on Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) Project, teachers learned to construct new understanding through professional development focused on students’ thinking, conceptions and misconceptions around scientific concepts. Teachers participating in the CGI Project reported deeper understanding of students’ problems solving strategies, students’ challenges in conceptual understanding, and alternative ways to present problems to students than teachers in the control group. A second phase of Borko’s research examined teachers’ ability to incorporate subject area content matter and student thinking into the classroom. Observations of CGI participants and the control group were conducted during the following year, with results indicating that CGI teachers used problem-solving strategies more frequently than the control group to facilitate student discussion. CGI Teachers were also able to solve more mathematical problems, were more skilled at problems solving, and demonstrated more confidence in their ability to teach and solve mathematical problems than those teachers in the control group.
As Borko’s (2004) research indicates, teachers benefit from studying the subject matter they are expected to teach. The National Science Foundation's Project Discovery offered sustained professional development focused on implementing changes in science standards and curriculum. Teachers attended summer institutes covering science or mathematics content, followed six seminars during the school year that focused on curriculum issues. Participation in this professional development program resulted in long-term increase in teachers' use of inquiry-based instructional practices (Supovitz et al., 2000). In 2001, Saxe, Gearhear, and Nasir found that teachers participating in the Integrated Mathematics Assessment approach, which directly engaged teachers around issues of mathematics content and pedagogy, had students that showed the greatest gains in achievement, compared to two other approaches (a) traditional professional development, and (b) professional communities involved in building curriculum. Professional development focused on content and pedagogy can assist teachers in developing a rich understanding of content they teach and ultimately have positive impact on student learning (Kennedy, 1998). Although research supports the position that professional development activities designed to enhance teachers’ knowledge around subject-area are critical, the success of these programs is often contingent upon context (Guskey, 2009).

**Situated activity.** Effective professional development programs should be “situated in schools that is always about the current work of schools” (Archibald et al., 2011, p.5). Traditional professional development models heavily rely on workshops, conferences, in-service days where topics are disconnected from teachers’ daily practice (Borko, 2004; Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). These traditional models are dismissive of teacher needs and goals for their classrooms, often resulting in frustration and even resistance to participation (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009; Guskey, 2009), and fail to bring about desired changes in teacher practice.
and student achievement. Research shows that when professional development is directly connected to teachers’ personal goals as well as aligned with larger school standards it is more likely to impact teacher practice and ultimately student achievement (Bradley, 1996; Desimone et al., 1999; Guskey, 2009; Garet et al., 2001; Zepeda, 2008).

Research on professional development stemming from 2 large scale studies, the Eisenhower study discussed previously (Garet et al., 2001) and The Council of Chief State School Officer’s cross state study on professional development in math (Blank, de las Alas, & Smith, 2007), deemed professional development as effective if it was relevant to the teacher as well as the school. Both studies described effective professional development as consistent with curriculum, aligned with school, state or district standards for student performance and focused on teachers’ day-to-day teaching practices.

Professional development grounded in daily teaching practices and aligned with school or district-wide goal is defined as job-embedded (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; Hirsch, 2005). Job-embedded professional development grounded in teachers’ everyday practice and designed to address questions around content and instructional practices that improve student achievement (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; Hirsch, 2005). This model of professional development is situated in authentic, everyday teacher practice and focuses on solving authentic problems encountered in the classroom (Archibald et al., 2011; Darling-Hammond, 2010), encouraging teachers to apply and reflect on strategies being utilized in the classroom.

Job-embedded professional development can come in various forms including coaching, lesson study, peer observation, professional learning communities and analysis of student work (Archibald et al., 2011; Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995), and allows teachers to engage
in research based practices while drawing upon teacher knowledge and experience that impact their unique contexts (Killion & Roy, 2009).

**Form v. Reform Models of Professional Development**

Garet et al. (2001) and others researchers typically differentiate between “form” and “reform” models of delivery. “Form” refers to more traditional models of face-to-face professional development such as workshops, in-services or other training opportunities. These often brief, sporadic models are widely regarded as ineffective in impacting teacher practice services, and are often designed to transmit ideas from experts, positioning teachers as passive recipients of knowledge. (Atay, 2008; Cohen & Hill, 1991; Cullen, 1998; Guskey, 2000; Little, 1993; Parsad et al., 2001; Porter et al., 2000).

**Challenges Posed by Traditional Models of Professional Development**

Although researchers widely agree on the benefits of providing professional development experiences by encompassing the four overarching characteristics of time, collaboration, content focused, context centered practice, the persistence of traditional models of professional development that do not embed these characteristics remains prevalent (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009; Guskey, 2009; Croft, Coggshall, Dolan, & Powers, 2010; Joyce & Showers, 2002).

**Lack of extended time.** Traditional professional development is often criticized for being brief and sporadic, consisting of one-shot experiences disconnected from teacher practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Borko & Putnam, 1995; Guskey, 2009; Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2008). Limited time during the workday are often challenges for school districts wishing to provide ongoing professional development for teachers that affords continuous opportunities to interact with others and reflect around classroom practice (Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2009).
Many teachers continue to report a lack of release time to engage in professional development as a primary hindrance in participating in these activities (Klingner, Ahwee, Pilonieta, & Menendez, 2003; Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2009). This lack of dedicated time for professional development contributes to the persistence of brief, sporadic experiences still reported by many teachers. Additionally, with teachers attempting to balance family life while being involved in before and after-school activities like coaching and other extra-curricular responsibilities, time for professional development becomes increasingly difficult to manage (Shanklin, 2009). Traditional models fail to provide teachers with the needed follow up support as they attempt to apply new strategies and understandings to their unique teaching contexts. Thus, the time required to effectively engage in sustained learning processes with extended support is largely absent.

**Lack of collaborative, active experiences.** Episodic workshops are often presented by specialists, consultants, and other content area experts and fail to provide the extended support and collaboration needed to engage in issues around professional knowledge and practice. These models are designed to transmit knowledge to teachers and do not position teachers as active constructors of their learning experiences (Little, 1993). Further exacerbating the problem is the fact that “each teacher spends most of the day in a single room, separated from other adults—the American teaching professions has not yet developed a strong tradition of professional collaboration (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009, p. 11). U.S. schools have not historically been structured to allow time for teachers to work together around critical issues of practice such as lesson planning, classroom management, curriculum design and other pedagogical or content-area issues. Teachers who leave the profession often cite the lack of support as a primary reason for high rates of dissatisfaction (Futernick, 2007). The cultural norms of teaching in isolation
persist making collaboration and culture building problematic unless professional development is strategically planned to foster communal relationships needed to begin to transform teaching practice (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009).

**Failure to provide content-centered, situated activity.** Top-down traditional approaches to professional development are often dismissive of teacher needs and situated outside teacher and school goals. Professional development experiences that do no align with what teachers want and need to do in their classrooms, and do not align with school or community goals, are less likely to be have impact on instructional practice. When disconnect is apparent, professional development is ineffective and fails to impact teacher practice and student achievement (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). Professional development activities should be designed to promote active, collective analysis of job-embedded practices such as examining student work, observation, discussion, curriculum planning and sharing of values, knowledge and understandings.

Recognizing, the shortcomings of traditional professional development models and responding to state and federal mandates to improve professional development experiences and raise student achievement levels nationwide, school districts are beginning to address the barriers presented by traditional models by providing experiences that embody the critical featured cited in research around effective professional development. These reform models are often inclusive of the characteristics outlined in literature around effective professional development.

**Reform Professional Development Models**

Reform models are those professional development experiences that are job-embedded, extended over time, and designed to actively engage teachers in collaborative participation around issues of professional knowledge. Several professional development delivery models are
typically categorized as reform oriented, and, therefore, more effective in promoting teacher knowledge and skills (Curry & Killion, 2009; Desimone et al., 2002; Elmore, 2002; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2009). Each of these models will be discussed in order to provide an overview of and alignment with research-based indicators of effective professional development: (a) time, (b) collaborative and active participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated activity. Some examples of reform-oriented professional development programs encompassing features of effective professional development are (a) lesson study, (b) coaching, and (d) professional learning communities.

**Lesson study.** Lesson study originated in Japan and involves a structured process where teachers plan, observe, discuss and revise lessons (Fernandez, 2002). Lesson study involves small groups of teachers that collectively set goals, plan a lesson and select a Research Question to explore that serves to guide their work (Lewis, Perry, & Hurd, 2004). Using the guiding research question, the teachers implement, observe others’ practice, evaluate and revise the lesson. The process is an extended, highly collaborative and draws upon teacher knowledge of practice to enhance the collective learning (Stepanek, Appel, Leong, Mangan, & Mitchell, 2007).

Research in support of the lesson study is emerging. Lewis et al. (2004) after investigating the impact of lesson study on teaching practices found that employing this model resulted in increased understanding of content and curriculum, stronger relationships between classroom practices and goals, stronger collegial relationships, increased teacher motivation and improved lesson plan quality. Other studies of us teachers involved in the lesson study model at different sites have similarly yielded positive results such as increased knowledge of subject matter, improved instructional practices, increased ability to observe and assess students and
stronger connections between long-term goals and daily classroom practice (Perry, Lewis, & Akiba, 2002; Watanbe, 2002).

**Coaching.** Coaching involves two or more educators working together to improve teaching practice. Usually, coaching a more experienced teacher with a less experienced peer and include a cycle of participation inclusive of conferencing, observation, and follow up (Loucks-Hoursley et al., 1997). Effective coaching usually focuses on issues directly related to learning and improvement related to a specific content area and may include activities such as assessment strategies, curriculum design, examining student work and instructional methods. Showers and Joyce (1996) found that teachers in coaching relationships were more likely to try out and adapt new strategies and use them more frequently than teachers that had not been coached. Spencer and Logan (2003) similarly found that teachers who had received coaching used interventions more frequently and consistently in their classrooms than teachers who had not been coached.

**Professional learning communities.** Professional Learning Communities is defined as a group of educators that focus on learning rather than teaching and “work collaboratively and hold each other accountable for results” (DuFour, 2004, p. 6). In professional learning communities, teachers work collaboratively to discuss teaching strategies and practices around job-embedded issues. Hord (1998) in defining effective professional learning communities list the following attributes: supportive and shared leadership, collective creativity, shared vision, supportive conditions and shared personal practice. Professional Learning Communities are designed to combat teacher isolation and position teaching as a collective effort amongst a cohesive group focusing on the co-creation of professional knowledge.
DuFour (2004) found that teachers involved in professional learning communities engaged in a wide variety activities such as lesson planning, development of common assessments and development of new teaching strategies. Hall and Hord (2006) also assert that participation in professional learning communities also promote teacher reflection on their own effectiveness. Research on teacher collaboration through professional learning communities can positively impact school environment, teacher practice and student achievement. Spiegel-Stroud (2007) found that shared planning time resulted in rich conversation and an increased sense of collegiality, and lead to improved student learning. Bunker (2008) similarly determined that students demonstrated growth in reading and math when teachers were part of a professional learning community.

Section Summary: Features of Effective Professional Development

Various models of reform-models of professional development have been discussed to highlight the importance of extended, collaborative, context driven participation in impacting teacher practices. The examples discussed vary in how the features are applied in creating effective professional development programs experiences. However, all encompass the characteristics of effective professional development: (a) sustained time, (b) collaborative and active participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated activity. Allowing teachers extended time to collectively plan, implement and revise lessons around content and other job-embedded issues, encourages the type of active participation that promotes a sense of community, collegiality, and engagement in the learning process. Research indicates this level of extended engagement is potentially transformative in impacting instructional processes for participating teachers as they engage in everyday practice, yet large-scale implementation remains problematic.
Barriers to Implementing Effective Professional Development

Although well documented by the literature, effective, reform models of professional development that provide sustained collaborative engagement with others around critical issues of professional pedagogy and practice can be challenging to implement. Many school districts do not have the financial resources or expertise to provide effective professional development experiences to all teachers. Additionally, finding dedicated, common time for teachers to meet during the school day can be challenging due to school structures and teachers’ heavy workloads and conflicting schedules.

Studies on effective professional development cite cost as a major drawback in implementing this model of professional development, noting the investment in teacher planning time, as well as expenses related to compensating subject-area experts as potential barriers in large-scale implementation. Faced with increasingly limited budgets, schools districts are seeking alternative ways to meet teacher needs for professional development and improve student achievement. Online approaches could serve to address the problems posed by more traditional methods of delivery by promoting the type of job-embedded, interaction and collaboration suggested by experts in the field, while addressing barriers faced by many school communities such as time constraints, conflicting schedules and lack of engagement around content.

Online communities additionally can be the source of data streams that can assist in informing what is already known about perceived effectiveness of professional development on teacher practice, by tracking and visualizing what teachers actually do when engaged in professional learning. Providing quantitative measures to enhance results from anecdotal evidence offers an innovative view of what professional development actually “looks like” in
practice, making validation of teacher perceptions of change a possibility; a possibility that is difficult to obtain utilizing traditional methods.

**Enhancing Professional Development with Technology**

The use of technology as both a teaching and learning tool is critical for teachers faced with classroom populated with increasingly savvy learners. Widespread use of the internet, advancements in technological tools such as Learning Management Systems and tablets, along with increased demand for effective, reform-oriented professional development models have resulted in the proliferation online professional development options for teachers in recent years (Dede, 2006).

It is tantamount that teachers be equipped with not only pedagogical skills and content knowledge, but also requires them to seek knowledge in effective learning approaches that consider technological aspects of content area instruction, as put forth by Koehler and Mishra (2009) in the TPCK Framework. This requires teachers themselves to first become adept at learning in ways that incorporate technology effectively so that they can then utilize this knowledge to assist their student populations acquire these skills. Dede (2006) supports “helping teachers respond to the rapidly shifting needs and desires of increasingly diverse student populations” by pointing out that “teachers must themselves have experiences with media comparable to those their students have outside classroom walls, so that educators understand firsthand the strengths and challenges promoted by lifestyles infused with new media” (Dede, 2006, p. 239).

**Online Professional Development**

Online professional development is defined as using the Internet to provide activities, information, and interaction with mentors and colleagues and enables educators to improve their
knowledge and professional practices (Kleinman, 2004). Northrup and Rasmussen (2002) defined online professional development as “delivery of professional development where participants and instructors are separated by time and usually distance using the World Wide Web for instruction, communication and collaboration” (p. 2). For the purposes of this study, online professional development will be defined as professional development courses offered via the Internet for the purposes of enhancing job related skills or knowledge.

**Delivery modes.** Online professional development modes include synchronous, asynchronous or hybrid, which combines elements of both. In synchronous courses, participants engage at the same time, using real time interactions and tools such as instant messaging, chats or videoconferencing (Hrastinski, 2008; Moore, 1989). Conversely, asynchronous models, allow teachers to participate at any time to view content and interactions. Synchronous models more closely remember face-to-face learning experiences, by mimicking immediacy in responses and feedback, while asynchronous models have been reported to allow more time for reflection, experimentation, and thought processes around interactions and offer increased flexibility for learners to participate at their own pace (Hrastinski, 2008). Hybrid models incorporate aspects of face-to-face, traditional professional development and online models of delivery.

Research indicates hybrid models may be the most effective, promoting high levels of interaction while allowing for maximum flexibility (Brown & Green, 2003; Young, 2002). These hybrid models as a vehicle for delivering teacher online professional development, are gaining in popularity amongst educators, with over half of school districts offering this option for teachers seeking to extend professional knowledge (Young, 2002).
Rationale for Online Professional Development

The need for providing high quality professional development cannot be fully met with by relying on traditional, face-to-face models of professional development, with many districts continually relying on brief, seminars or workshops, disconnected from actual teaching practice (Borko, 2004). However, the kind of sustained, meaningful participation outlined by researchers as necessary in designing quality professional development experiences (Garet et al., 2001; Guskey & Yoon, 2009; Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2008) remains absent in many traditional models, leaving teachers frustrated and without support as they attempt to implement new strategies, curricula or practices throughout the school year.

The need for professional development that can fit with teachers’ busy schedules, that draws on powerful resources often not available locally, and that can create an evolutionary path toward providing real-time, ongoing, work-embedded support has stimulated the creation of online teacher professional development (oTPD) programs. (Dede et al., 2009)

Gilbert (2004) further speaks to the need for preparing teachers to teach and learn in the 21st century by calling teacher one of the greatest challenges of the educational community, urging teachers and school districts to embrace to emergent technologies for professional development purposes, and engage in professional development activities that focus on collaboration and community. Online approaches could serve to address the problems posed by more traditional methods of delivery by promoting the type of interaction and collaboration suggested by experts in the field.

Experts agree that the following features are characteristics of effective professional development: (a) sustained time, (b) collaborative and active participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated activities. Online professional development can address the barriers outlined by imposing traditional face-to-face models by increasing opportunity and frequency to engage in
professional development activities that designate professional development activities as
effective, and therefore, are more likely to impact teacher practices.

**Sustained time.** Online professional development can help to narrow the impact of
professional isolation often experienced by teachers. Fullan and Hargreaves (1996), report that
professional isolation of teachers frequently impedes opportunities to engage in professional
learning opportunities, allowing bad practices to fester as well as exemplary teaching practices to
go unnoticed. Research based, job-embedded professional development that offers anytime,
anywhere access to resources and peers could serve as a catalyst for teachers to “attempt
curricular-instructional innovations that they would probably not…[try] as individuals” (Fullan

Similarly, The National Staff Development Council (NSDC) recommends at least “25% of
educator’s work time be devoted to learning and collaborating with others” (2001, p. 21), which
can be difficult to accomplish within the confines of teachers’ workdays. Although teachers
have reported online professional development options desirable, many still prefer some face-to-
face contact, making hybrid models optimal (Hiltz & Goldman, 2005). Online professional
development “combined with several face-to-face sessions offers multiple advantages such as the
ease of organization, low or no cost, opportunity to tailor individual pace, and potential to
develop pedagogical effectiveness” (Samsonov & Beard, 2003, p. 1).

**Increased opportunity for active participation and collaboration.** Interaction has
been found to be a key component in promoting learning experiences in both traditional and
online models (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001; Holmberg, 1983; Moore, 1989; Vygotsky,
1978). Research on online models aimed at adult learning suggests a relationship between
interactions and success of learning experiences (Hiltz, Coppola, Rotter & Turoff, & Benbunan-
Fich, 2000; Picciano, 2002). Although an agreed upon definition of interaction does not exist in the educational community (Soo & Bonk, 1998; Wagner, 1994), most researchers include dimensions such as collaboration, exchange of ideas, providing feedback and active learning (Chickering, Gamson, & Poulsen, 1987). Similarly, Vrasidas, and McIsaac (1999) and Hirumi (2002) focused on meaningful interaction, by pointing out that the mere presence of interaction in online learning environments did not necessarily equate to increased learning, but pointed to the need for interactions to be tied to instructional outcomes and promote intellectual thinking and conversations. Woo and Reeves (2007), in describing the purpose of interaction indicated,

In an online learning environment designed on the principles of social constructivism, meaningful interaction should include responding, negotiating internally and socially, arguing against points, adding to evolving ideas, and offering alternative perspectives with one another while solving some real tasks. (p. 19)

Teachers actively engaged in professional development experiences online potentially benefit from increased levels of interactions. Online professional development environments can result in increased opportunities to interact with others teachers in ways not possible using face-to-face methods. These interactions can take many forms of collaborative engagements including questioning, creating content, discussing, sharing and observing others. While reform models discussed previously have shown promise by promoting collaborative, collegial relationships amongst teachers, these models can be difficult to implement during the regular school day. The “anytime, anywhere” access to others made possible by online professional development, can be effective in overcoming time constraints. Interaction can be done asynchronously, so teachers do not have to be available at the same time or even located in the same place to collaborate around professional issues.

Additionally, online professional development can allow teachers to connect with experts and colleagues who would not normally be available. The costs related to hiring consultants and
subject-area experts to provide follow-up and support to teachers can be a deterrent for schools districts seeking to implement job-embedded opportunities. Online professional development means teachers can potentially interact with experts virtually, making participation in coaching, mentoring and other collaborative activities more accessible (Kleinman, 2004).

**Increased opportunity to engage with content.** Online professional development presents opportunities to engage with content in ways not possible using traditional methods, enhancing the ability for codification of professional knowledge through technological tools.

The multimedia online age has heralded new opportunities for individuals and communities to go public with their work. Since the advent of widespread access to multimedia tools, such tools have been used to capture teaching and learning. Many K-12 teachers now have daily access to cameras, computers, video editing software, and interactive whiteboards. More important, they are disposed to use these tools to connect with their students and their colleagues in new ways. (Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2009, p. 78)

By integrating technological tools into online professional development activities, teachers can engage in activities such as reflection, analysis of teaching strategies, discussions around various professional issues and collaborative creation of lessons. Employed strategically, online professional development can enhance reform models discussed previously such as lesson study and coaching by capturing documents, lessons, and discussions to inform future learning.

**Situated in relevant context.** Traditional forms of professional development fail to take into account teacher experience, knowledge, and goals by employing hierarchal approaches intended to transmit knowledge. Online professional development allows teachers to cater learning experiences by pursuing activities situated in teaching contexts. The range of activities now available to teachers online allow teachers to engage deeply with content, as well pursue other subjects of personal relevance. Teachers interested in a wide variety of activities from
experimenting with content area strategies to creating digital student portfolios can participate in activities they can, in turn, use in their own classrooms.

Online professional development can enhance teacher learning experiences by addressing the barriers posed by face-to-face models (a) time, (b) active and collaborative participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated participation. Online professional development can promote teacher engagement with others during times that are convenient to them, that addresses their needs as adults and learners, and interact with materials using a variety of multimedia formats, all while gaining valuable technological skills (Garrison & Cleveland-Innes, 2005; Ginsburg, Gray & Levin, 2004, Lieberman et al., 2009).

Although the advantages of providing these extended opportunities to interact with peers around teaching practice are well-documented in literature, teachers in the U.S. still report very little participation in activities that impact teacher practices such as sharing, observation, and designing instructional experiences (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009). In addition to previously discussed barriers such as time and lack of focus on situated, content relevant activities, a persistent culture of privacy is U.S. schools, where the practice of sharing is not widespread (Barab et al., 2001), and apprehension around school politics can impede the development of collaborative efforts (Pomson, 2005). For these reasons, Barab et al. (2001) assert, “we believe that new models for professional development are needed, models that foster a culture of sharing, and provide sustained support (i.e., knowledge networks) for teachers as they evaluate both their beliefs and practices” (p. 72).

Pointing out that professional development should be focused on the development and learning and community as opposed to instruction, Barab et al. (2001) touts a situated perspective, arguing that teachers are more likely to learn when relationship building is an
integral component of professional development. This community oriented, active and situated view of teacher professional development is consistent with to social-constructivist perspectives around the nature of learning.

Social Constructivism and Teacher Learning

Research highlights the critical role of content-driven, community participation amongst teachers that is situated in authentic teaching contexts in identifying features commonly found in effective professional development programs. These features align with social constructivist perspectives regarding the nature of learning. Social constructivism is a theory based on the premise that knowledge is a socially negotiated and constructed amongst groups (Ally, 2004; Bruner, 1990; Fosnot, 2005; Fosnot & Perry, 1996; Laferriere et al., 2006; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 2000). Social constructivist theory similarly highlights the role of culture, collaboration and distributed meaning construction amongst groups (Ally, 2004; Bruner, 1990; Fosnot & Perry, 1996; Laferriere, Lamon, & Chan, 2006; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 2000), and, thus, serves as a useful framework in examining quality teacher professional development experiences.

Derived from Vygotsky’s (1978) ideas on social interaction as a key component in learning, social constructivism places great emphasis on the social nature of knowing, by focusing on culture, language, tools, norms and behaviors (Fosnot & Perry, 1996). Essentially, learners “come to know” (Fosnot & Perry, 1996) through actively participating in social practices in their environment. In essence, shifts in thinking and practice are a form enculturation, where community members engage with others over time around common practices and values. Vygotsky (1978) emphasized the role of language, culture in social interaction in the learning process. According to Vygotsky (1978), language, meaning and belief
systems are always situated in culture and, therefore, learning is always socially constructed as individuals are integrated into knowledge communities. “Therefore, learning is derived from rich conversation with other people who have similar or different perspectives based on their own life experiences” (Woo & Reeves, 2007, p. 18).

Vygotsky (1978) introduced the concept of Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with peers” (p. 86). Vygotsky developed the concept of ZPD after discovering that students learned more when they collaborated with others and asserted that learning “awakens a variety of developmental processes that are able to operate only when…interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation with his peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 90).

Dewey (1938) viewed learning as an active, social process assigning equal importance to learners’ personal values and experiences and environmental factors such as social norms. Learning, according to Dewey (1938), is the result of a transaction between the individual and the social environment - a term he defined as interaction. This interaction between internal and external factors is pivotal in creating true educational experiences. In further defining educational experiences, Dewey additionally addressed the importance of providing continuous, purpose-driven opportunities for learning in creating authentic educational experiences. Similar perspectives on the role of language and culture in meaning-construction are shared by proponents of other social constructivist frameworks, such as communities of practice (Fosnot & Perry, 1996; Lave & Wegner, 1991).
Social Learning theorists contend that knowledge construction occurs in social contexts. These contexts are described as situated, as they involve learning in settings in which they occur naturally, and are derived from the learner’s need to function within those contexts (Lave & Wegner, 1991). Learning is a collaborative process resulting from individuals practicing together and developing shared understandings around cultural language, tools, and meanings (Bruner, 1990; Wenger, 1998). In discussing how teachers learn best, Barab et al. (2004) state, “an effective teacher is one that participates in a community of teachers by using tools and other meditational means to accomplish outcomes that are recognized as effective within that community. Knowing is a process of connecting, not acquiring” (p. 7).

Group collaboration and social negotiation of ideas, values and meanings has been found to be a key component in the Community of Practice Framework (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) and is reflective of Vygotsky’s (1978) ideas around the zone of proximal development. A Community of Practice (CoP) is a social learning system, where knowledge is shared, negotiated co-constructed by members of the community (Wenger, 1998). There are specific characteristics of a CoP which are (a) practice, that the group continuously shares, (b) community, made up of members who share a common interest in practicing together, (c) meaning, the knowledge that is continuously co-constructed, circulated, and shared amongst community members, and (d) identity, the participants within the community who contribute to knowledge. These members have varying levels of expertise from novice to expert and move towards full participation as they acquire knowledge around community practices (Wenger, 1998).
Ultimately what teachers do in their everyday professional lives, as well as what they are attempting to do, must be the focal point of any professional development effort to encourage maximum participation in any learning community. Lieberman and Pointer-Mace (2009) write, these communities have within them three processes—learning, meaning, and identity—and learning happens through experience and practice. People learn in practice (by doing), through meaning (learning is intentional), through learning in participation with others, and through identity (learning and changing who we are). Described in this way, professional learning is rooted in the human need to belong, to make a contribution to a community, and to understand that experience and knowledge are part of community property. (Lieberman & Pointer-Mace, 2009, p. 5)

Teachers who are part of a CoP share a common interest in the act of teaching and come together to create knowledge, including shared language, best practice, norms of operation and curricula. There are 3 components integral to any CoP, which help members to create knowledge around common practice mutual engagement, shared repertoire and joint enterprise (Wenger, 1988). Mutual engagement means members are bound together by shared understanding and goals of their particular community. Mutual engagement involves members engaged in practice, which is “the source of coherence” (Wenger, 1998, p. 73) for the community. For teachers, mutual engagement means community members are engaged around the practice of teaching by constantly defining, questioning and creating understanding around what it means to teach is what drives sustained participation.

A second component, joint enterprise, means members are accountable for knowledge creation, norms and other expectations around participation, which hinges on community goals. From a CoP perspective, teachers create norms around participation such as expectations around sharing of work, observing and being observed and contributing to professional knowledge.

The third component is the development of a shared repertoire, which includes routines, norms stories, documents and other artifacts that have become part of community practice
(Wenger, 1998). Teachers who are members of a CoP share stories about their experiences, create lesson plans, develop shared language, share strategies and capture other artifacts representative of common practice. The capture of community knowledge is called reification, and refers to products or processes used to codify knowledge. Reification can take many forms for teachers in a CoP from creating simple documents like lesson plans, to using multimedia tools such as video to document teaching. Reification is a powerful way to aid in the creation, circulation and capture of knowledge and increase understanding of practice for teachers who are part of a Community of Practice.

**Online Communities of Practice**

In considering online communities such for professional development purposes, social negotiation of meanings and values typically comes in the form of interactions such as dialog, comments, reflection and feedback around issues ranging from instructional strategies to content-related matters. This very public practice of talking as meaning negotiation was an important part of practice together, as it serves to engage members around emerging definitions and shared language. Simultaneously, it highlights the cultural importance of dialogue as a method of negotiating meaning as part of an ongoing social process. Studies in the field of professional development indicate factors such as collegiality, collaboration, and a sense of community, assist in the development of the types of interaction that ultimately positively impact teacher efficacy as well as classroom practice (Darling-Hammond, 2006a, 2006b; Diaz-Maggioli, 2004; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1996; Garet et al., 2001; Lieberman & Miller, 2004; Marzano, 2003).

Social practices, in essence, that engage teachers to dialog with others around job-specific issues such as instructional practices, is greatly enhanced by involvement in online communities of practice, where access is unrestricted by time and location, and allows teachers to practice at...
their own pace, during times best suited to individual needs and encourages interactions with a variety of peers outside of their immediate school settings.

It is through these social interactions, that teachers began to question, analyze, debate and explore problems directly related to classroom settings. Membership in online communities such as social networks makes increased levels and types of interactions possible. Users may interact with small or large groups, post messages, openly engage in dialog and reflection and benefit from dialog and benefit from coaching and feedback in ways not possible in traditional learning environments. These varying possibilities of interactions, situated in teacher-specific contexts, align with social constructivist theories of learning and development, by presenting increased opportunities to engage in critical thinking, dialog and meaning making. The figure below (see Figure 1) represents the Online Social Learning (OSLN) being utilized for the study’s alignment with social learning framework and best practices around implementing effective professional development models.

Merely providing a space for teachers to come together, physically or virtually, is insufficient in promoting that kinds of interactions needed to shift old ways of thinking and doing. Providing technology alone is unlikely to bring about learning and changes in teacher practice. Research indicates community is key in creating sustainable, collaborative professional learning experiences online (Laferriere et al., 2006; Russell & Schneiderheinz, 2005; Schlager & Fusco, 2003). Schlager and Fusco (2004) discussed “Tapped In”, an online community of thousands of K-12 educators, and maintained nationwide membership was not successful in promoting communities of practice by providing technology alone. They suggested CoP’s might be better suited for smaller, more localized communities of teachers where the possibility to meet and build trust and collaboration is possible.
Figure 1. Application of Social Learning Theory and professional development best practices.

Schlager and Fusco (2004) questioned the effectiveness of large-scale online CoP models by pointing out the possibility of isolating teachers from localized professional development efforts may actually hinder sustainable change. Pointing to the potential of creating powerful “home-grown” hybrid communities of practice, Schlager and Fusco warn against the divisive effects of completely removing professional development efforts into cyberspace, ignoring school-wide needs and common goals.

Hur and Hara (2007) examined what made online K12 professional development communities successful, providing additional insight into the value of providing hybrid experiences for teacher learning. For their study, Hur and Hara examined an online community called INDISCHOOL, created and maintained by teachers in Korea (2007), which grew to include over 87,000 members in just 5 years. Hur and Hara employed a single case study design.
in order to examine the factors that made this online community sustainable since teachers continuously participated in INDISCHOOL, logging in approximately 15,000 times per day.

Using interviews, web postings, observations and transcripts, Hur and Hara (2007) identified both internal and external factors that contributed to community sustainability. Internal factors included, user autonomy and ownership of experiences, while external factors included peer interactions both online and offline and access to technology supports. Hur and Hara determined that extended support and interaction by providing both online and offline support was integral in creating community, noting that “the community had remained nearly inactive” (p. 256) until a face-to-face components were introduced.

These findings suggest that although online professional development activities offer the benefit of increased opportunities for interaction over extended periods of time around content are valuable, simply providing teachers with tools to participate in these communities is more beneficial when these online CoP’s are supported by face-to-face components. True community building and trust appear to be enhanced by collaborations that extend beyond virtual participation in communities.

Similar findings were reported by Barab et al. (2004) in their examination of The Inquiry Learning Forum (ILF). This online learning community was designed for math, science and technology teachers to build their knowledge on inquiry based methods. The goal of ILF was to understand “the principles for fostering, sustaining, and scaling communities of practice in which the value of participants of sharing their practice and entering in the in the dialog outweighs the costs of participation” (Barab et al., 2004, p. 32). The researchers considered costs of participation to be technology access, time, and the public nature of sharing teaching practices. Barab et al. found that although teachers signed up and agreed to participate in the ILF, they did
not revisit the site on a regular basis, and building the environment alone was not sufficient in encouraging teacher participation. Barab et al. (2004) concluded that community building had several aspects and that online environment itself was not enough to encourage participation, and included a face-to-face component to the experience. Essentially, a true CoP failed to evolve using solely the online space, and ILF evolved into an online community supported by web-based interactions (Barab et al., 2004).

Increased, job-embedded, and sustained opportunities for collaboration and interaction around pedagogy and practice as potentially afforded by online communities of practice are not only aligned with social constructivist views, but are additionally touted by experts as best practices in regards to promoting teacher professional learning (Darling-Hammond 2006a, 2006b; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 1997; Sparks, 1994). Professional development that is (a) sustained over time, (b) promotes collaborative and active teacher interaction, (c) is content-driven, and (d) context-centered is commonly viewed as effective in impacting teacher practice (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2009; Lieberman & Miller, 2001).

**Social Networking for Professional Development**

Online communities such as social learning networks, both formal and informal, are rapidly gaining popularity amongst teachers seeking valuable professional development experiences that promote engagement and participation in active learning and problem solving that is derived from actual questions and challenges arising from classroom experiences (MMS Education, 2012). These online communities are potentially an effective way to overcome the challenges posed by utilizing traditional professional development models, promoting the kind of content, socially-driven, sustained practice with others as touted by social cultural theorists.
While heavily used by millions to facilitate strictly personal interactions increasingly popular social networks have rapidly evolved into places where users gather to exchange information, share common interests and learn from others for both formal and informal purposes (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). The highly collaborative nature of social networks and increased opportunity for varying levels of interaction makes them potentially valuable in facilitating professional development experiences amongst groups engaged in shared practices, such as teachers. According to the National Technology Plan (U.S. Department of Education, 2010), “social networks can be used to provide educators with career-long personal learning tools and resources that make professional learning timely and relevant as well as ongoing activity that continually improves practice and evolves their skills over time” (p. 49).

A relatively new phenomenon within the last 15 years, social networking sites (SNSs) are “online media tools that allow people to easily share ideas, opinions, knowledge and experience” (Merante, 2009, p. 21). SNSs such as Facebook, Twitter, Ning, and LinkedIn are growing in use and popularity for social, educational and professional use (Davis, 2010; MMS Education, 2012). By 2009, 11% of all time spent online was attributed to visiting social networks (comScore, 2010). According to Lenhart (2009), by 2005 8% of adults had used a SNS, with this percentage increasing to 16% by 2006 and to 35% by 2008. Madden and Zickhur (2011) reported that across all age groups, the use of SNSs in the United States continues to increase annually, with 83% falling between the ages of 18-29, 70% aged 30-49, 51% aged 50-64, and 33% are age 65 and above.

The first SNS was SixDegrees and was started in 1996 (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). Friendster, started in 2007 was the first SNS to experience rapid growth, reaching approximately 300,000 users in the United States during the first year (Boyd & Ellison; 2007). By 2003,
MySpace was founded and gained popularity by allowing users desire to customize pages and control privacy settings, and reached 75.9 million users in the United States by 2008.

Founded in 2004, Facebook was initially created strictly for Harvard students. By 2005, any student, high school, or college was allowed to join Facebook, with membership opening to the general public in 2006 (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Eberhardt, 2007). Facebook is one of the most popular SNSs to date, allowing users to create personal profiles, connect and search for new friends, collaborate by email and instant messaging, upload multimedia, add applications, and form groups for various purposes. By 2009, Facebook became the most visited SNS in the United States with 112 million users, a 105% increase from the previous year (comScore, 2010).

Amongst educators, social networking continues to grow exponentially, providing ways for teachers to overcome isolation by connecting with others and gain access to valuable peers and resources outside of their individual school settings and subject area interests (Davis, 2010). The highly collaborative and interactive nature of SNSs makes them suitable for learning from a social constructivist standpoint (Yan, 2008). Users ability to collaborate around ideas, dialog around practice, share information and maintain networks of peers can help in facilitating the social construction of knowledge (Knoke & Yang, 2008; Van Harmelen, 2008). For teachers, they can be an invaluable tool for sharing information and connecting with peers, and many in the field of K-12 education are beginning to experiment with ways in which to utilize social networks in their professional practice.

In a survey conducted by MMS Education, educators’ use of popular social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Linked In mirrored that of the general population steadily increasing, from 61% to 82% from 2009 to 2012 (MMS Education, 2012). However, social networks tailored to education professions are gaining popularity as well, primarily because of
issues such as blocked access to social networking sites, teacher privacy, student safety, and restrictive policies regarding student-teacher connections on mainstream networks such as Facebook (MMS Education, 2012).

Companies such as EdModo and Edweb.Net are experiencing steady increases in membership and function as both social learning networks and learning management systems, allowing teachers to engage with students in a variety of ways from mass communication to assessment. Other networks such as Tioki, SmarterCookie, and Discovery Education Network are also being utilized by educators with increasing frequency providing a vast array of resources such as teaching materials, classroom tools, professional development, and teacher coaching (MMS Education, 2012). Social networking can assist in overcoming feelings of isolation often experienced by educators, allowing them to connect with peers in ways not restricted by physical location (Davis, 2010). The potential for increased interactions is vast, and therefore both appealing and beneficial to teachers seeking to engage with others around practice.

By using social media tools such as Twitter, social bookmarking sites, and social networks, educators can participate in the new era of professional development—an era of idea exchange that is accessible anywhere, anytime and that connects the field’s brightest minds. These tools are real-time, cost-effective, and accessible around the world, and they are driven by practitioners, not just consultants. Social media–facilitated idea sharing and online personal learning networks also bypass the challenges of traditional professional development, including time and money constraints, uninterested participants, and an overemphasis on irrelevant or boring content. (Fisher, 2012, p. 1)

The proliferation of social networks for professional use amongst teachers is driven by teachers’ needs to connect with others in the field around content based issues in ways not possible by traditional workshop models. Teachers’ needs to connect with peers in the field, unconstrained by physical location and time, make online social learning networks for teachers a viable option for those seeking to strengthen ties in the field and engage in sustained practice situated in everyday professional contexts. The various ways in which online social learning
networks allow teachers to engage around content, capture professional knowledge and experiment with novel ways to make practice visible are just a few of the benefits of utilizing social networks to meet the needs of teachers in the 21st century. As theorists tout interaction with peers as pivotal to practicing teachers (Dewey, 1938; Lave & Wegner, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998), it is necessary to explore the unique features of the social learning network for the study in supporting ELA teachers in engaging in social practices around writing instruction. The Online Social Learning Network (OSLN) for the study serves as a tool for implementation of a writing curriculum and encompasses critical features need for social participation, interaction, and sharing of work products around job-embedded issues relevant to teacher practice.

Social Networking and Teacher Practice

The various features of the OSLN and how they are used to accomplish tasks are considered tools from a socio-cultural learning perspective. Analyzing community tools requires concurrently examining cultural implications as well as community needs and goals. Henry Jenkins (2006) suggests an ecological approach that takes into account the relationship between cultural context, purpose, and usage is necessary when examining technology tools. Jenkins states, “activities become widespread only if the culture also supports them, if they fill recurring needs at a particular historical juncture. It matters what tools are available to a culture, but it matters more what the culture chooses to do with those tools” (p. 8).

Similarly, Shirky (2008) defines an effective tool as one that is part of a larger system composed of social and cultural factors as well as community goals. Shirky (2008) views these tools as fundamentally connected to community participation and that the ways in which their use is negotiated helps in creating culture. Bruner (1990) asserts that meaning making is always
situated in practice and states, “it is always important to ask what people are trying to do” (p. 118) when examining community narratives. Tools are essentially forms of narratives and are part of the shared repertoire in which language, norms and meanings are publicly negotiated. In considering online communities, tools are particularly important vehicles for cultural transmission by helping community members think, speak and behave according to acceptable norms, crucial factors in supporting participation in practice.

**Description of Online Social Learning Network (OSLN)**

The OSLN being utilized for the research study functions as social network site (SNS), supporting a community of practicing educators, students, digital media experts, and others. By utilizing the features described, the OSLN can provide “new ways to [define] what matters about being together-to produce, store, share…artifacts whether they are collectively or individually created” (Wenger, White, & Smith, 2009, p. 58).

Community members can easily share, collaborate and work with others around both personal and curriculum-related interests, maintaining a balance of both formal and informal participatory learning opportunities (see Figure 2).

*Figure 2.* Components of OSLN. From Online Social Learning Networks, by The Gates Foundation. Copyright 2012 by The Gates Foundation. Reprinted with permission.
The highly public, and interactive nature of social engagement using the OSLN, presents a viable alternative to methods of professional development delivery. Lieberman and Pointer-Mace (2008),

propose that the advent and ubiquity of new media tools and social networking web resources provide a means for networked learning to scale up. These important conceptual hooks present some new possibilities for thinking differently about the codification of professional knowledge, the conditions for its evolution, and the ways that professional development is organized. (p. 1)

Lave and Wegner (1991), explain that an integral concept of community of practice is legitimate peripheral participation which involves a dynamic process of learners performing various roles with the intention of becoming a full member of the community. Full membership, according to Lave and Wegner (1991), requires access to a wide variety of ongoing activities including access to experts, resources, information, and increased opportunities to participate. Utilizing the social network allows community members to practice in various ways, including lurking, posting and joining different groups as needs arise, which includes several forms of reification that ultimately became essential parts of a shared repertoire. Wenger (1998) defines shared repertoire as resources such as words, tools and norms a community develops to create meaning that become part of the way in which they practice.

For grading purposes, the OSLN also encompasses a Learning Management System (LMS), allowing teachers and administrators to view, assess, and display work. A unique feature of the LMS is the ability for teachers to privately provide narrative feedback to student writing, request multiple revisions and ultimately decide when to publish student work in the public community. Educators can also maintain private interactions by sending and receiving messages and utilizing the notebook feature, which functions as a private journal. This can be accomplished within a class space, mimicking traditional class structures where students and
teachers interact around curriculum without the option of sharing to the larger network at any time.

As the curriculum being implemented includes a combination of writing and digital media products, the OSLN is designed so that all users can easily view what others are doing via the activity feed upon login. At first glance, users can see a textual description and hyperlink to photos, video or other artifacts that have been created or uploaded. Users can also view recently created blogs, forums, and debates and see what groups have been recently active. Additionally, there are links to helpful resources and an announcements field, providing guidance around technical issues, writing resources and technical assistance.

The OSLN essentially functions as an educational and highly social online community, where sharing, sustained support, and opportunities to think about, discuss, and craft experiences with others is afforded. As teachers engage in practice around the writing curriculum during implementation, several features are helpful in facilitating the types of sustained, socially practice outlined by socio-cultural learning theorists such as Dewey (1938), Vygosky (1978), and Wegner (1998).

Identity

Identity refers to the participants within the community who actively contribute to the knowledge. Wenger (1998) posits,

There is a profound connection between identity and practice. Developing a practice requires formation of a community whose members can engage with one another and thus acknowledge each other as participants. As a consequence, practice entails the negation of ways of being a person in that context. (p. 149)

Membership in any community begins with identity, which becomes fully developed as members negotiate meanings, values, and belief systems within the larger community. The
OSLN allows individual members to create and personalize profile pages by adding text, multimedia, photos, and other components that assist in maintaining user identity. The profile page also shows the users’ activity, allowing others to easily access what has been created, uploaded, and completed.

Each member of the OSLN has a portfolio accessible through the profile page that houses all creations created and uploaded by the user in the system. Textual creations like PDF or Word files, as well as multimedia products, are housed in users’ portfolios. Once uploaded into the portfolio, users may easily access their work for insertion into other spaces such as blogs, debates, or notebooks. The portfolio serves as an individual’s footprint in the OSLN community, providing a place to house, view, and socially interact with others around products.

Communities “exist because people are engaged in action whose meanings they negotiate with each other” (Wenger, 1998, p. 73). The OSLN in this context functions to support teachers engaged in practices specific to deepening professional knowledge around the teaching of writing. As interaction is key facilitating meaning negotiation amongst community members, the highly interactive nature of the OSLN makes it a viable solution to problems typically sited in traditional development models, where prolonged engagement is often absent or severely limited by time constraints and physical location.

**Mutual Engagement and Reification**

Mutual engagement involves members involved in practice. For teachers this can mean questioning, defining, and creating understanding around what it means to teach. This constant creation of knowledge is dynamic and active, and drives ongoing participation in the community. Reification refers to how this knowledge is codified and can include document creation,
multimedia formats, and other various ways to capture knowledge. The OSLN supports this process in various ways including groups, blogs and discussion forums.

**Groups**

Groups may be created by any member of the OSLN, and may be based on personal hobbies and interests such as video or sports, as well as curriculum resources. For the purposes of the study, groups are an integral part of professional development, as discussions, questions, and content-driven activities amongst teachers occur frequently in the designated group space. These activities are a form of mutual engagement and can assist teachers in analyzing values, roles, strengths, and weaknesses related to curriculum implementation. The group in this context is private in order to maintain teachers’ personal and professional identities. Comprised of teachers, facilitators, and digital media professionals, the group space serves to house curriculum documents, professional readings, lesson plans, and other resources for ELA teachers to use, discuss, and revise as they engage in practice.

**Blogs and Forums**

Blogs functions much as they do outside educational contexts. Teachers may use this function for instructional purposes like posting lessons, modeling writing, or simply journaling based on personal reflections. The blog space allows insertion of pictures, video and audio and also allows users to insert hyperlinks to create a personalized experience or easy access to links, video, graphics and other resources for educational purposes. Blogs are potentially powerful in capturing reflections, instructional practices, and other forms of reification from a COP standpoint. The comment features encourages interaction around content in a public, visible format, allowing other community members to participate actively or legitimate peripheral participation (lurking).
Forums are threaded discussion spaces creatable by any user in the system. Teachers may use forums to house and track classroom discussions, or to hold peer-to-peer discussions in private. Forums offer a way for teachers to collaborate around a specific question or issue or problem of practice. Teachers may lurk, start new threads or actively participate in previously begun discussions. Forums offer an additional way to encourage participation and may be particularly helpful in conducting activities such as analyzing student writing or analyzing instructional tools such as rubrics.

**Visualizing Practice: Big Data in Professional Development**

Heavy reliance on qualitative methods is pervasive in the literature around the effectiveness of professional development programs, leaving a gap in quantitative methods that could be used to potentially support anecdotal results around what activities or features impact teacher practices. The need for reliable and valid data persists but is difficult to obtain when utilizing traditional face-to-face methods. Strategies such as long-term, frequent observations of classrooms would be needed to align professional development activities with actual teacher practices. Such alignment between perception and practice would be both costly and time-consuming, making it difficult to research on a large scale. This reality is further exacerbated by the persistence of teacher self-reports attempting to identify effective professional development and its relationship to classroom practice.

Online professional development makes the capture of teacher moves while engaging professional learning feasible. However, although growing exponentially, evidence of effectiveness of these programs is similarly lacking, relying heavily on teacher surveys of perceived impact on instruction (Dede, Ketelhut, Whitehouse, Breit, & McCloskey, 2009). Although these qualitative indicators of effectiveness are important, “they do not provide data
that can be used to assess teachers’ knowledge or compare teachers’ perception on his or her own practice to a standard or goals for improvement or to other characteristics that a researcher might wish to observe” (Dede et al., 2009, p. 15).

For these reasons, research that makes use of the distinct types of data readily available by utilizing online professional development models including the nature of teacher collaboration and patterns of participation are essential to investigate the efficacy of online professional development programs.

Data mining can be key in understanding learning as it occurs online and has been outlined by the National Education Technology Plan as integral in improving understanding and visualizing data in ways that have previously gone “unseen, unnoticed and therefore un-actionable” (U.S. Department of Education, 2010, p. ix). The potential for capturing teacher activity online while undergoing professional development and conducting instruction, using “big data” can serve to overcome the obstacles cited by policymakers in the current climate of teacher improvement and accountability, making it possible to track activity over extended amounts of time, detect patterns, analyze relationships between online users, and even predict future behaviors (Baker, 2011).

Online Social Learning Networks offer the unique opportunity to deeply examine large amounts of activity as a result of ongoing activity amongst teachers, students and other community members. The various types of interactions between community members can range from passive lurking to active production, sharing, and creation of artifacts. The enormous amount of data produced by these seemingly countless interactions, presents unique challenges in attempting to draw meaning, identify patterns, and make connections based on online activity. Data visualizations can serve to inform researchers, policymakers and other stakeholders
interested in the connections between teacher practice and professional development outcomes using online social learning networks by providing multiple lenses under which to examine numerous forms of activity.

In order to begin to promote the type of extended practice with others around issues embedded in everyday teaching practices, tools and structures must be put into place to facilitate teachers’ active participation, reflection, and construction of their professional development experiences. The online social learning network provides the type of sustained access to other practicing educators while promoting interaction around pedagogical issues situated in teaching content, while affording individual teachers the flexibility to participate in various ways as they “come to know” (Fosnot & Perry, 1996) through connecting with others.

C21 Curriculum is a hybrid, ELA curriculum model that uniquely positions teachers as both teachers and constructors of professional development experiences, utilizing a social learning network to promote interactions with other teachers, curriculum experts and students. Thorough examination of the literature revealed that effective professional development is job-embedded, closely aligning with authentic everyday experiences, and building upon teacher professional knowledge, while promoting sustained interactions with peers around common practice. Employing a socio-cultural learning framework for analysis, the researcher will examine ways in which participation in professional development using the social learning network impacts teacher instructional practices, while identifying patterns and making interpretations of data around teachers’ various types of activities throughout the study.

The OSLN for the study can serve as vehicle for learning and cultural transmission for adults, allowing them to practice in various ways. The public nature of meaning negotiation through community dialogue and sharing is a critical component of learning to practice together,
and it serves to engage teachers around emerging ideas, values and related to curriculum delivery. The OSLN highlights the cultural importance of interaction and can be a powerful way to encourage and engage practicing teachers. Taken together, the various features encompassed in the OSLN represent tools that allow teachers to practice in various ways including sharing of ideas and content, questioning, commenting or simply viewing information for classroom use.

**Project Description: C21**

In order to begin to promote the type of extended practice with others around issues embedded in everyday teaching practices, tools and structures must be put into place to facilitate teachers’ active participation, reflection, and construction of their professional development experiences. The online social learning network provides the type of sustained access to other practicing educators while promoting interaction around pedagogical issues situated in teaching content, while affording individual teachers the flexibility to participate in various activities as they connect with others.

C21 Curriculum is a writing curriculum model that uniquely positions teachers as both teachers and constructors of professional development experiences, utilizing a social learning network to promote interactions with other teachers, curriculum experts, and students. The C21 curriculum was initially piloted by Digital Youth Network in 2012 at a Chicago International Charter School (CICS) campus. Results obtained from an external evaluation conducted by the National Writing Project (NWP), found that students experienced statistically significant growth in writing performance both narrative and expository writing assessments over a 4-month period (National Writing Project, 2012).

The professional development component of the curriculum model is key, as C21 is a new model of writing instruction being implemented by the 3 ELA teachers participating in the
study. Teachers are therefore tasked with learning to implement a new writing curriculum while simultaneously introducing it to students. Thorough examination of the literature revealed that effective professional development is job-embedded, closely aligning with authentic everyday experiences, and building upon teacher professional knowledge, while promoting sustained interactions with peers around common practice. Employing a socio-cultural learning framework for analysis, the researcher will examine ways in which participation in professional development using the online social learning network impacts teacher instructional practices, while identifying patterns and making interpretations by using data visualization tools.

The OSLN for the study can serve as vehicle for learning and cultural transmission for adults, allowing them to practice in various ways. The public nature of meaning negotiation through community dialogue and sharing is a critical component of learning to practice together, and it serves to engage teachers around emerging ideas, values and related to curriculum delivery. The OSLN highlights the cultural importance of interaction and can be a powerful way to encourage and engage practicing teachers. Taken together, the various features encompassed in the OSLN represent tools that allow teachers to practice in various ways including sharing of ideas and content, questioning, commenting or simply viewing information for classroom use.

The project is a demonstration of job-embedded, online professional development, and is the result of a collaboration between Digital Youth Network (DYN) and Chicago International Charter Schools (CICS). In an effort to strengthen students’ writing and digital literacies C21, a writing curriculum, was developed in alignment with Common Core Standards and is contextualized using the online social learning network (OSLN) as the primary vehicle for delivery. C21, which stands for “Communicators of the 21st Century,” focuses on the core
mechanics of the writing across genres, while simultaneously providing opportunities to “write” in non-traditional modes through the use of digital media.

The C21 Curriculum Model is hybrid, allowing teachers to utilize the various elements of the OSLN as well as face-to-face components as instructional strategies throughout implementation. The model contains both in-school and afterschool components, allowing for students wishing to deeply explore interest driven digital literacies with additional guidance from digital media mentors (see Figure 3). Student work is displayed using the OSLN and other performance spaces, such as e-zines and other public publications. Participant teachers are not responsible for obtaining or teaching needed digital media skills in the C21 curriculum model. Digital media mentors work with teachers twice a week during the regularly scheduled ELA block, to facilitate student learning of relevant digital media skills needed to create multimedia content.

C21 is a 6th grade writing curriculum, currently being implemented by 3 ELA teachers during the school day, and will require several hours of professional development delivered in

Figure 3. Components of C21 Curriculum Model.
both online and face-to-face contexts. Teachers participating in initial implementation attended a full day, hands-on workshop along with administrators and curriculum leads from their school sites, consisting of a curriculum explanation and introduction as well as technical aspects of using the OSLN. The introductory workshop will be followed by weekly contact using the online social network as well as individualized face-to-face coaching and classroom observations.

The C21 Curriculum Model includes 2 distinct components of implementation: (a) professional development, and (b) classroom instruction. As the C21 Model includes utilizing the OSLN for delivery of the ELA curriculum, it is prudent to facilitate implementation by taking into account the technologic-al features of the OSLN for ELA instructional purposes, as posited by Mishra and Koehler in their explanation of the TPCK Framework (2008). The TPCK Framework, holds the intersection between content, technological knowledge, and pedagogy as critical in facilitating teacher development, and promote “selecting and applying technologies only in service of …curriculum-based learning” (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009, p. 403). The C21 model of professional development includes ongoing modeling, coaching, and use of various instructional strategies focused on technological features of the OSLN as well as pedagogical issues related to the teaching of writing. The dual focus on content knowledge as well as technological knowledge during professional development is an integral component of facilitating teachers’ use and understanding of the utility of the OSLN for instructional purposes in their own classrooms.

Professional development activities using the online social learning network are held in a private group where the researcher acts as a participant-observer, facilitating activities including posting suggested lesson plans and links to helpful resources for ELA instruction, posing
reflection questions, providing professional readings, posting samples of student work, and providing various models of instructional strategies using the OSLN specifically targeted at ELA teachers. The 3 teachers participating in the study will be expected to utilize the group space weekly during implementation of the curriculum to engage in various activities including reflection, professional readings and sharing helpful resources for curriculum implementation.

Online discussions as well as face-to-face sessions cover a variety of ELA specific content and pedagogical topics such as strategies associated with narrative, expository, and persuasive genres of writing, to strategies for providing narrative feedback to student writing. However, as delivery of the C21 curriculum includes utilizing the OSLN for classroom instruction and interaction with students and peers, it is necessary to deeply examine the relationship and role of content, instructional practice and technology. For this purpose, the researcher will facilitate professional development by modeling instructional strategies teachers can then use in their own classrooms through implementation such as blogging, using online notebooks, and utilizing the group space to interact with students.

Follow-up coaching sessions will specifically address teachers’ experiences with utilizing the OSLN for ELA instruction, encouraging reflection and discussion with other members of the online community throughout implementation. As the C21 curriculum model is hybrid in nature, requiring teachers to use the OSLN as part of ongoing instruction, the connection between content, practice, and technology will be as an integral part of professional development. This attention to the use of OSLN for pedagogical purposes during professional development encourages teachers to use the tool extensively, facilitating the use of these practices in their own classrooms. This type of job-embedded practice grounded in day-to-day teaching experiences allows for immediate application of strategies, problem solving, and peer interactions touted by
experts as a critical part of effective professional development models (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; Hirsch, 2005; National Staff Development Council, 2001).

Participating ELA teachers are partnered with digital media mentors twice a week during the scheduled ELA block occurring in the regular school day, whose role is to facilitate creation of digital media products, using writing strategies taught by teachers using the C21 hybrid-learning model. Teachers’ activities throughout the study will be observed by examining both online interactions using the social learning network and classroom practices in an effort to gain holistic view of the affordances of social networks for undergoing job-embedded professional development and delivering ELA instruction.

The combination of online and face-to-face interaction with curriculum developers, facilitators, digital media experts, and others community members online, represents an extended, job-embedded professional development experience with ubiquitous access to other practicing teachers and resources utilizing the OSLN.

Persistent research citing the lack of effectiveness of traditional, face-to-face models has lead to many school districts seeking reform models of professional development such as online modes of delivery that emphasize the role of community in engaging teachers around practice. This potential to provide real-time support in a way that overcomes barriers such as time, school organizational schedules, and lack of access to other experts represent a powerful way to connect teachers around practice. However, evidence regarding the effectiveness of these programs remains anecdotal, relying on teacher self-reports of learning and its relationship to actual practice. Further research employing both qualitative and quantitative methods are needed to inform the growing body of research around online professional development as a vehicle in promoting teacher professional learning and how this learning translate into practice.
Chapter 3: Methodology

The C21 model of professional development included several components of effective professional development as cited by research in the field: (a) sustained time, (b) collaborative and active participation, (c) content-driven, and (d) situated in everyday work of teachers. The model reflected social-cultural aspects of learning theory by providing for extended interactions with peers as they actively participated within a larger community online via the online social learning network (OSLN) around implementation of the writing curriculum. Various features of the OSLN enabled the capture of teacher participation such as discussions, lessons, feedback, blog posts, and group activity.

The purpose of the multiple case study research was to explore the experiences of a group of 3 ELA teachers as they participated in professional development using an online social learning network during implementation of a writing curriculum. Utilizing traditional case study methodology, the researcher examined how 3 teachers participating in professional development using a social learning network described its impact on instructional practices, and how this perceived impact aligned with actual patterns of activity.

Employing social constructivism as the dominant framework for analysis, the researcher explored how professional development delivered online combined with face-to-face supports functioned to impact teacher instructional practices. The researcher examined the impact of professional development delivered utilizing an online social learning network on teacher practices by examining 3 OSLN features covered in professional development aligned with writing instruction, (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups.
Research Questions

The study sought to add to the growing body of research on online professional development by specifically examining online social learning networks for professional development in K-12 settings and addressed the following questions:

1. To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network (OSLN) impact teacher practice?

2. To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN as impacting their instructional practices?

Rationale for Case Study Design

Within the framework of qualitative research approach, this study was most suited for a case study design. In terms of research methodology, the case study is defined as an in-depth description and analysis of an activity, event, or phenomenon bound by time, place, and activity (Creswell, 2008; Merriam, 1998). Merriam (1998) points to the value of interpreting educational phenomena using case studies by stating,

The interest is in process rather than outcomes, in context rather than a specific variable, in discovery rather than confirmation. Insights gleaned from case studies can directly influence policy, practice, and future research. (p. 19)

The research questions put forth sought to describe the experiences of 3 ELA teachers participating in hybrid professional development using an OSLN and report its impact on their instructional practices, and how this impact can be compared to data capturing actual use. The researcher sought to develop understanding of how the use professional development using a social learning network affected teachers’ instructional methods, classroom practices and technology use for ELA instruction. The researcher subsequently sought to derive meanings based on extended observation of online activities occurring
within the online social learning network. Hence, the researcher’s goal was to analyze social interactions, discover patterns and derive interpretations as they occurred in the context of the online social learning network and subsequently impacted classroom practices. For these reasons case study methodology was selected as the primary tool of inquiry.

**Study Site and Participants**

Chicago International Charter Schools (CICS) was founded in 1997 and is currently the largest charter school operator in the state of Illinois. CICS is comprised of 16 different schools and serves over 9,000 students. CICS 86% of CICS students qualify for free or reduced lunch, and 96% of the student population is African-American or Latino. Three CICS schools participated in the project during the 2012-13 school year, implementing the C21 Curriculum at Grade 6. Information regarding the 3 school sites and participating teachers is presented in the following table (see Table 1).

Table 1

*Study Site (Teacher and Student Information)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CICS Campus</th>
<th>Site A</th>
<th>Site B</th>
<th>Site C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Population</strong></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Income</strong></td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Education</strong></td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English Language Learners</strong></td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Teacher profiles

**Teacher A** was a first year teacher who had worked at his school site the previous year as a resource teacher for struggling students. As he was a first year teacher, he looked forward to implementation because he was not confident about his skill and ability to deliver instruction in writing. He was, however, hesitant about participating in the project because of the technology component, due to a lack of experience with technology.

Teacher B was entering his 6th year of teaching at the time of the study. He spent the first 4 years of his career as a Physical Education teacher. Hence this was only his 2nd year teaching English. He did not consider himself a new teacher, even with the limited experience in teaching English in the classroom. This was because he had studied film in college and was the coordinator for the after school project where kids wrote and developed movie scripts for the past 4 years. He considered himself a fairly confident English teacher due to his combined background in film and education, and volunteered for the curriculum initiative because of its multimedia component.
Teacher C began the program later than the other participants. The original teacher participant left the school approximately 2 months after implementation had begun and was replaced by Teacher C. Teacher C had volunteered to take over 6th Grade English instruction and was informed about the C21 Curriculum Initiative by her department chair, and also had 2 face-to-face meetings with the researcher prior to getting involved with the study in order to address questions, concerns, and provide background information on the project.

Teacher C was the most experienced participant with 14 years of teaching experience, many of which were spent teaching math, science, and social science in addition to English. She was interested in taking over the 6th grade class due to her desire to only focus on English instruction, which was not possible in her previous assignment at grade 5. Teacher C described herself as comfortable with technology. She stated she was a heavy user of several social media sites and stated she had used technology and multimedia in her previous classes by using YouTube, CNN Student News and having students do PowerPoint Presentations.

**Online Professional Development Structure**

The structure of the online component of the professional development was asynchronous, as teachers could log into the OSLN at varying times and locations. The content was placed inside of a group consisting of teachers, digital media mentors, and facilitators. The professional development group included links to writing resources, professional readings, lesson ideas, and a professional development module. Teachers were also provided with a series of informational online documents as well as digital “how-to” documents around using these features. These documents included screenshots and actual activities for teachers to try in order to build confidence around feature use.
The modules had a dual purpose (a) to provide support for teachers as they implemented the new curriculum into their own classrooms, and (b) to develop their skills and understanding around using the online social learning network as an instructional tool.

There was an initial whole group, face-to-face meeting with all participants before curriculum implementation, where teachers were introduced to each other and their assigned digital media mentors. Teachers were introduced to the system, shown how to access and utilize the discussion group, provided with curriculum materials, and introduced to the online professional development discussion topics. The topics were as follows:

- Introduction and Overview of Features
- Using the Notebook for Privacy
- Student Notebooks: Drafting, Revising and Editing
- Setting up Groups and Discussions for Your Classes
- Using Blogs: Getting Students to Write Publicly
- Feedback and Student Writing
- Commenting on Blogs: Using the System to Give Feedback
- Exploring Identity through Narrative Writing
- Narrative Writing Strategies and Tips for Student Journals
- Embedding Photos to Enhance Writing
- Modeling Good Feedback and Commenting
- Blogs: Posting Whole Group Lessons
- Posting and Embedding Links and Media
- Teaching Expository Writing
- Research Writing Tips and Resources
- Peer Editing Strategies
- Persuasive Writing Resources and Strategies
- Getting Students to Debate (Arguing 2 Sides of an Issue)

As the online component of professional development component was asynchronous, teachers had the flexibility of exploring the topics at their own pace, in any order and pose questions. There was a suggested timeline for curriculum implementation that included direct links lesson plans, novel suggestions and resources exploration.

**Study Sample**

Purposeful sampling was used to select participants for the study. Purposeful sampling is commonly used in case study methodology to yield rich information regarding the phenomenon under study (Berg, 2004; Silverman, 2000). The researcher’s organization, DYN had established a previous relationship with CICS charter schools and previously conducted a pilot study of the C21 curriculum using the OSLN being utilized for the current study.

The researcher sought participants who were 6th grade ELA teachers at CICS Charter Schools, wishing to implement a writing curriculum and willing to participate in professional development online. Three 6th grade ELA teachers at 3 CICS campuses volunteered for participation in the study. The project took place from mid-November until May of the 2012-2013 school year. Data for the study included existing, OSLN data documented and provided to the researcher by DYN, while data regarding teacher experiences and perception regarding professional development were captured in the form of post interviews and conducted by the researcher at the conclusion of the study.
Data Collection Methods

The use of various data collection methods and was required in order for the researcher to gain a deep understanding of the phenomenon of the study (Creswell, 2008; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). The study employed three methods of data collection including back end server data around frequency of OSLN activities, front facing OSLN data captured by OSLN features regularly used by teachers and interviews conducted at the conclusion of the study.

The researcher acted as a participant observer for the purposes of the study, enabling the ability to gain a “nuanced understanding of the context that can only come from personal experiences” (Mack et al., 2005, p. 3), in an effort to identify patterns and emerging themes amongst teachers participating in professional development utilizing the OSLN.

Data Sources

Extent data. Extent data for the study included teacher responses to a survey administered by DYN prior to implementation around prior teaching experiences, professional development perceptions and demographic information. Extent data from the project also included OSLN activity such as:

- Online discussions: Online discussions were housed online and captured in the professional development group space inside of the OSLN. Discussions occurred approximately once every 2 weeks and are usually facilitated by the researcher or digital media experts directly involved in the project. Teachers were also capable of facilitating discussions throughout implementation. Discussions included a variety of topics such as responses to readings, issues around writing instructional strategies, questions around technology use or problems arising throughout the project.
Teacher blog postings: Postings by teachers were in the form of blogs, where teachers shared ideas and elicited responses from students on a variety of topics related to the writing curriculum or actual instructions and lesson plans for students. These postings were housed in the OSLN, as well any responses to the postings in the form of comments or questions.

Notebook contents: Utilizing the OSLN allowed for the capture of examination of teachers’ private with interactions students. In the online space, interactions meant dialogue, comments on activity, questions or feedback.

OSLN Server Data: The back end data captured by the OSLN activity included frequency of log-ins, teacher created documents and blog posts, public feedback on student writing, reading of student work and other documents and reading of group discussions. Various teacher activities were examined allowing for the examination of different levels of participation and use throughout the study.

Data collected by researcher. At the conclusion of the project, the researcher conducted a post-interview of the 3 ELA teachers participating in the project. The interview encouraged teachers to reflect on aspects of implementing the C21 curriculum, particularly the role of professional development and its perceived impact on classroom instruction. Teachers were also asked to offer their perceptions of participating in professional development online using the OSLN in comparison to other professional development experiences, as well as address any challenges experienced during the project.

Triangulation of data sources. As the researcher questions posed involved the impact of professional development on teachers’ classroom practices, the researcher examined evidence in the form of teacher talk found in OSLN front facing features such as discussion groups,
conversations and comments in students’ private notebooks and responses to post-interview questions (Appendix A). Examining teachers’ use of 3 OSLN features in depth- notebooks, blogs, and groups- data collection included looking for evidence of impact by examining online behaviors as captured by OSLN data and comparing these to interview responses around perceived impact of professional development throughout the study. These were then compared to three primary categories of professional development topics: (a) OSLN features, (b) writing instruction, and (c) feedback. As a result, data analysis included a combination of existing and new data allowing for triangulation, as well as interpretations to be made around the impact of impact of professional development as evidenced by actual online practices, as well as alignment with teacher experiences and perceptions (see Table 2).

**Phases and timeline of data collection.** As the project involved participation in hybrid professional development using an online social learning network to identify possible impact in teacher practice it was prudent to examine the various data sources including both existing data extracted from the OSLN and new data in the form of interviews. The researcher collected data

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
<th>Existing Data (Captured by OSLN)</th>
<th>New Data (Collected by Researcher)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Features (notebooks, blogs, groups)</td>
<td>Back end server data (frequency of viewing, commenting etc.)</td>
<td>Front–Facing Data (teacher discussions, lessons, comments etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
### Professional Development Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Writing Instruction (e.g.- drafting, imagery, journaling).</th>
<th>Existing Data (Captured by OSLN)</th>
<th>New Data (Collected by Researcher)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back end server data (frequency of viewing, commenting etc.)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front–Facing Data (teacher discussions, lessons, comments etc.)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in two phases: (a) OSLN data including contents of teacher activity captured by the various features of the OSLN, and (b) teacher interviews. The timeline used for data collection and analysis is outlined below (see Figure 4).

Extant data taken from the OSLN was used to provide detailed information regarding teacher online participation for professional development and instructional purposes. The researcher took detailed notes regarding online discussions, questions, teacher postings, comments and other interactions occurring on the OSLN. Information gathered from OSLN servers also provided the researcher with back end data such as frequency of log-ins, number of comments left and teacher viewing of student work. The second phase, the post-interviews was conducted at the conclusion of the study and was used to further strengthen and clarify interpretations drawn from OSLN extant data. Teacher perception of impact on instructional practice was then compared to existing OSLN data for the purposes of aligning perceived effect on instructional practices to actual patterns of activity captured by the OSLN. The researcher’s conducted phases of data collection are outlined in detail below.
Phase 1: Observation of OSLN Activity

The private groups space for teacher participants served various purposes. It housed lesson plans for the ELA curriculum being implemented, resources for teaching ELA content, and models of instructional strategies using the OSLN. Teachers were asked to participate in online discussions, student work analysis, professional readings and complete reflections around content using the teacher group space. Teachers’ direct communications to the researcher around content and curriculum issues was also documented throughout the duration of the study.

The researcher’s goal was to examine and document professional development activities occurring online, while subsequently looking for evidence that these activities actually impacted

---

Figure 4. Data collection and analysis timeline.
teachers’ instructional practices. Using the curriculum scope and sequence and posted lesson plans, the researcher noted content teachers covered in their classrooms each week, focusing on the concepts covered in professional development. For the purposes of the study, the researcher categorized the modules presented in professional development into 3 categories: (a) OSLN features, (b) writing instruction, and (c) feedback. The researcher kept detailed notes of teacher interactions in both the group space and larger network using the OSLN extant data provided by DYN. The researcher used a variety of methods to accurately collect needed information including annotated notes, memos and screenshots of online activity in order to capture teachers’ online activities, including professional development discussions and classroom instructional practices utilizing features of the OSLN. Initial information gathered using OSLN extant data was used to guide interviews around the connections between teacher classroom practices, online activities and impact of professional development.

In addition to the previously mentioned qualitative techniques, the researcher also used back end statistical data gathered by the OSLN in order to further support interpretations drawn from qualitative data. It is the researcher’s contention that utilizing merely qualitative methods did not adequately capture the complex dynamic of continual interaction between teacher, students and other members of the social learning network during curriculum implementation. The large amounts of information produced by use of OSLN including back end data collected by the servers, and front facing data extracted from teacher use of OSLN features such as blogs, were essential in understanding participant activity in multiple ways. Table 3 represents data that will be collected for the purposes of addressing Research Question 1 (see Table 3).
Table 3

Data Collection Grid for Research Question 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
<th>Existing Data- OSLN</th>
<th>New Data- Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Features</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Instruction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2: Interviews

Interviews are a fundamental tool widely used in qualitative research (Kvale, 1996; Merriam, 1998). Interviews provide the researcher an opportunity to clarify meanings and probe for additional information, offering the potential to capture individuals’ perspectives of events or experiences (Creswell, 2008; Marshall & Rossman, 2006). Extant data for the study included a participant pre-course survey used to collect descriptive information regarding teacher demographics, measure interest, attitudes, and experiences with regards to technology, and collected information about experiences with social networks for personal and professional use.

Interviews were conducted at the conclusion of the study and recorded, transcribed, and analyzed for the purposes of discovering recurring themes and patterns in response to the research questions posed around professional development and its impact on teacher practices. Interview questions allowed participating teachers the opportunity to share perceptions, beliefs, and experiences about the professional development experience throughout curriculum implementation. After analyzing existing data captured by the OSLN during phase 1, including
front facing information such as teacher discussions as well as back end statistical data collected using the visualization tool, the researcher aligned teacher responses to interview questions with existing data in order to draw conclusions about the impact of professional development on actual instructional practices. The interview instrument was developed in collaboration with a member of the DYN research team and was piloted using 2 teachers not involved in the study. Table 4 represents data that was collected for the purposes of addressing Research Question 2 (see Table 4).

Interview questions were open-ended and included artifact-based techniques in order to gain rich information regarding teacher experiences utilizing the online social learning network for professional development and its perceived impact on classroom instructional practices. Table 5 represents the alignment with research questions 1 and 2 with data collection methods for the study (see Table 5).

Table 4

*Data Collection Grid for Research Question #2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
<th>Existing Data- OSLN</th>
<th>New Data- Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Features</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5

Mapping of Research Questions and Data Collection Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>OSLN Data</th>
<th>Interview Data</th>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network impact teacher practice?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN impacting their instructional practices?</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Analysis**

Merriam (1998) stresses the importance of collecting and analyzing data through the research process in order to reduce the risk of unfocused, repetition of large volumes of information and effectively identify significant patterns. The researcher attempted to identify and characterize patterns throughout the study through analysis of teacher online activities and post-interviews. The data was sorted according to teacher for the purposes of comparing, contrasting, and detecting patterns and themes that arose as a result of participation in the online social learning network.

Teacher activities online using the OSLN including notebooks comments, blog posts, and group discussions were initially coded based on topics from professional development.
According to Saldana, a code in qualitative inquiry is usually a word or short phrase that symbolically captures the summary, essence, and/or an evocative attribute for data that is language-based on visual (Saldana, 2012). Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2006) suggested that the goal of the researcher is to generate analytical concepts and suggested any of the following when coding data: assigning words to segments of text, condensing data into analyzable segments, sorting coded text segments that are similar, comparing and contrasting coded segments, and looking for patterns.

The coding process included a list of preset codes based on topics covered in professional development, as well as emergent codes from teacher online discussions, blog posts, and electronic notebooks, allowing the researcher to further analyze qualitative data for salient concepts and meaningful themes. For the purposes of the study, alphanumeric codes were assigned according to the pre-determined categories drawn from professional development topics. The researcher looked for commonalities and patterns assigned to potentially generate further understandings of key concepts or themes relating to teaching methods and professional development experiences of participating teachers.

The first level of coding involved teacher discussions in the professional development group space. After coding each teacher’s discussions, the researcher then compared and analyzed results, and added to the pre-existing codes from professional development. A second level of coding occurred, involving teacher talk found in blogs and electronic notebooks, and analyzed each teachers’ activity, further modifying the code list as prominent themes continued to emerge. Finally, interview data was coded, compared and analyzed, further highlighting and clarifying salient concepts and meaningful themes emerging from analysis of teacher discussions and online behaviors.
Finalized, thematic topics were representative of how teachers used the OSLN throughout the study, focusing on specific OSLN features that supported ELA instruction, as well as instructional skills and practices heavily utilized. Back end data captured regarding frequency of participation as documented by the system, was also captured, analyzed, and compared to teacher perceptions of professional development experiences using the OSLN, yielding insight into the research questions posed regarding the use of the OSLN, teacher practices and perceptions of effectiveness, in an attempt to address the research questions posed.

**Reliability and Validity**

Researchers must take precautions to address potential threats to validity, credibility, reliability, and bias throughout implementation of any study (Creswell, 2008). To enhance credibility in methodology, the researcher compared and analyzed data from three sources: (a) back end OSLN server data, (b) front facing data extracted from teacher use of OSLN features such as blogs and discussion groups, and (c) interviews. Gathering data from teachers’ front facing online activities using the OSLN features, utilizing back end server data, and analyzing responses from teacher interviews yielded a rich view of teachers’ use of the OSLN for professional development and teaching purposes, as well as potential impact on instructional practice.

While employing case study design, the researcher acted as a participant observer. The role of participant observer points to a need to address any researcher bias in addition to possible erroneous interpretations of observed interactions and phenomena, as the method is inherently subjective and requires diligence in recording observations objectively (Mack, Woodsong, Macqueen, Guest, & Namey, 2005). To guard against this, the researcher kept, detailed notes including screenshots and memos of observed online activity, refraining from detailed analysis
until all data had been collected at the conclusion of the study, enabling comparison and analysis of all sources.

Observing the activity of 3 different ELA teachers at separate research sites during curriculum implementation increased the validity and reliability of findings by providing the researcher with opportunity to observe different settings from which to draw conclusions, make connections, and identify patterns. Detailed descriptions and notes were used as well as recordings, screen-captures and transcripts in order to capture data accurately as documented by the OSLN. Employing statistical data regarding frequency of use, nature of participation and other pertinent information regarding OSLN activity also served to strengthen interpretation drawn from qualitative methods, resulting in a more accurate analysis of behavior and perceived impact on instructional practices.

The coding scheme was developed by the researcher and reviewed by a member of the DYN research team working collaboratively with the researcher for this purpose. The researcher will initially compare segments of coded text at the beginning of the study with the research team member for clarification purposes. The researcher maintained an ongoing code book, where pre-existing and emergent codes and their meanings, were kept as used throughout the study. Themes and codes were monitored and reviewed frequently to reduce the possibility of erroneous interpretation of data and maintain inter-rater reliability.

**Limitations of Study**

The small sample size for the research study may limit its generalizability to other populations. Additionally, the study involves 3 schools under the management of a single charter school management corporation who voluntarily participated in the online professional
development program, due to access to technology and interest in implementing a writing curriculum.

A second possible limitation of the study is the fact that teachers experienced a combination of online and face-to-face professional development sessions, facilitated by the researcher as a participant-observer. In addition to resources, modeling of strategies and suggested lesson plans being posted in the professional development group online, teachers also benefited from individualized, coaching sessions around implementation of the writing curriculum. Due to the hybrid nature of the professional development model, it may be difficult at times to discern which aspects of potential impact on teacher practice were the result of the professional development activities delivered through the online social network, face-to-face sessions, or the combination of both aspects of delivery. Another limitation is the lack of teacher observations during data collection. As teacher activities for the study will be limited to collecting data around online activities, it will only be possible to obtain a snapshot of all aspects of curriculum implementation.

**Ethical Considerations**

In research, ethical issues relating to the protection of participants must be addressed (Berg, 2004; Merriam, 1998). Prior to conducting the study, the researcher had the research plan reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at Pepperdine University, in order to address potential risks, anonymity, and confidentiality and other issues related to voluntary participation in the study (Appendix B). An informed consent form was obtained for all participants, stating the voluntary nature of participation. Purposes and procedures were made clear. Names and other significant identifying characteristics were kept confidential, and participants were offered a copy of the results.
Summary of Research Methods

This chapter described the data collection methods, instruments, and procedures the researcher will use to answer the research questions. Utilizing traditional case study methodology, the researcher examined how a social learning network can be used to impact instructional practices amongst ELA teachers participating hybrid professional development during implementation of a hybrid, writing curriculum. Employing social constructivism as the dominant framework for analysis, the researcher explored how professional development delivered online utilizing a social learning network, combined with face-to-face time, supports functions to impact 3 participating teachers’ instructional practices, and examined the utility of specific features of the OSLN for both professional development and instructional purposes. The study seeks to add to the growing body of research on hybrid learning models by specifically examining implications for professional development in K-12 settings, as well as the potential for online, job-embedded professional development to impact teachers’ instructional practices by providing the tools and supports for teachers to engage in sustained, meaningful interactions with others around pedagogy, content, and other embedded in teaching.
Chapter 4: Results

Background of the Study

The purpose of the research was to explore the experiences of a group of 3 teachers as they participated in professional development using an online social learning network during implementation of a writing curriculum, C21. The researcher examined how a social learning network was used to impact instructional practices amongst 3 ELA teachers participating in hybrid professional development during implementation of the C21 curriculum.

The C21 Curriculum Model was hybrid, allowing teachers to utilize the various elements of the OSLN as well as face-to-face components as instructional strategies throughout implementation. The professional development component of the curriculum model was key, as C21 was a new model of writing instruction being implemented by the 3 ELA teachers participating in the study. Teachers were therefore tasked with learning to implement a new writing curriculum while simultaneously introducing it to students. The project was a demonstration of job-embedded, online professional development, and was the result of collaboration between Digital Youth Network (DYN) and Chicago International Charter Schools (CICS). Each teacher was also assigned a digital media mentor that worked in their classrooms twice a week. Participants also had face-to-face sessions with the researcher once a month.

Professional Development and Teacher Practice

For the purposes of the study, the researcher has divided the professional development topics into the following primary categories: (a) OSLN features, (b) writing instruction, and (c) feedback.

OSLN features. Professional development topics around OSLN features were designed to encourage teacher use of three features: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs and (c) groups for writing
instruction. Teachers were provided with a series of informational documents as well as digital “how-to” books around using these features. These documents included screenshots and actual activities for teachers to try in order to build confidence around feature use.

Notebooks were explained as private spaces for students to brainstorm and take notes, as well as engage in the steps of the writing process, particularly drafting and editing. Teachers were asked to use the notebook themselves prior to introducing it to students in order to familiarize themselves with its features such as font and print options, as well as embedding photos, video and web links directly into the text.

Blogs were taught as a way to publicly showcase student finished writing products. Unlike notebooks, it was stressed that blog content, as well as comments, could be viewed by any user of the OSLN, including classes and teachers at other participating schools. Blogs were also taught as a way post assignments for students and view immediate student responses. Additionally, teachers were instructed on using the blog space as a way to either upload writing models, or model the process in real-time during class.

The groups feature was where teachers’ discussions were held. One group, CICS ThinkTank, housed all group discussions throughout the study, as well as relevant curriculum documents such as suggested timelines, lesson plan ideas and recommended reading. During the initial and only, face-to-face meeting with other participating teachers and the researcher, the participants were shown how to access and utilize the professional development group space discussions and curriculum resources.

In addition to professional development purposes, teachers were also shown how to form student groups for various purposes included targeted instruction, student enrichment, interests and project-based learning opportunities.
Writing instruction. As the C21 Curriculum was a writing curriculum, the online professional development was heavily focused on various aspects of teaching writing. Teachers were provided with strategies and resources around how to utilize the OSLN for the teaching of narrative, expository, and persuasive genres. They were also provided with resources detailing how to use the OSLN to enhance specific skills such as drafting, editing, and writing for research purposes. Distinct writing skills such as teaching students to take notes and brainstorm were tightly coupled with the ongoing instruction around features of the OSLN. The presentation of specific writing skills in the context of OSLN features such as using the notebook to teach revision was done in order to make the connections between writing and OSLN features transparent for instructional purposes.

Feedback. As an integral part of improving student writing, feedback was an ongoing topic of professional development. It was also the source of numerous discussions as challenges around engaging in this practice using the OSLN resulted in frustration for participating teachers. As the OSLN was designed ultimately for the public display of work, teachers were encouraged to provide feedback using the public blog space in addition to private notebooks.

Research Questions

The study sought to add to the growing body of research on online professional development by specifically examining online social learning networks for professional development in K-12 settings. The study addressed the following research questions:

1. To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network (OSLN) impact teacher practice?

2. To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN as impacting their instructional practices?
The researcher examined the impact of professional development delivered utilizing an online social learning network on teacher practice by conducting an in-depth examination of featured most utilized by teachers for writing instruction: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups.

**Data Sources**

For the purposes of the study, extant OSLN data, as well as new interview data, was analyzed. Extant data included backend counts collected by the OSLN server, such as frequency counts of various teacher activities throughout the study. Activities logged by the server included log-ins, status updates, assignments read, number of comments left, blogs posted and participation in groups housed on the OSLN. For the purposes of the study, the researcher also analyzed OSLN front facing data which included frequency counts of prevalent themes that emerged during the researcher’s coding process of teacher talk in discussion forums, notebooks and blog posts. Data from teacher interviews conducted at the conclusion of the study was collected by the researcher and also coded and analyzed.

**Descriptive Findings**

Before analyzing the research questions, the researcher compiled and coded data from three sources: (a) back end server data, (b) front facing data, and (c) interview data. Back end sever data represented OSLN logs and included teachers’ comments, creations and reading activities throughout the study. Front facing data was pulled from OSLN features used in the interface by teachers for instructional purposes. Interview data was generated by teacher interviews conducted at the conclusion of the study. The first two data sources, back-end and front facing data, were analyzed for the purposes of addressing Research Question 1, which looked for evidence of professional development impact on teachers behavior while using the
OSLN for writing instruction. The interview data compiled at the end of the study is used to answer the second question around teachers’ thoughts, perceptions and experiences using the OSLN for instructional purposes.

**OSLN log data.** The following log data was collected by the OSLN server and provided an initial snapshot at the range of teacher activities captured by the system throughout the study. Back end data collection analyzed for the study consisted primarily of 3 types of activities (a) teachers’ comments on student work, (b) teachers’ creations of documents and other artifacts in the system, and (c) teachers’ reading of OSLN content such as student blogs and private notebooks. The following charts present the findings of teacher activities captured by OSLN log data provided to researcher for analysis.

Table 6

**Teacher Commenting Activity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Teacher A</th>
<th>Teacher B</th>
<th>Teacher C</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comment / Debate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment /Document</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment / Message</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment / Visual Work</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commenting.** As seen in Table 6 teachers’ behavior in the commenting category was heavily concentrated around the “comment/message” category. When teachers commented on students’ public blog posts, this was logged by the OSLN under this category. Student blog posts represented finished writing products and were uploaded for sharing and commenting, which is where the majority of the activity occurred. Teachers could also comment on visual work such as photos and videos, as well as student debates housed in the OSLN. Teachers commented
scarcely, if at all, to student debates, documents, and visual work, such as uploaded pictures, which were not directly related to writing assignments. Use of the commenting feature for finished writing uploaded to blogs varies, with Teacher A utilizing it with far more frequency than the other two participants throughout the study. Teachers’ use of this feature overall was rather limited, given the amount of time dedicated to the discussion of feedback using this feature in professional development. Teachers’ limited use of this feature for the purposes of providing feedback on student writing will be discussed in detail in the researcher’s analysis of front facing and interview data.

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher Creation Activity</th>
<th>Teacher A</th>
<th>Teacher B</th>
<th>Teacher C</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create /Blog Post</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create /Group</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create /Note</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create /Photo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Creation. Throughout the study, teachers could create a range of artifacts that were captured by the OSLN including blog posts, student groups, and private notebooks. Blog posts were discussed in the professional development module as a way to upload lessons to use with students during class and as a place to capture brief student responses to writing prompts and modeling good writing. Teachers did use the blog feature to create assignments. Although Teacher A created more assignments using the blog feature than the other two participating teachers, activity did not differ widely in this category. However, the frequency was still rather low around usage of this particular feature, given the study took place over a 6-month period.
Teachers also had the ability to create notebooks in the OSLN for their own use and to model this feature for their students during writing instruction. Notebooks were introduced in professional development as private spaces for students to draft writing products, and teachers were encouraged to model initial use for instructional purposes. Teachers created their own new notebook entries infrequently, however, as seen in Table 7, with Teacher C using this feature slightly more than the other 2 participants.

The creation of groups was discussed in professional development as a way to engage students around specific areas of interests or writing topics. As seen in Table 8, teacher activity around group creation varied, with Teacher B creating 7 groups around writing topics while the remaining 2 spent very little time creating student groups for instructional purposes.

Table 8

Teacher Reading Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Teacher A</th>
<th>Teacher B</th>
<th>Teacher C</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read / Blog Post</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Debate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Document</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Group</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Music</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Note</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Photo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read / Video</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reading. Teachers’ activity captured by the OSLN was heavily concentrated around reading of a range of artifacts including blog posts, group discussions and students’ private notebooks. Teachers’ activities captured by the OSLN log data showed that teachers primarily read, private student notebooks, public blog posts and group discussions, although teachers’ individual activity widely varied in these categories.

Student notebooks were private and were discussed in detail during professional development as a place for students to privately brainstorm and develop multiple drafts of writing. It is important to note that privacy was an issue discussed as a grave concern amongst teachers, particularly at the beginning of the study. During professional development, teachers were guided around using feedback in private notebooks as well as the public blog feature. However, privacy concerns and teachers’ resistance to the idea of giving feedback publicly resulted in the notebook feature as the primary vehicle for delivering feedback by the 3 teachers using the OSLN during the study.

It is also important to note that the Professional Development Group, CICS Thinktank, housed all discussions around professional development topics throughout the study. OSLN data shows that 2 out of the 3 participating teachers heavily visited and read group discussions, and also read the documents found in that section which included lesson plan ideas, suggested timelines and resources for classroom implementation. Teacher C, although not active in reading group discussions, did read 20 documents housed in the professional development space.

OSLN front facing data. In addition to back end OSLN data provided to the researcher, teachers’ front facing activity was also analyzed. Front facing teacher activity examined included teacher discussions in the professional development group, teacher comments left in response to student writing in private notebooks and public blogs and, teacher talk found in the
professional development discussion group. This allowed the researcher to further examine the impact of professional development delivered utilizing an online social learning network by conducting an in-depth examination of featured most utilized by teachers for writing instruction: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups.

The researcher found raw numbers captured above by the OSLN log data useful in beginning to analyze teacher patterns of use throughout the study. However, as OSLN data captured for the study was inclusive of not only counts of back end activity, but also front end data found in the notebooks, blogs, and group discussions, it was necessary to deeply examine findings captured by the coding process.

Pre-set codes drawn from professional development topics, as well as emergent codes created in response to content found in (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups were analyzed resulting in the data as presented below.

Table 9

CODING RESULTS FOR FRONT FACING DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Teacher A OSLN data</th>
<th>Teacher B OSLN data</th>
<th>Teacher C OSLN data</th>
<th>Total (Teacher A + B + C)</th>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Notebooks</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Blogs</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Groups</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Feedback</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Editing &amp; revision</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Drafting</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Descriptive Writing &amp; Imagery</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing mechanics (grammar, sentences etc.)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
## Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Teacher A OSLN data</th>
<th>Teacher B OSLN data</th>
<th>Teacher C OSLN data</th>
<th>Total (Teacher A + B + C)</th>
<th>Professional Development Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Narrative Writing</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Expository writing</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Research skills</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Publishing</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citing Sources</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Developing Students’ Ideas</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Privacy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Persuasive Writing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Benefits</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online PD benefits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Challenges</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note* *were preset codes*

Applying the combination of emergent and preset codes from professional development topics allowed the researcher to closely examine aspects of the OSLN most frequently used for the purposes of writing instruction throughout implementation: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups. Analyzing these codes also revealed which skills and instructional practices such as providing feedback and drafting were actually addressed in professional development and subsequently used in teachers’ classrooms. Applying the combination of codes drawn from teacher activities in the OSLN, as well as preset codes from professional development topics allowed the researcher to analyze teacher behaviors, discover patterns and derive interpretations as they occurred in the context of the OSLN for the purposes of addressing the Research
Question 1 which was: To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network (OSLN) impact teacher practice?

Examination of OSLN front facing data revealed teachers used 3 features covered in professional development more prominently than others throughout the study: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups. OSLN data revealed heavy use of these 3 aspects of the OSLN amongst all teachers. In the following section, the researcher will examine each teacher’s use of these three features during the study for the purposes of writing instruction drawn from teacher activity on the OSLN.

**Teacher A**

**Notebooks.** Examination of OSLN data revealed all teachers heavily utilized the private notebooks for writing instruction during the study. All teachers heavily used the notebooks for reading student work, with Teacher A reading the notebooks 150 times (see, Table 8). In addition to reading student writing, examination of Teacher A’s activity revealed his use of notebooks as a place for students to journal, hone the several phases of the writing process such as brainstorming and drafting and providing feedback privately.

Teacher A began his implementation of the curriculum by exploring student identity through journaling during the narrative unit. During an online discussion he wrote, “My kids are really enjoying the weekly journal prompts. I’m finding it easy to get them writing by starting with their own experiences” (discussion group, 2013).

He then poses a series of questions the next week:

> I like to post “quick writes” on Powerpoint and let the students jot down ideas in their paper notebooks then put them on the system. Is there a way I can post those questions on the system and have the answer in their digital notebooks. (Teacher A, discussion group, 2013)
He subsequently posed several questions in the discussion forums around the best ways to get students to open up about their homes, neighborhoods, and potentially sensitive topics such as race and gender. Examinations of student notebooks during the narrative writing unit, additionally revealed a dialog between Teacher A around what students experienced and shared about themselves using the private notebooks. Teacher A’s comments during this phase were primarily brief and encouraging such as “thank you for sharing”, “that’s interesting, or “I can’t wait to hear more.” Additionally, Teacher A encouraged students to be open about their feelings and experiences using the notebooks, while simultaneously offering feedback around improvements. He wrote to a student in a notebook conversation,

I like how you started in the middle. Your use of dialog is awesome, too! Remember to end your quotation marks after your dialogue is finished. Constantly re-read what you type to make sure it all makes sense. Keep working hard! (Teacher A, notebook, 2013).

Analysis of his comments revealed several instances during the early phase of the study where teacher A encourages students to talk openly about how they feel about certain topics. He writes in a student’s journal, “I need you to tell me not just what happened, but how it makes you feel. This is what makes writing powerful” (Teacher A, notebook entry, 2013). He continues to prompt other students similarly by leaving simple responses to their writing. “How did that make you feel?” he asks a student during a notebook exchange “You should try to go beyond just telling me what happened, good narrative writing has heart,” he explains to a different student. Many of Teacher A’s early notebook comments are primarily focused on getting students to dig deeper into the meaning around their words, expressing feelings, and using imagery to convey their experiences. Teacher A writes,

This is a good start. I would like to tell me about how you feel about living there. What makes it special and what does it have to do with who you are? Narrative writing becomes powerful when your reader can connect to your feelings so make sure you work on this. (Teacher A, notebook, 2013)
During a few dialogues with students, Teacher A also shared personal information about himself in response to their journal entries by mentioning his own home, family and experiences. In one notebook, he directs a student to his own blog, where he described his neighborhood growing up and encourages the student to “try a few similes and metaphors” and “play with the words a bit” (notebook entry, 2013) while journaling about his house. Teacher A stressed his desire for students to “have a safe place to take chances” (interview, 2013) and stressed the importance of having private dialogue with them during the writing process. Teacher A raised privacy concerns early in the study during group discussions and subsequently informed students in his directions for a journaling assignment that “no one could see” what they were writing except for their teachers. He wrote, “If you are not comfortable yet with posting your work and want me to look it over first for suggestions or comments, you can submit it to me here in the notebook” (Teacher A, notebook, 2013).

Teacher A wrote similar comments regarding notebook use in response to several students’ writing, stressing using the notebook as a private place during the early phases of the study. This topic was one covered in the professional development module and also discussed at length during teacher discussions taking place in the OSLN. Teacher A’s comments in student notebooks with regard to privacy demonstrate there was indeed a link between what was covered in professional development and Teacher A’s use of this OSLN feature. As indicated in interview findings presented later in this chapter, Teacher A placed a high value on the notebooks for writing instruction, as they provided a private place for students to draft, as well as a space for him to give feedback designated for individual students.

Teacher A also used the notebooks as a space for engaging students in the different phases of the writing process including brainstorming, drafting, editing, and revising. As the
program progressed, he shifted from narrative writing to teaching expository writing, persuasive writing, and research skills. His use of the private notebooks shifted from merely journaling to a place to practice distinct skills such as brainstorming, note taking, drafting, editing, and revision of writing.

Teacher A commented during a discussion that the notebook was “an excellent place to get the kids thinking about their writing ideas” (discussion, 2013). He modeled strategies such as how to choose a topic for the upcoming research project, using his own notebook as an exemplar for students to view during class one day. He states, during a discussion, “I projected my one notebook and showed them how I wanted this to be done, (discussion, 2013). Using his own notebook entry, he instructed students to write in their notebooks, “ 3-4 things you’re interested in learning more about” (notebooks, 2013), and showed them how to use the notebooks to write down the questions they had about their research topic, and how to brainstorm ideas. The researcher noted that these topics were also covered in professional development where teachers were presented with varying uses for the notebooks. Teacher A also posed questions in discussion about alternative ways to get students to brainstorm in their notebooks, and mentions “maybe having them respond to You Tube videos or short articles” in their notebooks as additional ways to get them to think about their topics for research.

Teacher A also used the notebook feature to get students to draft during the writing process. In the discussion group, he specifically mentioned challenges he experienced getting students to write several drafts, He wrote, “I want them to write their papers more than but, once they’ve done it, they think they’re finished. Examination of student notebooks, showed Teacher A eventually began to place instructional items such as links to online tools such as thesauruses and kid-friendly grammar sites, directly into the students’ notebooks in order to help them revise
their work after initial drafts. He also stressed that students should use numbers or letters for each piece of writing to indicate which draft they were currently working on. One notebook comment reads, “please remember to title your project, Narrative 1, Narrative 2 … until you are ready to turn it in” (Teacher A, notebook, 2013).

Teacher A frequently utilized the notebooks as a tool for editing students’ work for grammar and sentence structure. After initially allowing the students to journal freely and gather ideas, Teacher A’s focus shifted to include not only positive feedback but heavier emphasis on punctuation, subject-verb agreement and strong sentence writing. He writes,

I enjoy your use of descriptions. They help paint a picture of what your house looks like in my mind and I can also imagine what it sounds like. When abbreviating, such as “t.v.”, remember that you capitalize. Examples: T.V., U.S.A, and C.P.R. Also moving forward, let’s try dropping “mostly” from you sentences. Be sure to reread what you have typed to check from grammatical errors. (Teacher A, notebook, 2013)

Teacher A eventually began to use tools like color-coding, bold print, and embedded links directly into student notebooks in response to student drafts. He wrote to a student, “I appreciate that you are finally starting to use dialogue. Now you need to work on adding quotation marks so the reader knows whose talking” (notebook, 2013). He then directly placed links in the student’s notebook, directing her to visit the website, examine how quotation are used, and edit her own use of dialog in her story.

Similar strategies were used to indicate where other students could go online for help in improve their writing. After reading another student’s writing, he reminds him to “remember to read your work out loud to yourself or to a partner. Then you can figure out where your periods should go since some of your sentences are too long” (Teacher A, notebooks, 2013), and directed the student to an online grammar site previously discussed in class. The researcher found it interesting that this particular practice was not explicitly covered in professional development as
a strategy to be used with students. However, it was used frequently in the discussion space by
the researcher as a way to help teachers to find online resources such as articles, sample lesson
plans and other writing resources. This type of replication of strategies used to help facilitate
teacher discussions was similarly observed by the remaining participant teachers, indicating a
definite link between professional development and teachers’ classroom practices, even in ways
not foreseen or intended by the researcher.

Teacher A also posed questions and made suggestions around improving the notebook
feature during interactions with the researcher online. He states, “It would be great if we could
insert a comment like in Word so that the students would know exactly where the changes should
be made. “Commenting at the end of their writing isn’t quite as effective to me” (Teacher A,
message, 2013). Later, he goes on to offer a solution to this to another teacher during a
discussion by pointing out that he copies students’ text, then pastes it with suggested revisions
and edits. He states during this discussion, “it’s a little cumbersome having to do it that way but
it beats writing it down on the student’s paper and they can always go back and look at it”
(Teacher A, discussion group, 2013).

The private notebook was a place where Teacher A preferred to give student feedback.
During his interview, he explained his hesitance around commenting on students’ work in the
blog space “because everyone could see it” (discussion group, 2013). He pointed out that as
second language learners, most of his students were “super self-conscious about their writing
especially their spelling and grammar” (discussion group, 2013), and offered this is a reason to
provide feedback in the private space of the notebook. During his interview, Teacher A spoke in
deepth about the challenges around giving feedback to each student but shared his method of
making it work for his class. As opposed to responding asynchronously to student writing, he
decided to hold individual conferences with students and type his comments directly into their notebooks while in their presence. He also created a system for peer feedback using the notebook feature in the OSLN, where students worked with a partner or small group and took turns typing feedback directly into each other’s notebooks. He explained,

students will rotate in groups and edit each others’ articles so sometimes you might see a comment that looks like the students is commenting on his own work. Really it’s the students rotating in their groups and making suggestions. They usually write their name before leaving a comment so the person knows whose making it. (Teacher A, discussion group, 2013)

“This worked well for me,” he stated, “it was the only way I could make sure all the students had someone working with and talking to them about their writing. Since it was the notebooks, they could remember what they might want to change later” (Teacher A, interviews, 2013).

**Blogs.** Blogs were utilized heavily for reading student work by all teachers (see Table 8), with Teacher A reading 155 blog posts during the duration of the study. In addition to reading, Teacher A used blogs as a way to have students quickly respond to articles or discussions, although his use of the blogs for this purpose was minimal compared to his reading activities, with Teacher A creating his own blog posts 10 times throughout the study. In one blog post, Teacher A asks students, “Do you think more time in school will be beneficial? Explain your answer using reasons from the article” (Teacher A, blog post, 2012). Teacher then required students to respond during class time and discuss their thoughts with the group. His blog posts directly referenced many skills discussed during professional development, such as using evidence in writing, developing ideas and analyzing expository texts. In another blog post created by Teacher A, he writes,

The announcement of 53 Chicago Public Schools being closed and relocated came as a shock to most people in the city. Mayor Rahm Emmanuel has taken criticism for his
support of the school closings. What is your opinion on 53 Chicago Public Schools being closed? Support your answer with the pros and cons discussed in class. (blog post, 2013)

In this blog post, Teacher A brought current events into the classroom as a way to spark student dialogue. This also allowed him to use the OSLN to tie is Social Sciences, which he also taught, with the expository skills in the curriculum that were covered in the professional development module. Again, the researcher observed a type of unintended “crossover” of use, with Teacher A using the OSLN for writing instruction and teaching of social sciences content such as current events. Teacher A later stated that he “found it interesting” (discussion group, 2013) that several students chose school closings as their topic for research as well.

Teacher A also used the blogs feature to address a range of reading skills including comprehension, making inferences, and brainstorming ideas. In another blog post, he posted a series of questions students needed to answer in response to an article about texting while driving, and directed students to use a range of reading skills, as well as write evidence-based responses. Similar blog posts by Teacher A were seen in the OSLN, where he directed students to analyze topics such as video game addiction, homework policies and bullying. Many of these topics were discussed during online professional development as a way to engage students around the research process by presenting student-friendly options for exploration. During professional development teachers were presented with topic suggestions, as well as helpful website and strategies to encourage students to engage in the research process.

**Groups.** Teacher A was a member of 5 groups throughout the study. However, after examining his group activity, the researcher discovered he was only active in one group, the CICS Thinktank, where he read and posted throughout the study. This group featured a “documents” section that housed teacher resources such as lesson ideas, suggested timelines, and other professional development resources. This group was also where discussions occurred,
where teachers could pose questions, voice concerns, or just share experiences throughout the study.

Teacher A was an active participant in online discussions as evidenced by the OSLN front facing data. He was the first teacher of the 3 participants to begin using the discussion forum to ask questions and share his experiences during the early stages of implementation.

Our Language Arts Class is very excited to be starting the new curriculum. Both classes are unique and offer different perspectives. (Teacher A, discussion group, November 2013).

My goals for my class include having students use correct grammar… develop proofreading skills…write structured essays…use figurative language, voice and imagery in their writing. (Teacher, discussion group, 2013)

As previously stated, the OSLN housed topics for teacher exploration in discussion forums as well as links to lesson plan ideas and other resources they could use in their classes. Teachers were encouraged to start the program by having students simply write journal responses in the system to explore their identity. Teacher A wrote, posed a series of questions during the first few weeks of the study, “Is there a model for the suggested final project for the unit?” (discussion group, 2013). He later wrote, “I’m enjoying the resources but do you have any you can post to help with their grammar?” (Teacher A, discussion group, 2013).

As the program progressed, Teacher A shifted from narrative writing to expository writing. For this professional development unit, teachers were provided with a serious of short, non-fiction articles and additional lesson ideas and resources appropriate for the genre. Many of these resources were skill based and focused on developing students’ ability to write clearly and thoroughly develop ideas. Teacher A commented in the discussion,

I love the articles and the students enjoy them as well. They draw high interest and provide good topics for discussion. I love how they incorporate specific skills i.e. restating the question, making predictions…(discussion forum, 2013)
He later wrote, “the articles are great for demonstrating how a good expository essay is organized. The kids are really starting to get it” (Teacher A, discussion forum, 2013).

Teacher A’s activity throughout the project demonstrates his use of three features of the OSLN: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups for writing instruction. Analysis of his activities also revealed that he incorporated several skills and concepts discussed during the online professional development in his own instruction including providing feedback, narrative writing strategies, and research skills.

**Teacher B**

**Notebooks.** Teacher B’s use of notebooks at the beginning was also primarily focused on journaling and getting students to simply write about their feelings and experiences. Examinations of his early lessons plans showed that Teacher B stressed that the notebooks should be used as a place to “share thoughts like a diary” (discussion, 2012). He subsequently posed a series of journal prompts for students to answer in their notebooks over the next few weeks. These topics included titles such as “What Makes You Happy,” “Angry Moments,” “My Home,” and “Family Memories” (Teacher B, notebooks, 2012). In response to these early journal entries, Teacher B’s comments appeared to be aimed encouraging students as well as connecting with them by sharing his own background and experiences. In one student’s notebook, he writes,

> This is a good start. I would like you to tell me how you feel about living there. What makes it special and what does it have to do with who you are. Narrative writing becomes powerful when your reader can connect to your feelings, so make sure you think about this as you work on this. Maybe there’s a story you could share that has special meaning for you. (Teacher B, notebook, 2012)

During the first few weeks of the study, Teacher B typed short, encouraging comments directly into the notebooks such as “awesome” and “fantastic. His feedback was generally
around relationship building, as he repeatedly shared things with students in response to their own narrative experiences such as “I was a shy kid too” and “I think this could end up being a great story when it’s done, I like baseball too. Who is your favorite team?” (notebooks, 2012).

As Teacher B progressed, he continued to encourage students and connect with them, but eventually began to suggest revisions and edits to their written work. He wrote,

Great ideas here. I love the pride that you take in your neighborhood. I feel the same way about Humboldt Park, even though I think that you still need to be careful (but that goes for anywhere in Chicago nowadays). I think if you read your work out loud, you might catch some of the sentences that sound a little awkward. I think if you get a little more specific in the line, “I only care what it is to me”, it might be a little more powerful. (Teacher B, notebook, 2012)

Discussions in the professional development group revealed Teacher B’s concerns over students having a place to “feel safe and openly talk” during the writing process in the beginning. He, like Teacher A, raised privacy concerns, noting some of his students were “extremely shy” and refused to force them write publicly unless they made the decision to do so themselves. He stated during his interview, “I was perfectly fine if they never published the work for anyone else to see but me, as long as they’re writing” (Teacher B, interview 2013).

In addition to using the notebooks as a place to students to explore identity through journaling and give positive feedback, Teacher B also heavily utilized the notebooks to teach research writing skills. Although, not a part of the writing curriculum, he began using the notebooks heavily during the student science fair. He posted lessons in the network about finding reliable Internet sources, completing an outline and how to develop a scientific hypothesis for research. Many of his students also began using the notebook feature to draft their science papers, writing several versions of their hypothesis, posting pictures of experiments, and writing about results they found. Teacher B commented during a discussion, “I’m supporting the science department in the research portion of the students’ science fair projects.
It’s been a challenge and some classes are responding more enthusiastically than others.” He goes on to state, “I think their papers will be vastly improved over what’s been the standard in the past” (discussion, 2012) in reference to using the OSLN. He added, “I know this isn’t exactly what I’m supposed to be doing right now, but since they’re writing in here for English class, I figure it was easier to let them use it for science, too.”

Examination of Teacher B’s students’ notebooks revealed that he continued the practice of using this feature to teach students to brainstorm, take notes, gather interesting photos and statistics, and generate questions continued as he taught the expository unit of the curriculum. Teacher B, in response to a lesson about using statistics to support an argument wrote, “I like the fact that you found some statistics. Next time, you have to work on using them in the actual article” (notebooks, 2013).

Student notebooks for Teacher B contained numerous topic ideas, potential questions they had had about topics for their expository papers, as well as several drafts of papers. However, log data revealed he logged in and read the notebooks only 10 times throughout the study, which was confusing for the researcher after viewing comments in several student notebooks earlier in the study. The researcher also noted presence of an attempted dialogue between teacher and student with question aimed directly at the Teacher B, such as “what do you think of this” or “Mr. ___ can we talk about this in class Monday?” (notebooks, 2013). Although, Teacher B’s responses to these questions were not always visible to the researcher, he explained that he addressed student concerns and questions during individual writing conferences, which is where he read the students’ work as part of ongoing, one-to-one discussions. He explained that for writing conferences, students,

understood the expectation that they have their notebooks open at this time so that we could read it together and talk about it. I told them to use the notebooks to write down
questions they had for me so that they wouldn’t forget by the time we talked. Sometimes, I typed comments into notebooks, sometimes they just edited as we talked. I didn’t always have time to read and comment on their notebook in advance because it was time-consuming and I knew I’d conference with them in class anyway. This was the only feasible way for me to try and give feedback to everyone with my schedule. (interview, 2013)

Teacher B commented during also discussion, “I love all the suggestions for giving feedback. I tried the 3-2-1 strategy during class. I agree that it’s more meaningful when it’s immediate and you give them at least 1 thing to improve” (discussion, 2013). He admitted that he often struggled with giving meaningful feedback to every student due to time constraints, but still regarded the notebooks as a “great way to start conversations about writing, even if they were brief conversations sometimes” (Teacher B, interview, 2013). Essentially, although initial examination of back end OSLN data logs (see Table 8) made it appear as though Teacher B was not utilizing the notebook for instructional purposes as to the extent the other two teachers were, he had devised a different method of incorporating notebook use into his classroom, opting to read the notebooks during student conferences and placing notebooks at the center of writing conferences and using content to engage in conversations around their work. The researcher found this modification of use quite fascinating, as it spoke to Teacher B’s ability and desire to adapt the curriculum to fit his own hectic schedule by incorporating the this feature of the OSLN into a previously established routine. The researcher found this ability to use the OSLN in varying methods that fit with teachers’ pre-established routines, behaviors and methods was crucial, as all teachers during the interview phase spoke highly of having autonomy during the study as highly beneficial throughout curriculum implementation.

**Blogs.** Teacher B primarily used blogs for reading of finished student writing. The professional development module dedicated to blogs highlighted their use to showcase student work in public spaces. Additionally, teachers were provided with information around how to
include blogs as an integral part of the drafting process by stressing them as a place to post completed writing assignments once students had decided to publish. The researcher noted that Teacher B’s reading of blogs far surpassed his reading of notebooks, according to OSLN log data, possibly because while Teacher B used notebooks as a part of writing conferences and discussed editing and revision of drafts, the blogs were finished products and had to be read at this point for evaluation purposes. When asked about his reading of student blogs during the interview, Teacher B confirmed the researcher’s conclusions by stating, in his interview “I liked to read the blogs because it was their best work. That’s where I had to go grade the final drafts for some of them, although a few of them never posted there and just stuck to their notebooks” (Teacher B, interview, 2013).

In addition to reading students’ finished work in blogs, Teacher B also used this feature at times to post directions for lessons, as well as encourage students to respond to journal prompts and articles in class. As demonstrated in Teacher B’s blog posts, blogs were often posted with specific directions around using skills being covered in the curriculum. Students were often required to post an immediate response while in class and sometimes instructed to extend their writing in their private notebooks. He writes,

Begin your descriptive paragraphs about your own neighborhoods. Use no more than 10 sentences to describe your own neighborhood, how people feel about those live there and how you see it. (Teacher B, blog post, 2012)

Here, Teacher B provided directions around a narrative piece, instructing students to use descriptive language, share their experiences and reflect on others’ perceptions. The narrative “Those Who Don’t” by Sandra Cisneros was suggested as an anchor text during professional development as a way to model use of imagery in conveying narrative experiences in writing, which all teachers used for the first unit during curriculum implementation.
Teacher B similarly posted other blogs for students to respond to in class during the narrative writing unit. In these blogs posts he stressed narrative skills such as incorporating the 5 sentences into their writing and reminding them to include their feelings into their products. In one blog post he writes, “What do the holidays mean to you? What traditions do you have? Describe it in detail. Tell the story of your holiday, including tons of thoughts and feelings. What do you see, smell, hear and taste?” (blog post 2012).

In addition to narrative writing, Teacher B also utilized the blog space during while teaching students to read and understand informational text. During the expository writing unit, he used a strategy suggested in professional development, using an infographic to engage students around relevant topics. Additionally, he used the space to provide direct links to articles, give directions about how the assignment should be completed, and directs students back to their private notebooks for further exploration of the topic.

Groups. Teacher B was the most active in terms of his use of the “groups” feature. He was a participant in 19 student groups throughout the study. Further analysis of his activity revealed that not only was he a participant, but that he actually created 7 groups for his classes to engage with peers during the study. In professional development teachers were instructed on various ways to use the “groups” feature, including working on special projects, engaging students around interest based topics, providing enrichment activities, and providing additional skills practice for students.

At first glance, Teacher B’s group activity appeared to be simply a way to engage with his students around fun topics like football, cartoon characters and movies. For instance “Animal Lovers” and “Twinkie Kings” and “Bears Fans” were places where students frequently posted pictures and other multimedia about topics of interest and subsequently engaged in
informal conversations. In the “Twinkie Kings” groups, for example, Teacher B posted a picture of an animated Twinkie character and wrote,

   Long live the King. You Will Never Be Forgotten. We believe the Twinkie King is not dead. He is still with us no matter what! Twinkies…Forever. Students, please pay your respects here. (Group post, 2013).

   The group description for one of Teacher B’s groups indicates that it is an informal place to post pictures and have conversations for those students who joined. The subsequent discussions by students were in response to the news that the Twinkie would no longer be manufactured. Over 20 students posted pictures, multimedia, and newspaper articles in this particular group. One student eventually chose to research food manufacturers in Chicago for her research project and used some of the articles posted in the group as references. The researcher noted that Teacher B’s unconventional way of getting students to read, write, and discuss topics continued with other groups he formed, observing similar informal styles and fun topics such as anime characters, mustache lovers, and weird animals that were eventually chosen by many of his students as research topics. When questioned about this during is interview, Teacher B commented,

   I learned from those science papers that research can be like pulling teeth. Although kids loved using the system to write, they were still resistant and definitely were not enjoying it. I wanted them to have fun by choosing stuff they were interested in writing about. The writing was much better in the end. Who really wants to write pages and pages about a topic they don’t like anyway? (interview, 2013)

   Closer examination of content within his groups revealed that in addition to using the groups for fun and exploration of topics, Teacher B also formed a few groups where students were asked to respond to journal prompts for the narrative writing unit, construct responses to articles read in class and post information about research projects. In one group, Teacher B’s description read,
Your task is to find 3-5 quality articles about your topic. Post each as link in the comments section and write summary. You should tell what each article is about, what information you learned and it should be at least 5 sentences. (groups, 2013)

Teacher B’s use of the groups both as informal space to engage around topics of interest as well as an additional instructional tool for understanding research, resulted in his students producing “massive amounts of writing” (interview, 2013). He explains kids notebooks and blogs began “exploding with kids talking and writing about all kinds of stuff they were interested in” and that he had a “a hard time keeping track of it all” (interview, 2013).

Interestingly, the researcher noted that outside of creating the groups, Teacher B’s voice was largely absent in these spaces, with no comments, probing questions or follow up activity. When asked about this during the interview, he stated,

I set them up as kind of kid zones so I didn’t really read what was there. I wanted them to talk to each other and push each other. Plus, they knew that when they were ready for me to read whatever they wrote, they should copy and paste it into the notebook or blog. There was no way I could keep up with all of it, so the groups were more for them. That’s why I used cartoons and things I knew they liked. I just wanted to get them started. (interview, 2013)

In addition to starting the groups for his students, Teacher B also utilized it to access teacher discussions housed in the CICS Think Tank professional development group.

During the informational text unit, Teacher B shared his experiences using the curriculum materials in his class. He stated in an online discussion, “The short articles given to us are great. I’ve actually been using them in my other classes to practice writing extended responses” (discussion forums, 2013). He goes on to explain, “The articles are high interest, but simple enough that students can understand them in meaningful ways” (discussion forums, 2013).

In a later discussion where teachers were invited to shares the benefits and challenges of implementing the new curriculum, he states,
I love the technological components of the curriculum. The students respond in ways they are comfortable with and I feel like we’re preparing them for the world in which they will live, not the world they live in now if that makes any sense. (discussion forums, 2013)

As Teacher B continued to contribute to the teachers’ online discussions, he similarly offered advice in the teacher group around his use of the informal, interested-based groups as a tool for motivating students to write. His kids, he explained, were “buzzing with excitement” (interview, 2013), with students posting a combination of multimedia and written responses into their notebooks as a result of group discussions. Teacher B shared these successes with the other teachers in the teacher discussion group and offered advice on the best ways to engage students with high-interest topics as a way to get them to write better essays and stories. He explained that his groups were “a fun way to get students writing” (discussion, 2013) and explained his belief that motivation and engagement were so high because they had several opportunities to read, write, and discuss topics that were personally relevant for them without teachers interruptions.

Teacher C

Notebooks. The data logs showed that Teacher C was using the notebook feature to primarily to read her students’ work, engaging in this activity 280 times. Teacher C’s students had already been previously introduced to the OSLN by their first teacher and “literally took off” (interview, 2013) once they were reintroduced to the system. Their notebooks were heavily used for journaling about themselves and the world around them. Examination of this feature revealed that Teacher C began her implementation by having students respond to articles read in class, many of which were directly related to pressing issues in their communities such as gangs, drugs and violence. Teacher C’s comments could be seen in these early notebooks, where she questioned students to expound on their written responses and “go back to the article” (notebook, 2013), make connections and find evidence to support their ideas.
Student written responses in the notebooks were subsequently used as topics for student research, with Teacher C leaving brief comments directing them to add, revise or think more deeply about their drafts. On one occasion she wrote, “Is this your research topic? If so, your information should be organized into paragraphs” (notebook, 2013). She also can be seen highlighting specific parts of some students’ texts and instructing them around potential revisions, such as “this is a great place to include some statistics” or “you forgot your title, remember what we talked about in class” (Teacher C, notebook, 2013).

Examination of student notebooks revealed that brief comments as shown above were present but appeared infrequently, even though log data indicates that Teacher C read logged into the OSLN to read student notebooks 280 times. Students’ notebooks were used for many of the same drafting purposes as other participating teachers in the study, with students posing questions, outlining, and taking notes about topics for research, as well as responding to journal prompts assigned in class. When asked about her limited comments in students notebooks during the interview, Teacher C was admittedly resistant to the idea of typing feedback into the OSLN as suggested, stating the “old-fashioned” way worked better for her and took less time.

**Blogs.** Similar to Teacher A and B, Teacher C primarily used the blog feature to read students’ finished drafts. She also used them as part of writing instruction requiring students to respond to different prompts posted during class. The prompts were in response to articles shared in class as well as general journal style questions asking students to address issues in their communities and the larger world around them. As previously stated, blogs were introduced during professional development as a way to potentially enhance writing instruction throughout curriculum implementation. In one blog post, Teacher C wrote “Is Chicago a Safe City? Explain
your thoughts” (blog post, 2013). In a different post, Teacher C again attempts to engage students by posting question relevant to their personal experience. She wrote,

Last week, President Obama visited Hyde Park High School to discuss the violence that is happening on the streets of Chicago. Do you think there is anything that the president can do that would keep young adults from picking up guns and shooting people? How do you think we could reduce gun violence in Chicago? (blog post, 2013)

The researcher noted that there were over 60 responses to this post, with many of the students choosing safety issues, particularly in regards to Chicago as topics for their research papers.

Teacher C appeared to use the blog feature to spark immediate conversations and get students thinking and eventually writing about topics of their choosing. On a different occasion, she posted, “I was wondering if you guys think that Facebook is the source of many problems kids are having at school? Please explain.

The researcher noted that over 50 of Teacher C’s students responded to this blog post, sharing personal stories around the impact of Facebook on their lives and offering thoughtful solutions around what can be done to ensure that students post responsibly and refrain from bullying online. Like, the other participants, students in Teacher C’s class completed research topics on a range of issues including gun violence, cyber-bullying, and other topics Teacher C had initially posted as conversation starters during class.

During her interviews, the researcher asked Teacher C why she didn’t use the blog feature more often, noting the high number of thoughtful responses, conversations, and topics that arose from them. Teacher C, although agreeing that seeing so many responses was powerful in inspiring writing, cited issues such as slow Internet connectivity as a huge barrier to continuing the process during class time.
Groups. Teacher C’s OSLN log data indicated minimal use of the feature, with Teacher C reading no group discussions throughout the study, although joining the teacher discussion group soon after implementation. OSLN data revealed she did read 20 documents housed in the CICS ThinkTank group, however, and the researcher will later discuss additional evidence of Teacher C’s lurking behavior after presenting interview findings.

Answering Research Question 1

For the purposes of answering the Research Question 1, the researcher conducted an in-depth analysis of the 3 participating teacher activities and behaviors occurring within the OSLN and their use of three primary features used for writing instruction: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups. Their uses of these features were compared to topics presented in professional development for the purposes of answering Research Question 1 which was, “To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network (OSLN) impact teacher practice?”

OSLN data collected and analyzed included back end log data from the server as well as front facing data collected from teachers’ online activities, such as discussion group conversations, comments in notebooks, and blog entries.

OSLN back end data collected by the server, allowed the researcher to initially examine teacher behaviors around commenting, creation and reading of artifacts housed on the system (see Tables 6-8). Results of analysis showed that all teachers’ activity captured by the OSLN was heavily concentrated around the reading of a range of artifacts, including student blog posts, student private notebooks and discussions housed in the group space.

OSLN log data also revealed the 3 teacher participants primarily utilized 3 features throughout the study: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups for the purposes of writing
instruction. Although participating teachers used all three features to some extent, individual use did vary widely amongst them.

Teacher A, for example read student work housed in the private notebooks and public blog spaces in almost equal amounts, and was also an avid reader of reading discussions housed in the groups space, while Teacher B’s activities were largely concentrated to the groups and blog feature. Teacher C, also utilized the notebooks and blog spaces heavily for reading student work, but utilized the groups feature minimally.

Although server data provided to the researcher was helpful in initially analyzing teacher activities within the OSLN, data collected by closely examining teacher talk as found in discussions, notebooks, and blogs provided a more accurate perspective on the actual nature of each teacher’s activity for instructional purposes throughout the study.

Utilizing both back end and log data and front end data obtained through OSLN content, the researcher determined there was evidence that content presented in professional development did appear in teachers’ classroom instruction. The researcher divided the professional development topics into three broad categories: (a) OSLN features, (b) writing instruction, and (c) feedback. These topics were then compared to teachers’ online behaviors and use of the OSLN for instructional purposes throughout the study for the purposes for addressing Research Question 1.

Examination of Teacher A’s notebooks revealed that he primarily used 3 features of the OSLN throughout the study: (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups. Private notebooks were not only used for reading of student work, but also to teach distinct writing skills such as brainstorming, editing, revision, and research. Upon analysis of his students’ notebooks, the researcher discovered that Teacher A was able to provide specific directions and repeatedly
addressed topics presented in professional development, such as numbering different drafts of writing in the notebooks, maintaining privacy, and using journal prompts to familiarize students with narrative writing.

Teacher A used the blogs primarily as a way to students’ finished writing products. Additionally, while teaching the expository writing unit, Teacher A created blogs to introduce students to concepts such as using statistics, and also engage them in conversations around topics related to potential research topics. Teacher A used articles and topics from documents housed in the OSLN centered around student issues such as uniforms, longer school days, and homework policies; all of which were discussed in professional development as possibly to enhance students’ understanding of expository texts and introduce them to possible research topics.

Analysis of Teacher A’s activity also revealed that he was an active member of ongoing discussions housed in the group space of the OSLN. He was the first teacher to begin commenting on his experiences in the program and remained active throughout the study.

There was also evidence that Teacher A utilized the OSLN notebook and blog features for providing feedback as suggested in professional development. Much of Teacher A’s early activity in notebooks was around engaging, encouraging, and connecting with students around developing their writing. Expressing concern over the public nature of providing feedback using blogs, Teacher A’s feedback was heavily concentrated within student notebooks, although he eventually developed his own systems for honing the practice for his own purposes.

Analysis of Teacher B’s notebooks revealed he was also primarily focused on initially journaling to get students to explore their identity, a strategy suggested in professional development. Teacher B posed a series of journal prompts for students to answer in their
notebooks over the next few and used the notebooks to leave comments such as “fantastic” or “awesome job” as a way of encouraging students to continue to develop. His feedback during early phases was not evaluative, but instead Teacher B focused only on one or aspects of the student writing that were positive, a strategy provided and discussed at length in online professional development.

Teacher B also used the notebook for student drafting and gathering of students’ ideas for expository writing and research purposes. Teacher B’s students’ notebooks housed questions to be answered, pictures, links, part of articles and even quotes students intended to use for their final research projects. Many of these notebook entries contained content taken directly from documents provided in professional development such as student-friendly articles, websites and methods around note taking.

Teacher B primarily used blogs for reading of finished student writing. Teachers were provided with information around how to include blogs as an integral part of the drafting process by stressing them as a place to post completed writing assignments during professional development. The researcher noted that Teacher B’s reading of blogs appeared to surpass his reading of notebooks, according to OSLN log data. This may be because while Teacher B used notebooks as a part of writing conferences and discussed editing and revision of drafts, the blogs were finished products and had to be read at this point for grading.

Teacher B was extremely active in terms of his use of the “groups” feature. He was a participant in 19 student groups throughout the study and created 7 of them for students based around common interests such as movies, games, and animation. In professional development teachers were instructed on various ways to use the “groups” feature, including working on special projects, engaging students around interest based topics and providing additional
enrichment. Teacher B was the only teacher to use this feature as suggested in professional development, and utilized it as a student-friendly space where students could engage openly and talk and write about things that interested them, with little teacher invention. Additionally, like Teacher A, Teacher B also utilized the groups feature to participate in professional development discussions throughout the study.

Like the other 2 participants, Teacher C utilized the notebooks heavily for writing instruction. Not only did she read her students’ drafts in this space, but also initially used it to get her students to explore identity and the world around them. Examination of her student notebooks revealed writing about a range of topics impacting them, including violence plaguing their communities, bullying, and social media issues. During the expository unit, Teacher C also used the notebooks to get students to develop questions about topics, outline, and cite sources, all of which were suggested uses for the notebooks in documents housed in the online professional development space. Teacher C utilized blogs primarily for reading students’ finished work, but also to post thought-provoking questions during class around topics being explored in class. Teacher C utilized the groups minimally. She was not active in teacher discussions, nor did she form any student groups for instructional purposes, but instead remained largely a lurker, garnering her information from blogs and curriculum documents found in documents section of the OSLN.

Looking across the 3 teachers, there was evidence of impact of professional development on all teachers’ practice as posed by Research Question 1, although the impact varied depending on the topic and teacher. Analysis of OSLN back end data as well as front facing data sources indicated that all teachers utilized the notebook and blog features of the OSLN for writing instruction. Teachers A and C used both the notebooks and blog features for reading of student
drafts and finished writing products, while Teacher B primarily used blogs to read finished student writing. Two out of the three teachers used the groups feature to access professional development discussions. One teacher never accessed group discussions, but instead strictly read the curriculum documents housed in the professional development group. Only 1 teacher, Teacher B actually created student groups to enhance writing instruction, as discussed in professional development. All 3 teachers used the notebooks feature for providing feedback to varying extents, while only one teacher, Teacher A, used the public blog feature for this purpose.

Analysis of the data extracted from back end data collected by the server, as well as front facing features utilized by teachers throughout the study for instructional purposes, reveal that professional development topics were used by the 3 teachers participating in the study. Each of the outlined uses of OSLN features, although varied amongst individual teachers, were all professional development topics that did, impact teachers’ behaviors and instructional practices throughout the study, answering, “To what extent did professional development delivered using an online social learning network impact teacher practice?”

**Interview data.** Interview data collected allowed the researcher to examine teachers’ self-reported beliefs about their experiences using the OSLN for writing instruction, as well as the perceived impact of professional development on their instructional practices. Professional development topics were categorized into 3 sections by the researcher: (a) OSLN features, (b) writing instruction, and (c) feedback. Analysis and coding of the following interview data allowed the researcher to compare teachers’ perceived experiences during professional development with actual online behaviors while using the OSLN. Table 10 demonstrates the researcher’s findings and prevalent themes that appeared during analysis of teacher interviews.
Table 10

**Coding Results for Interview Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Teacher A Interview</th>
<th>Teacher B Interview</th>
<th>Teacher C Interview</th>
<th>Total (Teacher A +B+C)</th>
<th>Professional Development Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Feedback</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Notebooks</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Blogs</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Privacy</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Drafting</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Editing &amp; Revision</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online PD Benefits</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Groups</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Descriptive Writing &amp; Imagery</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Narrative Writing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Benefits</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Mechanics (grammar, sentences etc.)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Developing Students' Ideas</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Research Skills</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Persuasive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Publishing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLN Challenges</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Expository Writing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citing Sources</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note * were preset codes

Analysis of interview data revealed that teachers spoke in depth about their use of OSLN features for writing instruction, particularly notebooks, blogs and groups. Additionally, teachers
mentioned other issues they believed impacted their implementation such as feedback mechanisms and privacy concerns. Teachers’ interview data revealed their thoughts and experiences around using the OSLN for instructional purposes, beliefs around the value of online professional development, as well as challenges experienced throughout the study. Data drawn from teacher interviews was analyzed for the purposes of answering Research Question 2, “To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN as impacting their instructional practices”? Interview data for the 3 teacher participants is discussed in detail in the next section. The section begins with a discussion of each teacher’s self-reported experiences using the features of the OSLN for writing instruction. This is followed by a discussion of additional prevalent themes, teachers’ perceptions of professional development and overall impact on their classroom practices.

Teacher A. As stated previously, Teacher A was new to the profession and was not very confident in his ability to teach writing effectively. His interview data revealed that he valued his participation in the curriculum implementation and used the ideas presented in the online professional data space in his classroom. He stated that prior to using the curriculum, he was primarily focused on journal writing, grammar, and spelling. He commented on the difficulties he had encountered in getting his students to write more than one draft, and instead correct and revise their writing. During his interview, he spent several minutes speaking about the notebook feature in the OSLN and how it helped in teaching his students to write several drafts, a topic that was touched upon heavily in the online discussions. He stated, “It was easy to maintain several drafts of student writing using the notebooks. I would just have them title each draft followed by a number or letter” (Teacher A, interview, 2014).
He went on to comment on how being asked to keep his own notebook by the researcher made it very simple to teach his own students this technique. He also talked about how actually using this OSLN feature increased his awareness of possible challenges students would face.

I noticed right away that the notebook didn’t alert students when they had spelling errors. It also didn’t save their work if they forgot to press update. This is something I needed to know so I could include these points in my lesson. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

During professional development, both online and face-to-face, Teacher A had raised concerns about student privacy. He explained that many of his students were self-conscious about spelling and grammar and was concerned about the public nature of the writing using the OSLN. After voicing his concerns in the online space, he was told that the notebook space was a private one and that his students could publish work when they were ready. He, however was hesitant and admitted during the interview,

I still wasn’t convinced that nobody could see what I was writing besides you. Experimenting with the notebook before my kids used it made me more comfortable that their privacy would be protected. Once they started using the notebooks to write and realized no one could see it but me, they started to take more chances in their writing. Attempts at creative writing went through the roof. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

He made similar observations about when he was asked to blog as part of the professional development. Blogs were discussed during the early phases of implementation as a way to model narrative writing. As the curriculum model suggested, teachers started with an identity theme to get students comfortable with writing in this genre, and teachers were asked to share several blog posts where they explored different aspects of their own identity. This technique was valuable for Teacher A, as it created a space where he could experience what his students were asked to do. He stated,

Writing my first blog was more difficult than I thought. It was hard because I’m shy by nature and didn’t necessarily want to talk about myself. When I shared it with my students, it sparked good conversations and made it easier for them to start blogging on their own. It wasn’t long before they started writing blog posts before they were
assigned. Some still hesitated to share and kept using the notebooks, but all of them were writing. They were writing a lot. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

It was at that point Teacher A realized how powerful the act of modeling really was for his students. He stated, “it wasn’t just the ideas I but also important skills like sentence structure, imagery and figurative language (interview, 2014). As previously noted, although Teacher A touted a strong belief in the act of modeling, he used the blog space only 10 times for this purpose throughout the study. When asked about his blog use during his interview, Teacher A mentioned trouble connecting to the Internet at times, particularly when all students were logged in simultaneously. He also recalled instances when the system was “moving slowly or just freezing up” during instruction, and found it easier to give students handouts which they could keep and annotate, or just present writing models using the projector in the classroom, where he could discuss and highlight specific portions of the writing.

Teacher A also commented on how students’ interest in publishing their finished writing was, in his opinion, enhanced by what he had experienced by discussions and topics in the online space. For example, he reflected on how one week, the teachers were all challenged to use photos to help develop students’ develop the skill of using imagery. They were each asked to examine a blog post with several embedded images and simply describe what they saw. Teacher A recalled being challenged to come up with words to accurately describe the images, and included a word bank when he presented a similar lesson to his own class. He stated, “I couldn’t remember that last time the kids actually thought writing was that much fun. They didn’t even want to stop when the dismissal bell rang” (Teacher A, interview, 2014).

Teacher A similarly reflected on a series of short lessons ideas and discussions on how to teach figurative language that were posted in the discussion forum OSLN. The thread was actually started by another teacher that was having trouble getting students to actually use simile
and metaphor in their writing, even though she was teaching it every day. It was suggested by the researcher that the teachers use the blogs posts and or status updates to post powerful examples of both simile and metaphor, followed by a brief discussion with students. This could be done as a series of bell ringer activities for a week or more if needed. Teacher A decided to use this strategy “a couple of times,” and before long, stated his students, “took more chances with simile and metaphor and began using them in their writing without necessarily being told” (Teacher A, interview, 2014).

Teacher B. Teacher B’s background in film and media made him an interesting candidate for the study. He had only been teaching English for 2 years and was adamant about the curriculum’s focus on writing, combined with the technological component, as the reason for the students’ excitement and amount of writing produced. He firmly believed that combining technology with writing was instrumental in getting students to write more about topics they were authentically interested in. He stated,

Many of them just wouldn’t write before we starting using the DYN Curriculum. I had some who just weren’t interested. This brought in an exciting aspect. Once they started using it, I couldn’t keep up. They were writing all the time”. I think the technology literally drove engagement through the roof. (Teacher B, interview, 2014)

When asked specifically about how he implemented the curriculum, he admitted to being hesitant to participate in the discussions at first. Explaining that he was not entirely confident in his teaching methods using the system early on, he simply preferred to read the provided resources, experiment with different techniques in class and reflect on his lessons prior to discussing the process with others. He explained,

I read everything that was posted. I read looked through every resource, every link, every topic that was posted. I wasn’t always talking but I was definitely listening. I took what I needed, tweaked it and came back often when I got off track. (Teacher B, interview, 2014)
Teacher B spoke in depth about how the topics in the online space informed how he taught his class. He admittedly loosely followed the timeline for the suggested curriculum, but used the discussion topics to inform how he modified his instruction. When asked how he modified and delivered the curriculum, he explained that after reading through the recommended topics, he “started with the components he felt were more necessary, such as engaging students with photos and things they were already talking about” (Teacher B, interview, 2014).

He explained, this is why he initially spent time setting up topics using the group spaces, as opposed teaching students about the notebook and other curriculum features right away. His desire was to get students excited and writing in volumes as opposed to starting with skills he wanted them to develop. He did, however, use many of the resource posted on how to get students to write more descriptively and organize their thoughts after they had responded to discussion questions and written first drafts. He explained,

After they had a few ideas down, I had them write these in their notebooks. We just called these, Draft 1, Draft 2 and so on. It was easier to get them to revise once they already had ideas. I just used some of the lessons posted in our space like avoiding using over-used words and show don’t tell. This combined with the fact that they could add multi-media was the winning combination. (Teacher B, interview, 2014)

**Teacher C.** The interview data for Teacher C revealed that although she was largely absent in online discussions, she was using the resources and found value in reading the weekly discussions between the other teachers and facilitators in the professional development space.

She admitted that when she took over the class mid-year, the idea of “jumping into a new curriculum” was overwhelming and that she still used her English textbook during the initial weeks of English instruction. Teacher C revealed that the constant pushing from the students ultimately peaked her curiosity and interest in using the curriculum. She commented,

It was the kids that pushed me to actually start using it. Since they had been using it with Ms. X, they kept asking when they were going to get a chance to write with the laptops.
Even with the Ms. J in the room [her assigned digital media mentor] I still didn’t feel comfortable. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

When questioned further about what made her decision to use it, she simply explained that the “kids broke me down” (Teacher C, interview, 2014). She elaborated by pointing out that her digital media mentor walked her through the technology components of the first lessons and that the ability to message both the researcher and the mentor directly and receive timely responses made her feel comfortable with starting slowly. She also directly referenced the online lesson ideas and other resources she found useful in the online professional development space. These accessible resources made transitioning from her solely text book based program to one that integrated technology much smoother since she could find answers to her questions and lesson ideas easily. She explained,

I’m not really that social in new situations and I didn’t know the other teachers. I didn’t feel like I had anything to contribute since I was new to the program but I logged on every week to look at discussion notes, any new resources, review the pacing charts and download anything I needed that was there. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

Teacher C stated that since she had been a user of YouTube and other multi-media tools in the classroom before, it was easier for her to start with using these activities as conversation starters or warm ups in class. She commented on how the flexibility of using what she considered helpful for her class, combined with the functioning within her own comfort level made this a valuable learning experience. Teacher C noted that the combination of resources, access to her mentor and the researcher and the comfort level she experienced once she realized she could move at a pace comfortable for her, all contributed to her implementing the curriculum. She explained how she started slowly by using videos to spark conversation and written responses. She explained,

Once I learned how to embed the videos, I would just post them in a blog and ask students probing questions about things I wanted them to notice like the video
introduction, what kinds of topics were covered and their reactions to what they saw. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

When asked to further explain the writing skills she was attempting to teach through curriculum implementation, she was able to reference articles and other resources she used uploaded to the professional development “documents” section that demonstrated how to introduce and conclude writing, how to use statistics and evidence, and how to appeal to a reader’s emotions. She spoke about a gang violence article she had posted and pointed out,

I was trying to get the student to understand how certain words have power. We went through that article line-by-line and talked about which words, phrases and pictures evoked a real emotional response. Some of the words and content were difficult for the kids to grasp but overall they got the point of the lesson. I referenced that article over and over again whenever I felt their writing was too flat. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

She went on to explain that having links embedded in the OSLN made them easily accessible for both her and the students, and recalled instructions she read in the online space about ways to place links to them directly inside students’ notebooks, along with pictures and other methods to engage them in the writing process. She felt that the best thing about the online professional development space was that it challenged her to make writing instruction more engaging since other teachers were clearly getting students the produce large amounts of writing. When asked how she knew what the students at the other sites were doing, she laughed and explained, “I could see it. I could see everything. It was intimidating. Some of their writing was really sophisticated” (Teacher C, interview, 2013. She explained that many of her students struggled with writing and her desire to help them to improve was somewhat driven by the fact that their work would be seen by others. She explained,

My kids’ writing needed improvement badly and I wanted them to write just as much as the other kids were because they needed the practice. Plus I wanted some of their work to appear in the magazine at the end of the year so it had to be good. That would only come with lots of practice and revision and more writing. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)
Teacher C felt by the end of the school year, her kids were writing producing large amounts of writing, similar to what other teachers’ students were doing at the other school sites. “Between the blogs, notebooks and assignments, there was a lot of writing happening. It was overwhelming but they were definitely writing all the time” (Teacher C, interview, 2014). She again referenced the transparent nature of the program as an influencing both her and her students participation. She commented,

Being able to see all the writing across the board made it clear to me and my students what everybody else was doing. This was probably the biggest motivator to get it right. I’m competitive. I didn’t want to be the only teacher with no writing or worse, bad writing posted for everyone to see. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

The researcher noted that despite the large amounts of writing her students produced, Teacher C was the only participant who didn’t log in to participate and in group discussions very often. However she appeared to be the most aware of what students at other school sites were producing. Additionally, it was evident that from her students’ completed private notebooks and public blog posts that Teacher C was, indeed, using the curriculum resources provided in the OSLN via the professional development space. When asked during her interview what she thought about the online professional development experience, she stated,

The resources, posted made it easier to get started but even more important was that I could see what the other teachers were doing in their classes. I saw a few of their blogs and used the ideas in my class. I definitely was motivated by seeing their kids’ writing. It made me raise the bar for mine. (Teacher C, interview, 2014)

Analysis of teacher interview data revealed that teachers did value professional development topics around OSLN features and writing instruction, and subsequently used many of the strategies and concepts in their classrooms. In the following section, the researcher will further discuss other professional development topics, as well as prevalent themes drawn from teacher interviews.
Additional prevalent themes from interview data. In this section, the researcher will present findings around the additional prevalent themes that arose during the interview process. These themes were (a) feedback, (b) OSLN benefits, (c) online professional development, and (d) challenges encountered during the study. These themes were critical as they spoke to the researcher’s questions around teachers’ perceptions and experiences around the curriculum, online professional development, and the impact on actual practices in the classroom.

Teacher A: Feedback. During the interview, Teacher A was vocal about his experiences using the OSLN for feedback purposes. He described it as “time-consuming and difficult at times.” He pointed out that he did value the process of feedback as an integral part of improving student writing and getting them to revise their work. He stated, however, that for him using the system alone was just not a feasible option since it required him to log in and type over 50 comments at any given time. When asked about choosing a few students at a time for feedback, Teacher A responded,

I tried that but never got around to giving all of them feedback, which had to happen. I would get through maybe half of one class but never developed a system for looking at their writing in groups. In theory it sounds good but just didn’t work for me. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

When reflecting on the differences between giving feedback online or delivering it in a more traditional way, like writing comments on papers, he concluded that giving feedback is always a challenge with large numbers of students. He explained,

It’s never easy. I guess this [using the OSLN] wasn’t much more difficult than writing comments on papers, and at least the comments are saved so I can look at the later. I really can’t say that I had records of my comments on their writing before so that part is helpful. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

He also expressed concern over the lack of a personal connection with students when delivering feedback online. “I preferred to give it in class,” he stated (interview, 2013).
That way I have a better chance of getting my point across. The personal touch is extremely important to me. Things get lost in translation and my students are second language learners. Some still struggle with comprehension so I need to make sure they understand when I’m talking to them about their writing (Teacher A, interview, 2013).

He admitted that although he viewed feedback as a necessary part of improving student writing in the classroom, he had always struggled with doing it effectively. During one discussion he wrote, “I feel that the immediate feedback is the most effective and meaningful...I’m not the best at commenting online. It’s tough to get through 75 students’ work” (Teacher A, discussion forum, 2013). He also suggested “taking a few a week is a great strategy” (discussion forum, 2013) during a problem-solving discussion around feedback and its challenges. He states during another online discussion the importance of teaching students what to do once they get feedback. He concluded, “I think we’ll really have to train them to make changes and revisions based on the feedback. They don’t do this on their own” (discussion forum, 2013).

**Teacher B: Feedback.** When questioned about his methods of delivering feedback during the interview, Teacher B also expressed preference for face-to-face during class time. He explained,

> It’s easier and feels more on-demand and relevant than leaving comments in the system. I like the immediacy of talking to students while they’re in front of me. For me the system was a little overwhelming in this aspect. I felt pressured to type hundreds of comments every time they wrote something. I couldn’t keep up with the amount of work they were producing after awhile. (Teacher B, interview 2013)

Similar to Teacher A, Teacher B also devised ways to work around the system challenges. In one discussion he stated, “I try to give one on one feedback during class too although time constraints sometimes prevent me from meeting with every student in every class” (discussion forum, 2013).
Teacher B, did at one point, begin to follow and closely document small groups of student writing at a time. He explained,

feedback is important for all of them but since I struggled with leaving comments online, I chose 15 or so of them to really focus on. I wanted to really push the ones that were struggling and I wanted to encourage the ones who really took a liking to the program. Some of them were writing tons of stuff by the time the school year ended so I wanted to read the things they were coming up with. (Teacher B, interview, 2013)

Teacher B noticed that once he was explicit about what was supposed to happen after feedback, “students revised more and would seek out comments from me or other writers in the class” (interview, 2013). He admitted, “I didn’t give nearly as much feedback as I needed to each student,” but pointed out that using the OSLN made it much easier to get feedback from someone else besides me and I was okay with that. They had other kids and other adults they could talk to online about what they wrote. It didn’t have to be me all the time. It kind of took the pressure off honestly. I was still responsible for their grades of course but I didn’t feel like I had to comment on everything they did. They had other students and Mr. J. to help out. That part was awesome. (Teacher B, interview, 2013)

Teacher C: Feedback. Teacher C was a self-described lurker as described in the profile section. Her presence in the discussion groups was minimal and evidence of her using feedback using the system was not present. When asked about her use of feedback using the OSLN, Teacher C stated, “it just didn’t work for me” (interview, 2013). Although she said she left a comment on a “couple of blogs and notebooks”. She found certain aspects of the feedback challenging and time consuming, and raised concerns around privacy. She explained,

It was just too much. It was cumbersome and not teacher friendly enough. It took too long to leave comments in all their notebooks even though I read them. I never really liked the idea of commenting in the blogs either because I didn’t want the other students seeing my evaluations of the work. I stuck to the old-fashioned way. (Teacher C, interview, 2013)

When prompted to explain her preference to the “old-fashioned way”, Teacher C staunchly defended her beliefs around why feedback is a personal experience. She explains,
Everything cannot and should not be done for other eyes to see. I liked the setup of the curriculum overall and the kids’ loved using the program for writing. It was good in that way. But when it comes to grades, I’m not comfortable with people seeing what I have to say. I think that should be between me and my students. If they want to share, they can but I’m not putting it out there for everybody else to see. Plus, doing it one on one makes it more personal. (Teacher C, interview, 2013)

Teacher C then goes on to explain why the concept of feedback being private is important to her. She states,

I’m a student in a graduate program and at my age, I’m still sensitive about what I write. A lot of my students struggle with reading and writing. I need to make sure what I’m saying to them is clear. I can’t tell that if I’m just writing comments online. I think it’s cool that they liked to give each other feedback, but even that took me awhile to get used to because they didn’t know how to do it at first. Some of the things they were saying at first made me uncomfortable. (Teacher C, interview, 2013)

Upon being asked to clarify what made her uncomfortable, Teacher C recalled looking at students’ comments to each other when she initially arrived and felt that some of students comments were not positive or helpful. She said, “Some of them were just not very nice. I remember a student, mocking another student for spelling words wrong. I’m surprised that student ever posted again (Teacher C, interview, 2013). When asked about what she thought could be done to address how students are given feedback in public spaces she reflected on the importance of setting expectations and teaching students how to engage in this practice. She stated,

I’m sure part of the problem is that I never really talked about how feedback should be given. That’s probably because I was never comfortable with it, even as a teacher. I’ve always hated that part of grading writing anyway. I like to have more of a conversation with the students about what they can improve, but I still don’t actually write it down like I should. (Interview 2013)

Since Teacher C pointed out that she rarely provided written by feedback even prior to using the OSLN, she was asked if she saw any value to using an OSLN for this reason. She admitted that
although it appeared to be valuable for students, she remained uncomfortable with the practice. She stated,

> My feelings haven’t changed much. I still think it’s hard. I still think it’s too much for one person. But I think the kids are more open to the idea than me. They didn’t seem to mind writing for everybody to see, even when other kids jumped in and pointed out mistakes. Maybe it’s me, I just like doing it my way. (Teacher C, interviews, 2013)

For all participating teachers, feedback using the OSLN was an ongoing challenge. Although all 3 teachers valued the practice as essential in improving student writing, the method for implementation as suggested in professional development was problematic for teachers. Interestingly, each teacher developed systems for making feedback both useful and purposeful for their own individual needs. All 3 teachers placed the notebooks at the center of writing conferences, using student work as a conversation starter for oral or written feedback. Some teachers, like Teacher A typed directly into students’ open notebooks or had other students provide feedback by creating a peer feedback system. Teacher B and C, seemed to prefer reading the notebooks, while simultaneously suggesting improvements, letting students edit and/or revise during the actual conference. All teachers strongly preferred delivering feedback privately, allowing them to engage in conversations with students about writing, without others viewing the content. Teachers’ sweeping rejection of delivering public feedback, however, did not deter them from engaging in the practice, with all 3 still using the OSLN to in some modified manner to accomplish the task.

**OSLN benefits.** The benefits of using the OSLN were a prominent theme that arose during the interview phase. The benefits fell into three major categories (a) community, (b) student engagement, and (c) transparency in practice. Although being placed in the position as both teacher and learner was at times overwhelming, according to teachers, all 3 participants using the OSLN beneficial in enhancing their instructional practices.
Community. All 3 teachers involved in the study felt using the OSLN for instructional purposes, particularly in terms of access to a community of other educators. Teacher A, in recalling his anxiety during curriculum launch, toted the value in essentially being able to see what others were doing with the curriculum as a positive aspect of the experience. He stated,

I was nervous at first because I wasn’t heavily into tech. It helped being able to see what the other teachers were doing in their classes. It felt like I was on track. Sometimes I would be thinking about posting a question for a discussion but before I could, somebody else had already done it. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

He went on to state,

When I was struggling, especially in the beginning, I would read the discussions in our group and get ideas. It helped knowing I wasn’t alone. I could reach out to you and Mr. J when issues came up. There was always someone there. (interview, 2013)

Teacher B expressed similar sentiments around the value of using the OSLN and having regular access to the community online. He stated, “the single most valuable thing was the ability to read other teachers’ responses to discussions” (interview, 2013). He was also the only teacher in the study who mentioned the initial face-to-face meeting held prior to implementation. This was the only time participating teachers met. Teacher B explained this initial meeting was “probably the reason I was so comfortable posting in the system. They felt like real people so I was comfortable talking with them online” (interview, 2013). He also expressed,

I liked being able to see how the others were posting the lessons. We were all implementing the curriculum, but in our ways. I got some great ideas by discussing this with them in the forums. (interview, 2013)

Surprisingly, Teacher B revealed that a few weeks into the study, the participants were all required to attend a district wide meeting held by their school organization. Teacher B pointed out, that “we made it a point to sit down and meet again about how the curriculum was going in our classes and exchanged some cool ideas over lunch” (interview, 2013). The interviewer was not aware that this meeting had occurred and found it interesting that the teachers sought each
other out after talking online for only a few short weeks. This speaks not only to the critical aspect of the community during any learning process, but also to the importance of considering hybrid models when designing learning experiences as suggested by researchers (Barab et al., 2004; Hur & Hara, 2007).

Teacher C was a late to the study and admittedly a lurker. She also spoke to the importance of having a community of teachers implementing the curriculum simultaneously as integral in her own implementation. She explained,

I didn’t contribute to the discussions but I knew where to go when I needed something. I could see what the others were teaching when they posted blogs. Plus, I could see what their students were doing. Between that and the resources, it was easy to figure out what was going on. (interview, 2013)

She also stated,

I read every single resource posted though. It really did help to see what everybody else was doing since I started later. I’m not a social media person so I only jumped in when I had a question no one else had already answered. Plus I had you Ms. A an Ms. J. I knew I could send a message, ask a question and get a quick answer (interview, 2013)

Initial examination of the log data, initially led the researcher to conclude that Teacher C was relatively unengaged with the other 2 teachers, as she only read the teacher group discussions twice according to back end data (see Table 8). However, as Lave and Wenger (1991), posit, lurking, is indeed, a form of engagement and a critical part of the learning process. This level of engagement was actually present with all teachers initially, with the 3 teachers moving towards participation at different times as the study progressed.

**Student engagement.** Student engagement arose frequently during the interviews as a major benefit to housing the writing curriculum in the OSLN. Teacher A observed “creativity went through the roof” (interviews, 2013) and that “motivation was the highest he’d ever seen” (interviews 2013. When asked why he thought this was the case he replied, “kids just seemed to
love writing time once we started using the program in class. It was fun for them (interviews
213).

Teacher B’s had similar stories to share about using the OSLN for instruction and how
students seemed to be highly engaged throughout implementation. He stated,

I think my students found the experience meaningful. Having the technology aspect as
such a big part of the curriculum made the kids want to write for some reason. They
really liked what they were doing in English class. This made it easier to teach. Getting
some of these students to write before this was a struggle. (Teacher B, interview, 2013)

Teacher C also spoke to student engagement during the interview. She explained the
curriculum, “seemed to grab their attention because they could visualize what they wrote in a
different way” (interview, 2013). She recalled taking over the class and feeling slightly hesitant
and overwhelmed about using the OSLN for instruction, pointing out that she,

eventually caved to the pressure because of them. They wouldn’t stop asking
about the program. They wanted to finish some things they started. They were
hyped when we finally started using it again. I had never seen anything like it. They were
actually asking me when they were going to be able to write- not on paper, on the
computers (Teacher C, interview, 2013)

Transparency. All teachers spoke to the theme of transparency when asked about their
experiences using the OSLN for instructional purposes and viewed it is hugely beneficial.
Teacher A stated, “there was something powerful about seeing their peers post. I think they got
inspired” (interview, 2013). He stated,

my class uses the system as a tool to share ideas because they can see what
their classmates are thinking which leads to some great discussions. Also when they
know their work is being posted their level of focus steps us. They know their peers will
see their work. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

For instruction he also stated using the OSLN allowed for “more opportunities to model good
writing” (Teacher A, interviews 2013). He referred a blog he had created where he posted a
sample of writing and had the students critique it for strengths and weaknesses. He pointed out,
I had used models before but never could I have it stored anywhere where all my students could have access to it whenever they needed it. I referred back to a few models I had uploaded to the site several times during one-to-one conferences with students. (interview, 2013)

He also stated,

Some of their writing was amazing to me. The really wanted their work to be seen. Comments were definitely important, especially the ones left by their friends. (interview, 2013)

Similarly, Teacher B expressed, “if a student posted a blog it could be seen by anyone. The same thing for the comments; everyone’s viewpoint was visible” (Teacher B, interviews, 2013). When asked why he felt this was beneficial he responded, “they became more thoughtful about what they posted and shared. Having an audience of their peers definitely made a difference in my opinion” (Teacher B, interviews 2013). Teacher C also regarded transparency as beneficial. She stated,

Even though I didn’t post as much as the other teachers, I thought about the things I did post because I knew everyone would see it, not just my kids. It sort of made me more thoughtful about what I used for class. I think the same thing was true for the kids. They seemed to take their work very seriously since I wasn’t going to be the only one seeing it. (Teacher C, interviews, 2013)

She recalled meeting with a student who was in the process of writing her persuasive essay who drilled her about whether the paper was “good enough to post yet” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). She explained that the student “was still in the notebook phase [which is private] but wanted it to be perfect before she posted it for everybody else” (interview, 2013).

**Online professional development.** Online professional development, particularly the benefits, is a theme that emerged repeatedly during teacher interviews. All 3 participating teachers mentioned these factors as beneficial throughout implementation: (a) access to resources, (b) convenience, (c) autonomy and (d) continuity.
Access to resources. Teacher participants touted the benefits of having constant access to resources needed throughout implementation. Materials including suggested pacing, writing models, short journal articles, and links to websites were all housed in the teacher professional development group. “Everything was all in one place,” stated Teacher A, “that made actually using this very convenient” (interviews, 2013). “I could download whatever I needed and didn’t have to spend extra time looking for it. That was a time-saver, especially when I needed to do something quick like glance at the pacing charts” (Teacher A, interview, 2013). Teacher A also observed, “even having all my student work in one place was something I grew to depend on” (interviews, 2013).

Similarly, Teacher B noted, “it was important to me to be able to pull it up from anywhere” (Teacher B, interviews, 2013). He recalled the time he went on a short vacation and wanted to respond to an ongoing group discussion about feedback. He stated, “I mean, I could even pull up the discussions while I was on vacation” (Teacher B, interview, 2013). When asked if he could recall any other instances where constant access was particularly helpful he replied, “I’m not always the most organized person so the last minute is a norm for me. If I was planning for a class, I could glance at the suggested lesson ideas and readings you had posted, modify and use them all in about 15 minutes and be ready to go” (Teacher B, interviews, 2013). Teacher C expressed similar thoughts about access. She stated, “I did read and use the documents that were posted. Some of the lesson ideas were good so I took what I needed and it didn’t take long to plan” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). She also mentioned the modules and lesson ideas housed in the OSLN were “very important to me. I was a latecomer and seeing how you and the other teachers were using blogs and other parts of the curriculum probably saved me from going completely nuts” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). She specifically referred to the video examples
posted in the space by digital media experts around how to do things like how to tag lessons and embed links into her own blogs for teaching purposes. She stated, “I ended up using lots of the lessons plans and suggested resources just because it was already there. Finding materials I could was never an issue” (Teacher C, interview, 2013).

Convenience. Convenience was also mentioned several times throughout the interviews. Teachers were placed in the position as both learner and teacher throughout the study, and all mentioned convenience as a positive aspect of implementing the writing curriculum. Teacher A stated, “I could log on at home if I didn’t get to it at school” (interview, 2013). He also commented, “it was important to me having the choice of when and where to log on. Once I figured out I could even log in from my phone, I was ecstatic, not that I actually used my phone for it much, but the fact that I could was pretty amazing” (Teacher A, interview, 2013). I also got used to having my students’ papers right there all the time” (Teacher A, interview, 2013).

When asked about the one aspect of having professional development online, Teacher B replied, “the flexibility hands down. It was super easy to get what I needed and fast. That makes a difference when you’re juggling a bunch of classes” (Teacher B, interview, 2013). He stated, “I could make this fit into my own schedule. If I didn’t have time to look at it during the day I could do it in the evening or early in the morning before students got there” (Teacher B, interviews, 2013). Teacher C also mentioned flexibility as a definite benefit to having professional development online. She stated, “I could glance at the pacing charts and materials for the week when I had the time. That kind of immediate access is something I’ve never had” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). She went on to say, “I could get what I needed from anywhere- no lugging hundreds of papers and books around. (Teacher C, interview, 2013).
Autonomy. Autonomy over how the curriculum was implemented in their settings was also a theme that recurred throughout teacher interviews. Teacher A stated, “It was important to me that I had a choice of if and when I wanted to share my thoughts. If I just wanted you to see them, I would just message you or jot down something in the notebook. If wanted everybody else to I could do a blog post or respond to the discussion group. He elaborated on the importance of autonomy for him by explaining,

My biggest fear when this started was that I would have to do exactly what you said. I didn’t want that. I was relieved when I was encouraged to make this my own. Once I got comfortable using the system, I tweaked things, left parts out, and added things I thought were important for my students. I’m tired of being told what to do in my own class. This was not that and it was much more useful. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

He added, “I actually looked forward to class, and gained confidence in my ability to make good decisions about what was best for my students and learned some useful tech skills along the way” (Teacher A, interview 2013). Teacher B also mentioned autonomy as plus for him during the study. He stated, “for me it was meaningful because I could take it and use it as I saw fit. There were times I was doing something different than what was suggested and it was okay. I knew as long as I was covering the skills it was totally cool to take creative license with the curriculum (Teacher B, interview, 2013). He added, “I know I tend to be a bit of a rule-breaker so “it was a relief to find out this was not directive or scripted”. Teacher C expressed similar thoughts about the benefits of having some autonomy during her own implementation. She stated,

I’ve been teaching for a long time. I’ve had plenty useless PD. This was something I could use but I didn’t feel like I had to do it in a certain way. I had to modify some of the readings to fit my kids and sometimes I didn’t use them at all. (interview, 2013)

She added that as a latecomer, the benefit of moving at her own pace and using what she deemed valuable was critical to her using the OSLN for curriculum delivery. She stated,
I wasn’t exactly enthusiastic about this especially since I took this class later in the semester. It felt better once I knew that I could start when I was ready and use it in a way that made sense for me and my classes. (interview, 2013)

**Continuity.** Two out of three teachers mentioned continuity as a huge factor in terms of professional development experiences using the OSLN. Teacher C was vocal in expressing her beliefs around the benefits ongoing professional development throughout curriculum implementation. “I felt lucky that ours was continuous not a one-shot deal” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). She stated,

Most of the PD I’ve had is a meeting that’s not useful. It’s the same old thing. You go somewhere listen to somebody talk about something that has nothing to do with your class and you never see them again. That’s how it usually goes. (Teacher C, interview 2013).

She also explained,

My biggest fear was that this thing was going to be dropped in my lap and I was going to have to be accountable all by myself. I was relieved when I found out I would have someone in my classroom every week and I would have round-the clock access to what I needed online too. (Teacher C, interview, 2013)

When asked to elaborate between the difference between this professional development experience and others she explained, “not only was this relevant, but there was constant follow-up. Most PD I’ve had was neither of those” (Teacher C, interview, 2013). Teacher B expressed similar feelings when discussing his experiences with using the OSLN for professional development. When asked about his experience with online professional development for the study he stated, “conversations were centered around what I was actually doing and teaching. Other PD I’ve had has been boring and a flat out waste of time” (Teacher B, interview, 2013).

He added,

At first I thought this was going to be a pain since we were asked to log in and look at what was going on all the time. I actually came to depend on it. It helped me stay on top of things. (interview, 2013)
Similar to Teacher C, Teacher B recalled previous professional development experiences, nothing that they were not valuable, since they were essentially brief and disconnected from his ongoing work in the classroom. He added that in terms of his goals for his students, the ongoing access to resources and conversations to which he had access actually made his experience using the OSLN for writing pleasurable and something he actually looked forward to using on a regular basis.

**Challenges to implementation.** The new curriculum and expectations around implementation were not without challenges for the 3 teachers participating in the study. Although challenges were not mentioned as frequently as the positive aspects, they are worth noting here. Challenges are defined as possible barriers to implementation throughout the study. The challenges mentioned most frequently were (a) mechanism for giving feedback, (b) technology difficulties, and (c) students background knowledge in technology.

**Technology difficulties.** The three participating teachers all mentioned some form of technology difficulty as a barrier to implementation at times throughout the study. Teacher B mentioned the site itself being down or experiencing difficulties when students were logged in simultaneously and trying to post their work. “If all the students were trying to upload videos or podcasts it could be a nightmare” (Teacher B, interview, 2013). He also mentioned laptops not working at times and being frustrated if the machines had not been charged properly. Teacher C experienced similar challenge and recalled a few times that “the site just was not working for some reason” and she had “switch gears at the last minute” (Teacher C, interview, 2013).

Teacher C also stated,

The site was okay but it needs to be more teacher-friendly. Teachers are constantly juggling. I would suggest a faster way to access all your classes, their grades and everything else. I had to click a lot to sometimes get to my kids work. (Teacher C, interview, 2013).
Teacher A was more detailed about his challenging experiences using the system for the purposes of writing instruction, noting specific barriers he encountered. He explained,

As a writing teacher, I would have found it more helpful if the notebook feature worked more like Microsoft Word. My students are second language learners. They need things like spell check and word suggestions. I would like to see the ability to comment to a specific part of the text instead of just at the end of it. Not having these made it a little harder for my students when they were drafting and definitely made it harder for me when I wanted to give good feedback. (Teacher A, interview, 2013)

**Student background knowledge.** All 3 teachers mentioned assumptions about students’ skills in technology as challenging throughout the period of the study. Teacher A, during the first few weeks of implementation asked, “is there a way to work typing skills into the curriculum? My students are spending way too long trying to type their drafts. I worry that this may affect the content” (Teacher A, discussion forum, 2013). He also suggests in a later discussion, “maybe a quick manual around the steps to searching the Internet for research would help. My students don’t seem to know where to go to find the right kind of information” (Teacher A, discussion forum, 2013). Teacher B also mentions these issues in his interviews. He stated, “I think next time you should think about including a unit on typing skills, even if it’s only 3 or 4 weeks. I think they wasted a lot of time trying to type and fix their mistakes at the same time” (Teacher B, interview, 2013). He also observed,

I thought they knew more about the searching the internet than they really did. I ended up doing a few lessons on how to search the internet for reliable information. I also had to show them things like bookmarking, uploading, creating and saving documents—even creating and naming a file was something they didn’t know how to do. They needed all of this before I could even jump into the research unit. (Teacher B, interview, 2013)

Teacher C agreed and stated during her interview, “I think we assumed they knew this stuff, at least I did. That wasn’t the case, they needed scaffolding when it came to using technology for their school work” (Teacher C, interview, 2013).
In all three cases, teachers made similar observations around preparing students for the curriculum by intentionally addressing the basic skills required to use technology for academic purposes such as word processing, research skills and the ability to find and use reliable sources online.

**Answering Research Question 2**

Research Question 2 was, “To what extent did teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN as impacting their instructional practices”? Teacher responses to interviews revealed that teachers valued the use of (a) notebooks, (b) blogs, and (c) groups for instructional purposes. Answers to interview questions also provided further insight into which skills and practices from professional development were used throughout the study for the purposes of writing instruction. Triangulation of data from interviews, OSLN data and professional development topics allowed the researcher to discover themes, patterns of use and draw conclusions regarding both what teachers did online, as well as their perceptions of impact.

Teachers were provided with instruction around using notebooks as a private way to engage with students around brainstorming, and engaged in writing and revising multiple drafts across genres during professional development. The researcher found that all 3 teachers used this feature to read students work. Teachers also utilized the private notebooks to engage in dialog and provide feedback around drafts and other writing ideas contained in the notebooks. The researcher noted that although all 3 teachers’ self-reports indicated strong preferences for conversing with students privately around their work.

Blogs were originally introduced in professional development as a place for students to upload public work and also an additional place for teachers to give feedback and post lessons
for whole class use and place writing models for students to access. However, the researcher found that teachers found the public commenting on students’ writing problematic and, instead, reserved comments for private notebooks and face-to-face writing conferences. Additionally, although all teachers posted a small number of lessons using the blog feature (see Table 7) as suggested in professional development, the researcher discovered that teachers used this feature minimally. Interviews revealed issues such as school connectivity issues, planning time, and teacher preferences as possible reasons for this.

Blogs were also stressed in professional development as ways to model exemplar writing, which teachers were engaging in by using resources already available to them such as the smartboards and, in some cases, written handouts. During interviews, two teachers cited preferences for printed copies of writing models, pointing out the need for students to highlight, write and circle important features; this level of annotation was not available through the OSLN at the time of the study. All teachers did, however, use the blog feature as a place to encourage students to publish and display students’ finished writing products, and regarded this as a valuable way for both themselves and their students to see the work that was being done.

Groups were presented in professional development as a way to engage with the other teachers, digital media mentors and the researcher around questions, challenges and celebrations throughout the study. Two of the three participating teachers were active in reading and commenting on teacher discussions housed inside the professional development group space. Groups were also presented as a way to divide students around similar interests or as a way to provide extra support or enrichment for small groups. Only one teacher, Teacher A, actually utilized this feature for this purpose, using the space as a way to encourage students to collectively discuss and share ideas around movies, anime, sports, and other topics. The
researcher believes this may be the result of several variables. As teachers were taking the roles as both teacher and learner, they were, in fact, learning and teaching the curriculum as well as the various aspect of the OSLN simultaneously. This was in addition to their normal teaching loads and responsibilities, which meant features they did not perceive to be as valuable to the teaching of writing, such as forming online groups, were not utilized as much during curriculum implementation, an assessment supported by the TPACK framework (citation).

The participating teachers were instructed on how to give feedback using the OSLN using both the notebooks and blog features. Additionally, several online discussions and professional readings were dedicated to the topic of feedback as an integral part of improving students’ writing. Teachers were quite comfortable with giving feedback privately using the notebooks, as this was a private way to engage in dialogue around writing, even though they all reported feeling overwhelmed at times. However, using the public blog feature was a constant area of concern and resistance, with only one teacher, Teacher A eventually engaging in the practice of public feedback using this feature (see Table 6). Ultimately the topic of feedback was an ongoing one, with teachers modifying their use of OSLN in various ways to address the challenges and frustrations encountered throughout the study.

Teacher perceptions of their professional development experiences were overall positive. Citing factors such as the benefits of a learning community, having flexibility and autonomy around concepts directly relevant to their classrooms, the 3 participating teachers each valued the online professional development experience as one that was not only beneficial, but also crucial in terms of how they actually implemented the curriculum in their own classes. This directly addresses Research Question 2, “To what extent do teachers perceive professional development activities delivered utilizing an OSLN impact their instructional practices?”
It is the belief of the researcher, that providing teachers the opportunity to connect through the OSLN and engage in sustained conversation and reflection around concepts grounded in their everyday teaching lives, contributed to their willingness to use the topics from professional development in their classrooms. Examining their online behavior, it was evident that teachers used, experimented with, and modified the topics presented in professional development. Although not without challenges, teachers valued the experience and felt the professional development greatly enhanced their experiences with using the OSLN, making it easier to incorporate its use into their own classrooms.
Chapter 5: Discussion

Revisiting the Research Problem

Various teacher reform models have permeated the educational landscape in the United States over the past 40 years, and yet continue to yield dismal results in student performance nationwide, with America continuing to fall behind other nations in terms of student achievement (Darling-Hammond, 2010). Recent reform movements such as NCLB (2002) and Common Core Standards Initiative (2010) have placed teacher professional development at the forefront of reform efforts in this country, resulting in increased demands on teachers stay abreast of issues around pedagogy and practice, all while dealing with a range of other issues such as high rates of student poverty, increased class sizes, longer school days and heavier workloads than their international counterparts (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005). This complex combination of issues is compounded by the fact that American teachers have less time for planning and collaboration with peers and receive less professional development than their global peers (Lieberman & Miller, 2001).

Yet, the pressure for teachers to improve student achievement remains, with teachers continually being expected to teach and learn in a rapidly changing technological environment. The ways in which teachers learn, communicate, and utilize instructional strategies not only must incorporate traditional issues such as strategy and subject-area expertise, but also must address the increasingly technological world in which both they and their students live, work and communicate.

As nationwide pressure by educational reformers and policymakers increases, the push to develop teachers’ pedagogical as well as technological skills has resulted in proliferation of web-based options to addressing teacher development needs. Online learning communities and
learning management systems have resulted in thousands of online opportunities for teachers to learn and connect around issues directly impacting their own classroom practices. These, anytime, anywhere access to models of professional development, potentially serve to address the needs of teachers seeking to deepen their professional knowledge and connect with peers and education experts ubiquitously, all while strengthening their technological savvy.

However, the proliferation of these various web-based models of professional development should be addressed carefully, as simply providing teachers with technology and numerous online platforms will not necessarily address the complex needs of diverse learners. Instead professional development experiences, particularly those delivered online, must take into account the interplay of needed content knowledge and pedagogical skills, and consider how technology can be used to enhance teacher learning in a way that truly impacts the way teachers’ behaviors and classroom practices. Ultimately, teacher professional development requires creating extended, teacher support systems through “meaningful pedagogical intervention” (Jenkins, 2006, p. 18), that consider issues of work and collaboration in the 21st century while expanding traditional pedagogical skills such as reading, writing and research.

**Online Professional Development as a Possible Solution**

Persistent research citing the lack of effectiveness of traditional, face-to-face models has lead to school districts across the country to seek alternative models of professional development, such as online modes of delivery that emphasize the role of community in engaging teachers around practice. The potential to provide, real-time support in a way that overcomes barriers such as time, school organizational schedules and lack of access to other educators represent a powerful way to connect teachers around practice, all while allowing
innovative ways to capture teachers’ learning experiences in ways not possible by traditional modes.

The study conducted included various aspects of reform models of professional development touted by researchers as effective in promoting teacher knowledge and skills. Professional development experiences categorized as reform models are those that are job-embedded, extended over time, and designed to actively engage teachers in collaborative participation around issues of professional knowledge.

In analyzing teacher interview data, the researcher discovered that the extended time was perhaps one of the most critical components mentioned by teachers as contributing to their continued use of the C21 curriculum in their classrooms. Time to practice, experiment, and collaborate was valued by all 3 teachers participating in the study, as each of them mentioned it is critical in their understanding and eventual use of various technological aspects of the curriculum. As teachers were also engaged with others both virtually and face-to-face around issues of content and pedagogy, the C21 project was a demonstration of job-embedded professional development, situating activities in teachers’ authentic, day-to-day contexts as they implemented the curriculum. Job-embedded professional development can come in various forms including coaching, lesson study, professional learning communities and analysis of student work, all of which teachers experienced throughout the study.

**TPACK in Practice**

The purpose of the research was to explore the experiences of a group of 3 ELA teachers as they participated in professional development using an online social learning network during implementation of a hybrid, writing curriculum, C21. The researcher explored the extent to which professional development delivered online impacted teacher instructional practices in the
classroom. The findings around teachers’ online behaviors as well as their own perceptions about their experiences speak to what professional development practices, particularly those online, are most beneficial in shaping teachers’ behaviors in their classrooms.

As the curriculum model studied was a writing curriculum at its core, the chosen professional development topics were specifically designed to enhance writing pedagogy and practice, with the thoughtful use of technology as suggested by Mishra and Koehler’s TPACK Framework (2008), which posits the intersection between content, technological knowledge, and pedagogy as critical in facilitating teacher development. The OSLN used to house the curriculum, contained various features for writing, communicating and connecting with peers, students and other curriculum and digital media experts utilizing the site. Pedagogical issues related to writing instruction, therefore, were placed at the core of professional development experience. Ongoing modeling, discussion, and demonstrations of strategies around technological features of the OSLN related to writing instruction were equally important and always presented in context of ongoing classroom instruction.

The electronic notebook feature, for example, was not introduced discretely, but instead presented as another way of journal writing for the narrative writing unit at the beginning of the study. As the 3 teachers were already familiar with and had been using journal prompts, teaching this feature in connection to already established classroom practice resulted in a seamless integration and ongoing use of this feature throughout the study. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of teachers’ use of this feature was the staunch defense of students’ rights to privacy and choice by the 3 teachers. Each teacher indicated a strong by preference for using this space not only for student drafting, but also for engaging in dialogue about improving writing products, a critical step in the writing process. All teachers agreed that although they
would like the students to share finished work, that they absolutely not require this final step unless students were comfortable with it. In essence, the notebook became “a place for students to feel safe” (Teacher A, interview, 2013), was the primary concern, even in a social network where the transparency of work was an expectation discussed in professional development and teacher discussions.

Other features highlighted in professional development, were also thoughtfully chosen because of their potential to enhance writing instruction in various ways, but were similarly met with a certain level of objection and hesitation by teachers initially if they were uncomfortable with suggested practices. Blogs, for example, were presented as a natural part of the finished writing process and eventually used by all teachers to celebrate finished writing by making it public to a larger audience. Interestingly, all teachers during the interview process commented on this type of public display as crucial in increasing student motivation. Publication, which was already part of teachers’ current writing practices, ultimately took on a new look and meaning, as students and teachers sought to have the best work seen by other users in the network. However, although teachers appeared to value the public nature of this feature, they resisted offering feedback in this space. Citing reasons such as “my students are shy” (Teacher B, interview, 2013) and “they are self-conscience about spelling and grammar” (Teacher A, interview, 2013), teachers pushed back heavily on the idea of leaving feedback publicly for all to see. One teacher, Teacher A, did begin using the practice by the end of the study, but overall feedback was reserved for the more private spaces of the notebook or one-to-one conferences in the classroom.

The researcher noted that not all features housed in the OSLN were used as heavily as the electronic notebooks and blogs. The groups features although utilized for discussion purposes by 2 out 3 teachers, was only utilized by one teacher to instruct students as presented in
professional development. The debate feature, although introduced as part of the persuasive writing unit, was minimally utilized, as were features allowing teachers to create their own documents and upload photographs and video.

Teacher interview data revealed that teachers simply did not value certain aspects of the OSLN for writing instruction as much as other features, and, hence, used them very little. Interview data also revealed other factors, such as heavy teaching schedules and decisions on how to use precious class time also played a part in what features were incorporated into instruction. Teacher A, felt for example that the debate feature “sounded like a good idea but didn’t quite pan out when he tried it with his students, maybe because they never got to the point where they wanted to present their arguments in front of everyone” (interview, 2013). Teacher C pointed out that the persuasive unit, as the last portion of the writing curriculum, was taught at the end of the year, making it difficult to introduce and utilize new features, as there were several interruptions in the school calendar at that time. Additionally, all teachers had additional responsibilities as well as subject areas they were responsible for teaching outside of the C21 curriculum implementation. Teacher B, revealed he had begun attending graduate school during the study, which impacted his time to engage in feedback and sometimes participate in online discussions. Ultimately, while the OSLN was deemed valuable and was indeed, used for writing instruction, it was a small part of only one subject they were responsible for teaching. The realities of factors such as teaching loads, other professional responsibilities and even work-life balance, all affected to what extent teachers used the OSLN for professional development purposes and instruction, making the fact that it had on online component critical in its adoption and continued use.
As ELA teachers, all 3 participants ultimately used the OSLN features they deemed more valuable for the purposes of teaching writing, a stance that is supported by Mishra and Koehler’s TPACK framework, indicating that the use of technological tools should not be separated from the content, and therefore, should always be situated in what is being learned or taught. Teachers use of the notebooks to dialogue with students around journaling, the writing process from drafting to publication, and even discrete skill such as note-taking and brainstorming, all parts of already established practices, were further enhanced by incorporating the OSLN into writing instruction.

**Teacher Learning and Community**

The OSLN used for the study provided an interesting look at the dynamics of teacher learning and practice from a community of practice perspective. Although the researcher only examined the experiences of 3 teachers, the OSLN included other users whose participation was visible at all times, including educators, digital media mentors, students, and other researchers. An integral concept of community of practice is legitimate peripheral participation, which involves a dynamic process of learners performing various roles with the intention of becoming a full member of the community (Lave & Wegner, 1991). From a curriculum perspective, both teachers and students could constantly share work, collaborate, discuss, capture and create knowledge by using the various features of the OSLN. All teachers commented on the highly transparent nature of sharing work in the public blog space as a motivation for many students, who worked on making their work publishable in the space. Teachers themselves could easily see the work of other students and teachers, as well as discuss challenges and celebrations in the discussion space, practices that ultimately influenced their own ideas around curriculum implementation.
Teacher B, when asked about his feedback practices, commented on the fact that there were “so many others giving feedback” at times that he felt less pressured to engage in the practice, preferring to initially look at how feedback was delivered by students’ peer editing partners and his own curriculum coach. Similarly, Teacher C, during her interview commented on how he began to get various ideas about using the blog space by looking a few of Teacher A’s posts and posts uploaded by her digital media experts in the space. Looking at others’ examples, Teacher C stated, gave her ideas on how to use blogs to garner short, student responses to questions for the purposes of getting students’ opinions on a wide range of issues, as well as check for understanding of readings discussed in class.

Perhaps most interesting was the different roles, even amongst the small number of teachers who participated in the study. Teacher C was unapologetically anti-social, refusing to participate in group discussions and preferring to message the researcher or her assigned digital media mentor privately with questions. However, her lurking behavior was present throughout the study, as she downloaded several curriculum documents and used many of the ideas, terms and resources in her own classroom as evidenced by her students’ notebooks and her blog entries. Although far away from full participation, Teacher C’s lurking was still beneficial, as she was able to easily follow the curriculum from reading through the various documents, looking at what other teachers posted and viewing public student work as it appeared in the blog space.

Teacher B was closer to full participation, as he was extremely active in group discussions and also utilized many of the professional development resources and curriculum materials in his own classroom. Interestingly, Teacher C revealed his excitement around enhancing his technological skills during his interview, casually mentioning that he had learned
to make and edit podcasts by watching his digital media mentor in class and reading the “how-to” documents in the group space. Although he did not necessarily consider this is curriculum related, he valued being able to learn a “new 21st century skill that [I] can use for the rest of my life” (Teacher C, interview, 2013).

Teacher A was the closest to full participation of the 3 participants, actively participating in discussions, reading and sharing blogs and even commenting in the public blog space, a practice he adamantly opposed at the beginning of the study. Additionally, as Teacher A admitted being very uncomfortable with technology in the beginning, and was the most vocal in his reservations around this aspect of the curriculum, his movement towards participation over a 6-month period was the most notable. To the surprise of the researcher, Teacher A even mentioned using the OSLN to help his students create a series of digital book talks for presentation at parent night, and was especially proud of the fact that he accomplished this task without the help of his digital media mentor. Similar to Teacher B, he mentioned how “cool it was” (interview, 2013), to pick up some technology skills throughout the study, even though his bigger concern was always the writing portion of the curriculum. When asked how he learned to make videos, Teacher A revealed that he paid close attention to the his assigned digital media mentor during class visits, watched the demos housed in the OSLN and even messaged his highly skilled students a few times with questions. Teacher A’s development is a fascinating demonstration of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (1978), as he clearly developed as a result of a combination of both guidance and collaboration with others. This type of constant access to others he considered experts, allowed him to move beyond his admitted fear of technology to the most active participant in the study, perhaps contributing to the fact that he continues to use the OSLN in his classes at present, 2 years after introduction.
Teacher B, when asked about his feedback practices, commented on the fact that there were “so many others giving feedback” at times that he felt less pressured to engage in the practice, preferring to look at how feedback was delivered by students’ peer editing partners and his own curriculum coach. Similarly, Teacher C, during her interview commented on how he began to get various ideas about using the blog space by looking a few of Teacher A’s posts and posts uploaded by her digital media experts in the space. Looking at others’ example, Teacher C stated gave her ideas on how to garner short, student responses to questions for the purposes of getting students’ opinions on a wide range of issues, as well as check for understanding of readings discussed in class.

The researcher would like to again point out, the hybrid nature of the community that comprised the study. Although the OSLN was an integral part of the teachers’ learning experiences, physical access to the researcher and digital media mentors undoubtedly contributed to the teachers’ use of the curriculum and OSLN. As suggested by researchers (Barab et al., 2004; Hur and Hara, 2007), although online communities can be beneficial, the most valuable learning experiences appear to be those that include an offline component. This important aspect was evident in teacher interview responses about their classroom practices during the study.

All teachers commented on the benefit of having a digital media mentor onsite in order to make the technical aspect easier to implement, and noted that the monthly onsite meetings with the researcher, although sometimes brief, were important in enhancing their understanding of curriculum implementation since they didn’t feel like they were left alone to figure out any challenges that arose. They valued the ability to ask questions, push back when concepts didn’t make sense, and being able to ask for demonstration lessons as needed. Although teachers experienced the online component of professional development more frequently, the fact that
there was a face-to-face component did impact their adoption and continued use of the curriculum into their classrooms. This suggests that although online professional development activities offer the benefit of increased opportunities for interaction over extended periods of time, simply providing teachers with tools to participate in these communities is more beneficial when these online Communities of Practice are supported by face-to-face components as suggested by research (Barab et al., 2004; Hur & Hara, 2007).

The OSLN utilized for curriculum delivery, offered an opportunity to examine the many aspects of a Community of Practice when participating in an online community. The researcher was able to examine various aspects of teachers’ behavior, reaffirming the potential value of online social networks in enhancing teachers’ sustained learning and professional development. Social practices that engage teachers to dialog with others around job-specific issues such as instructional issues were greatly enhanced by involvement in this online communities of practice, allowing teachers to practice at their own pace, during times best suited to individual needs and encourages interactions with a variety of experts outside of their immediate school settings.

What Data Reveals and What It Does Not

The usage of teacher data to accurately track activity was a complex process for various reasons. When considering the raw, back end data from the server, the numbers themselves failed to paint an accurate picture of teacher usage of the OSLN (see Tables 6-8). Although this data served as a starting point for analysis, gaining a more holistic view of actual teacher behaviors required digging deeply into front facing features being utilized by teacher regularly for instruction. It was only after reading through student notebooks, teacher discussions, and
blogs, and following up with interviews, was the researcher able to gain a deeper understanding of the impact of the OSLN on teachers’ implementing the curriculum.

On the surface, it was not apparent that Teacher B was reading student notebooks, as the log data only reflected a small number of readings in this category (see Table 8). However, examination of his students’ notebooks revealed a much different reality, as Teacher B student’s were extremely active in using this feature to repeatedly revise their drafts, and even jotted down questions in preparation for individual writing conferences to follow. It was clear, that this teacher was using this feature to hold important conversations about the writing process, an assessment confirmed by his responses during the interview.  Similarly, the researcher was not certain that any of the teachers were using feedback since it was not apparent in examining the initial log data gathered by the OSLN server.  As designed, the OSLN was designed to capture feedback provided on blogs and other public artifacts such as photos and media.  Since the teachers largely rejected the practice of giving public feedback, their comments left in the notebooks were not captured and logged by the OSLN servers. These critical conversations, could only be captured by reading through the notebooks, but were important in examining how teachers’ were using them for writing instruction.

In context, the researcher’s findings during the study echo the sentiments of education advocates, who caution against using only raw numbers to truly assess teacher effectiveness, instead stressing the need to consider other factors such as ongoing observations and students’ demographics. As recently as 2012, New York City’s Education Department, in publishing the data of approximately 18,000 teachers, was widely criticized for publishing and subsequently using value-added assessments to rank teachers and make decisions about retention and tenure (Otterman & Gebeloff, 2012). Although the data was criticized for being full of mistakes such as
bad sample sizes and flawed measurement tools, these scores were published and ultimately used to make decisions about teacher tenure and pay (Otterman & Gebeloff, 2012). Similar value-added measures were adopted by the city of Houston, which rewarded financial bonuses to high-ranking teachers, and Washington where thousands of teachers lost their jobs as a result of ranking systems (Santos & Gebeloff, 2012).

Interestingly, Bill Gates, previously a ferocious advocate for using these types of big data tools for evaluation purposes, cautioned against using these numbers in isolation (Goldstein, 2013). Formerly advocating for using big data to link teacher evaluation pay to evidence of student achievement, a policy later utilized by the Federal Government in the Race to the Top Grant Initiative, Gates later shifted his view to point out the need for inclusion of other factors such as teacher observations when making this critical decisions (Goldstein, 2013). The researcher’s experience in looking at data to closely examine teacher behavior revealed the complexity of gaining a true sense of activity beyond a snapshot offered by examining data exclusively. Raw data, such as what was captured by the OSLN server, was certainly helpful in beginning to understand patterns of usage for the 3 participating teachers, and contributed the researcher’s analysis of behaviors throughout the study. The complex of nature of teaching required a much deeper examination and, ultimately revealed the varied ways in which these 3 teachers utilized the OSLN to fit the needs of their own instructional styles, preferences and individual classroom settings. From Teacher B being the sole user of student groups, to Teacher C learning by lurking, the numbers revealed only part of each teacher’s larger learning process throughout the study, which was critical in answering the research questions.
Teachers as Problem Solvers

As teachers were simultaneously placed in the role of teacher and learner, the participating teachers were tasked with learning a new curriculum, the use of a new technology tool, and ensuring curriculum goals were being met simultaneously. Naturally, challenges arose during the study, ranging from teachers’ preferences to pedagogical and philosophical beliefs about best practices. As previously stated, the 3 teachers, although valuing feedback as a practice, overwhelmingly rejected the idea of engaging in this process in public. The large amounts of student writing being produced throughout the project further exacerbated frustrations about how to give feedback, resulting in several modifications of the process.

All teachers, while still engaging in one-to-one conversations with students about writing, still utilized the OSLN as an integral part of getting students to revise. These revisions ranged from typing directly into students’ open electronic notebooks during class to creating peer editing systems where students rotated in groups, taking turns typing into their partners’ notebooks. Other modifications during the study included teachers changing the order of suggested timelines, adding their own ideas to the writing units or deleting lessons, resources, and recommended student readings. When asked about changes made, all teachers indicated that they changed and/or deleted things according to their own students’ needs and valued the autonomy to do so. The idea of “making it [their] own” (Teacher A, interview, 2013), empowered them to problem solve, modify and essentially contributed to continued use of the OSLN until the end of study, with one teacher, Teacher A repeatedly requesting to use it for instruction the following summer, and continues to do so currently.
Final Thoughts

Having a community to assist during various aspects of the curriculum was critical, as teachers felt supported throughout the process. The benefit of seeing and interacting with others both online and offline solidified the feeling of being connected with others with similar goals. As one teacher put it, they knew they were not alone while experiencing the process. Content centered professional development was another critical factor in teachers’ actual use of various concepts, strategies and materials during the study. Teachers overwhelmingly felt the topics were useable, relevant, and easy to integrate with their own goals for writing. This was evident in their both their students’ artifacts and their own responses to interview questions. Additionally, the convenience of logging on, downloading, and reading materials contributed to teachers actually utilizing ideas from professional development in their classrooms. Teachers’ need to have a voice was clearly important as indicated by study, and resulted in teachers’ reports of positive experiences and perceptions of not only the professional development, but the total experience of using the OSLN for the curriculum implementation. Teachers expressed relief in having the freedom of changing the curriculum as they saw fit and did so without hesitation. Problems that arose were met with suggestions and experimentation until a workable solution was found. The solution was not the same for each teacher and should not be expected. Teachers are learners engaging in the same processes that all learners inevitably experience. From socio-cultural standpoint, this experience is one always based on the process of connecting with others, yet is one that is still highly individualized, as seen in the analysis of the 3 teachers participating in the study.

Online professional development using social networks holds great potential in helping to address the needs of teachers in the 21st century. When properly implemented, they can function
as a true learning communities situated in the everyday work that occurs in the classrooms. The possibility to engage, discuss and tackle problems of practice is a process that can be captured in new and dynamic ways when using an online social learning network, offering the potential to capture and circulate knowledge, all while overcoming many of the issues encountered by traditional models of professional development.

While helping overcome barriers such as location and time constraints, online professional development can help to reduce feelings of teacher isolation, while allowing teachers to engage in professional learning continuously. As teachers are expected to prepare their students for an increasingly global and technological world, they themselves must also be comfortable with engaging with others in ways that utilize curriculum expertise, problems-solving abilities, communication, and technology. Social networks have become an integral part of both professional and personal life and leveraging these tools can be potentially transformative in seeking ways to encourage and support teachers in sustained professional learning.

However, social networks, when implemented for professional learning should emphasize the learning of content, pedagogy and how technology can enhance instructional practices teachers are attempting to hone. Merely providing teachers with technological tools is not sufficient. As these ubiquitous models of professional development continue to emerge, consideration to hybrid models of delivery may be an effective and powerful way to connect teachers with their peers and other experts, potentially transforming the ways in which teachers connect around content in ways not possible by traditional workshop models.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Questions

Project: Examining the Impact of Online Professional Development on Teacher Practice.

Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer:
Interviewee:

This is the interview of a participant teacher of the online professional development during the C21 Project.

Interview Questions:

**Instructional Practice/Teaching of Writing Skills**

1. Describe your writing instruction at the beginning of the school year (prior to using OSLN).

2. Describe your experience using a social network in your writing instruction.

3. Has your writing instruction this year been impacted by utilizing the social network? How?

4. Were there skills or content you taught that were enhanced or made easier by using the OSLN? Can you be specific? (point to any evidence/artifacts in OSLN)

5. Were there skills or content you found difficult to teach using the OSLN? Can you be specific?

6. How did the teaching of specific writing skills/content using the OSLN compare to your previous experiences using strictly face-to-face methods? Give examples.

7. What features of the OSLN did you find particularly useful for your teaching writing skills? Which ones did you use the most/least (blogs, forums, groups debates etc.)
Feedback

8. Describe your process of providing feedback on student work using the social network.

9. Have your methods of giving feedback been impacted by using the OSLN?

10. How would you compare your face-to-face practices with giving feedback with your online practice using the OSLN? (ask about benefits, challenges, time spent, quality, organization, etc.)

11. What features of the OSLN did you find particularly useful for your giving feedback? Which ones did you use the most/least (blogs, forums, groups debates etc.)

Professional Development

12. What kinds of other professional development experiences have you had in the past?

13. How would your describe your experience with professional development utilizing the OSLN? Tell me more.

14. Were you able to incorporate any concepts covered in online professional development into your instruction? Be specific (point to artifacts/evidence from OSLN).

15. Can you give me an example of a time you used some aspect of the social network to assist you with teaching? Tell me more about this particular lesson/assignment. (point to artifacts from social network).

16. What were the most useful components of professional development using an OSLN? What were the most challenging?

17. Can you tell me about a particular time or incident you found particularly helpful or challenging?

18. Were there aspects you particularly enjoyed?

19. What activities covered in PD did you use the most/least?

20. What OSLN features did you find the most useful for professional development purposes? (blogs, forums, media, groups) etc. What were the least useful? Give examples.
21. Have you had an online component to other professional development experiences? If so, can you tell me about them?

22. How would you compare this professional development experience with others you have had?

23. What changes would you suggest in the professional development using the OSLN in the future?
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